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RELATIVE ARTIN MOTIVES AND THE REDUCTIVE
BOREL-SERRE COMPACTIFICATION OF A LOCALLY
SYMMETRIC VARIETY
JOSEPH AYOUB AND STEVEN ZUCKER
Abstract. We introduce the notion of Artin motives and cohomological motives
over a scheme X . Given a cohomological motive M over X , we construct its
punctual weight zero part ω0X(M) as the universal Artin motive mapping to M .
We use this to define a motive EX over X which is an invariant of the singularities
of X . The first half of the paper is devoted to the study of the functors ω0X and
the computation of the motives EX .
In the second half of the paper, we develop the application to locally symmetric
varieties. More specifically, let Γ\D be a locally symmetric variety and denote by
p : Γ\D
rbs
→ Γ\D
bb
the projection of its reductive Borel-Serre compactification
to its Baily-Borel Satake compactification. We show that Rp∗Q
Γ\D
rbs is naturally
isomorphic to the Betti realization of the motive E
X
bb , where X
bb
is the scheme
such that X
bb
(C) = Γ\D
bb
. In particular, the direct image of E
X
bb along the
projection of X
bb
to Spec(C) gives a motive whose Betti realization is naturally
isomorphic to the cohomology of Γ\D
rbs
.
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Introduction. Let X be a noetherian scheme. By the work of F. Morel and V. Vo-
evodsky [34], R. Jardine [30], and others, one can associate to X a triangulated
category DA(X), whose objects are called motives over X. Any quasi-projective
X-scheme Y has a cohomological motive Mcoh(Y ), an object of DA(X). Many of
the expected properties of these categories are still unknown, notably the existence
of a motivic t-structure, usual and perverse, and a filtration by weights and punctual
weights on their respective hearts.1
By definition, a general cohomological motive is an object of DA(X) which can
be obtained from the motives Mcoh(Y ) by an iteration of the following operations:
direct sums, suspensions and cones. Similarly, one defines Artin motives by taking
only the motives Mcoh(Y ) with Y finite over X. We propose a candidate for the
punctual weight zero part of a cohomological motive M . It is the universal Artin
motive ω0X(M) that maps to M . That ω
0
X(M) exists is a consequence of general
existence theorems for compactly generated triangulated categories. What is less
formal is that the functor ω0X satisfies the properties one expects from a punctual
weight truncation functor. The preceding is the subject of §2.2.
Next, in §2.3, we use the functors ω0X to define a motive EX over X as follows.
Assume that X is reduced and quasi-projective over a field k of characteristic zero,
and let j : U →֒ X be the inclusion of a dense and smooth open subset. Then EX is
defined to be ω0X(j∗1U), where 1U is the unit of the tensor product onDA(U), which
1In [10] M. Bondarko defined a weight filtration for effective motives over a field. However,
this weight filtration is sensitive to the suspension functor [1]; the latter increase the weight by
1. In particular, his truncation functors are not triangulated. In this paper, we have in mind
weight filtrations compatible with the triangulated structure, more in the spirit of S. Morel’s
weight truncation [35, §3]. However, contrary to [35], we use punctual weights instead of weights
on perverse sheaves, for the latter are very far from being available in the motivic setting.
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is independent of the choice of U . Moreover, EX is an invariant of the singularities
of X. Indeed, if X is smooth EX ≃ 1X . Moreover, given a smooth morphism
f : Y → X, there is a canonical isomorphism f ∗EX ≃ EY . The large §2.5 is devoted
to the computation of the motive EX in terms of a stratification of X by smooth
locally closed subsets and a compatible family of resolutions of the closure of each
stratum. To compute EX from the aforementioned resolution data, we introduce a
diagram of schemes X in §2.5.2 that breaks down the determination into a “corner-
like” decomposition of the boundary in the resolutions. We further break it down,
by means of the diagram Y in §2.5.4, to the strata in the objects of X. Unfortunately,
the outcome is not very elegant, but it is useful nonetheless.
Section 3 treats the relevant compactifications of a locally symmetric variety, and
gathers their essential properties. Let D be a bounded symmetric (complex) do-
main and Γ ⊂ Aut(D) an arithmetically-defined subgroup. Then Γ\D is a complex
analytic space with (at worst) quotient singularities.2 In fact, it has a canonical
structure of an algebraic variety [9]. Though some of its well-known compactifica-
tions are projective varieties, e.g., the Baily-Borel Satake compactification Γ\D
bb
,
that is not the case for the rather prominent reductive Borel-Serre compactifica-
tion Γ\D
rbs
(see [41]), which was introduced as a technical device without name in
[39, §4]. It is only a real stratified space whose boundary strata can have odd real
dimension.
In Section 4, we state and prove the main theorem of this article, which concerns
the reductive Borel-Serre compactification. By [40], there is a natural stratified pro-
jection p : Γ\D
rbs
→ Γ\D
bb
from the reductive Borel-Serre compactification to the
Baily-Borel Satake compactification. The latter is the variety of C-points (strictly
stated, the associated analytic variety) of a projective scheme X
bb
, by [9] again.
Our theorem asserts that the Betti realization of E
X
bb is canonically isomorphic to
Rp∗QΓ\Drbs. Our main theorem signals that the non-algebraic reductive Borel-Serre
compactification is a natural object in our algebro-geometric setting; in a sense, this
justifies the repeated presence of Γ\D
rbs
in the literature [19, 20, 41, 42, 43]. It is
natural to define the motive of the reductive Borel-Serre compactification Γ\D
rbs
to be Mrbs(Γ\D) = π∗(EXbb) with π the projection of X
bb
to Spec(C). Then the
Betti realization of Mrbs(Γ\D) is canonically isomorphic to the cohomology of the
topological space Γ\D
rbs
. We add that a construction of a mixed Hodge structure
on the cohomology of Γ\D
rbs
is given in [43],3 though it has flaws that appear to be
fixable. Though it is natural to expect the latter to coincide with the mixed Hodge
structure one gets from the motive Mrbs(Γ\D), we do not attempt to address it in
this article. (See also Remark 4.9.)
An important technique in the proof of our main result, Theorem 4.1, is the
use of diagrams of schemes (already mentioned above) and motives over them. A
diagram of schemes is simply a covariant functor X from a small category I (the
indexing category) to the category of schemes. Roughly speaking, a motive M over
2Under mild conditions on Γ (see §3.1), Γ\D is non-singular and its boundary strata in each
compactification are likewise well-behaved.
3Indeed, it was the raison d’être of our collaboration. We believe it was Kazuya Kato who first
suggested, on the basis of [43], that there might be a reductive Borel-Serre motive.
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the diagram of schemes X is a collection of motives M(i) ∈ DA(X(i)), one for each
object i ∈ I, which are strictly contravariant (i.e., and not only up to homotopy)
with respect to the arrows of I. Diagrams of schemes and motives over them are
used extensively in Sections 2 and 4 to encode the way some motives are functorially
reconstructed from simpler pieces.
Here is a simple illustration of this principle. Let X be a scheme and M a motive
over X. We assume that M is defined as a homotopy pull-back of a diagram of the
form
M(1,0)
u10
// M(0,0) M(0,1),
u01
oo
i.e., as Cone{u10 − u01 : M(1,0)
⊕
M(0,1) → M(0,0)}. Then M depends only loosely
(i.e., not functorially) on the above diagram. However, in good situations, the above
diagram can be promoted naturally to an object of DA(X, ), where (cf. Lemma
1.14) is the category {(1, 0) ← (0, 0) → (0, 1)} and (X, ) is the constant diagram
of schemes with value X. As homotopy pullback is a well-defined functor from
DA(X, ) to DA(X), it is, for technical reasons, much better to work with objects
of DA(X, ) rather than diagrams of motives in DA(X) having the shape of op.
The construction of the isomorphism in our main theorem uses, as a starting
point, the computation of EX in §2.5 (especially Theorem 2.56). In the case of X
bb
(playing the role of X in §2.5), we use the toroidal compactifications of [3, 36] for
the compatible family of resolutions, which are determined by compatible sets of
combinatorial data. From there, we use the specifics of the situation to successively
modify the diagram of schemes that appears in Theorem 2.56, without changing
the (cohomological) direct image of the diagram of motives along the projection
onto X
bb
. (See Proposition 4.18 and Theorem 4.27.) When we finally arrive at
the diagram Wtor in §4.2.4, we can escape the confines of schemes and pass to
diagrams of topological spaces in §4.2.5, where the role of the reductive Borel-Serre
compactification emerges naturally.
Acknowledgments. We are indebted to Marc Levine, who suggested that the authors
meet. We wish to thank Jörg Wildeshaus for his interest in this work. We are
grateful to Ching-Li Chai for answering questions about toroidal compactifications
and Shimura varieties. We are particularly appreciative of the helpful, thorough
refereeing that our submitted article received.
Notation and conventions. There are places in the article where we have used somewhat different
notation from what appears in the literature. For instance, DA(X, I) is really the triangulated
category SHT
M
(X, I) of [5, Déf. 4.5.21], with M the category of complexes of Q-vector spaces,
τ = ét, the étale topology, and T the Tate motive as in §1.1. We also note that in §3.3 and the
sequel, we have deviated from the notation of [3]. Starting in §3.4, the usage of the symbols Σ◦
and Σc is the opposite of that in [23, 42]. (We do this to conform with the relation between the
corresponding open and closed schemes.)
The category with one object and one arrow is denoted e. For a scheme X over C, we often
identify X(C) with the associated complex analytic space. We use bold capital letters for a linear
algebraic group defined over Q, e.g., G, and use the same letter in ordinary mathematical font,
G in the example, to denote G(R), viewed as a real Lie group, beginning in Section 3. In talking
about cone complexes in §3.4, the notation for a cone refers to the open cones. We have used
throughout the convention that when we state that something is an almost direct product, we use
notation for it as though it were a direct product. Remark 4.13 establishes a convention that the
use of a certain symbol includes the context in which it is being used.
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1. Triangulated categories of motives
1.1. Quick review of their construction. We briefly describe the construction of
a triangulated categoryDA(X) whose objects will be called relative motives over the
scheme X. The details of our construction are to be found in [5, §4.5]: our category
DA(−) is the category SHT
M
(−) of [5, Déf. 4.5.21] when we take for M, the category
of complexes of Q-vector spaces, and for τ , the étale topology. (The notation DA
is probably due to F. Morel and it appears already in [6, Def. 1.3.2]; most probably
the A stands for abelian.) Roughly speaking, we follow, without lots of imagination,
the recipe of Morel and Voevodsky [34], replacing simplicial sets by complexes of Q-
vector spaces and then use spectra to formally invert the tensor product by the Tate
motive, as in [30]. In particular, we do not use the theory of finite correspondences
from [18] in defining DA(X). However, it can be shown that, for X = Spec(k) the
spectrum of a perfect field, we have an equivalence of categories DA(k) ≃ DM(k),
where DM(k) is Voevodsky’s category of mixed motives with rational coefficients
(see Proposition 1.4 below).
For the reader convenience, we now review some elements of the construction of
DA(X). For a noetherian scheme X, we denote by Sm/X the category of smooth
X-schemes of finite type. We consider Sm/X as a site for the étale topology. The cat-
egory Shv(Sm/X), of étale sheaves of Q-vector spaces over Sm/X, is a Grothendieck
abelian category. Given a smooth X-scheme Y , we denote by Qét(Y → X) (or just
Qét(Y ) when X is understood) the étale sheaf associated to the presheaf Q(Y ) freely
generated by Y , i.e., Q(Y )(−) = Q(homSm/X(−, Y )).
Definition 1.1 — The category DAeff(X) is the Verdier quotient of the derived
category D(Shv(Sm/X)) by the smallest triangulated subcategory A that is stable
under infinite sums and contains the complexes [Qét(A
1
Y ) → Qét(Y )] for all smooth
X-schemes Y .
As usual, A1Y denotes the relative affine line over Y . Given a smooth X-scheme
Y , we denote by Meff(Y ) (or Meff(Y → X) if confusion can arise) the object Qét(Y )
viewed as an object of DAeff(X). This is the effective homological motive of Y .
We also write 1X (or simply 1) for the motive Meff(idX) where idX is the identity
mapping of X. This is a unit for the tensor product on DAeff(X).
One can alternatively defineDAeff(X) as the homotopy category of a model struc-
ture in the sense of [37] (see [21]). More precisely, the category K(Shv(Sm/X)) of
complexes of étale sheaves on Sm/X can be endowed with the A1-local model struc-
ture (WA1,Cof ,FibA1), for which DAeff(X) is the homotopy category
K(Shv(Sm/X))[W−1A1 ].
Here, the classWA1 (of A
1-weak equivalences) consists of morphisms which become
invertible in DAeff(X); the cofibrations are the injective morphisms of complexes;
the class FibA1 (of A
1-fibrations) is defined by the right lifting property [37] with
respect to the arrows in Cof ∩WA1.
In this paper we need to use some of the Grothendieck operations on motives
(see [4, 5]). These operations are defined on the categories DA(X) obtained from
DAeff(X) by formally inverting the operation T ⊗−, tensor product with the Tate
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motive. Here, we will take as a model for the Tate motive4 the étale sheaf
TX = ker
{
Qét
(
(A1X − o(X))→ X
)
−→ Qét(idX : X → X)
}
,
where o : X → A1X is the zero section. We denote TX simply by T if the base scheme
X is clear.
The process of inverting T ⊗ − is better understood via the machinery of spec-
tra, borrowed from algebraic topology [1]. We denote the category of T -spectra of
complexes of étale sheaves on Sm/X by
MT (X) = SpectT (K(Shv(Sm/X))).
Objects of MT (X) are collections E = (En, γn)n∈N, in which the En’s are complexes
of étale sheaves on Sm/X and the γn’s are morphisms of complexes
γn : T ⊗ En → En+1,
called assembly maps. We note that γn determines by adjunction a morphism γ
′
n :
En → Hom(T,En+1). There is a stable A
1-local model structure on MT (X) such
that a T -spectrum E is stably A1-fibrant if and only if each En is A
1-fibrant and
each γ′n is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes of sheaves. This model structure is
denoted by (WA1-st,Cof ,FibA1-st).
Definition 1.2 — The category DA(X) is the homotopy category of MT (X)
with respect to the stable A1-local model structure:
DA(X) =MT (X)[(WA1-st)
−1].
There is an infinite suspension functor Σ∞T : DAeff(X) → DA(X) which takes a
complex of étale sheaves K to the T -spectrum
(K, T ⊗K, . . . , T⊗r ⊗K, . . . ),
where the assembly maps are the identity maps. In DA(X), the homological motive
of a smooth X-scheme Y is then M(Y ) = Σ∞T (Meff(Y )) (we write M(Y → X) if
confusion can arise). The motiveM(idX) will be denoted by 1X (or simply 1). There
is also a tensor product on DA(X) which makes it a closed monoidal symmetric
category with unit object 1X . Then the functor Σ
∞
T becomes monoidal symmetric
and unitary. Moreover, the Tate motive 1X(1) = Σ
∞
T (TX)[−1] is invertible for the
tensor product of DA(X). For n ∈ Z, we define the Tate twists M(n) of a motive
M ∈ DA(X) in the usual way.
By [4, 5], we have the full machinery of Grothendieck’s six operations on the
triangulated categories DA(X). Two of these operations, ⊗X and HomX , are part
of the monoidal structure on DA(X). Given a morphism of noetherian schemes
f : X → Y , we have the operations f ∗ and f∗ of inverse image and cohomological
direct image along f . When f is quasi-projective, we also have the operations f!
and f ! of direct image with compact support and extraordinary inverse image along
f . The usual properties from [2] hold.
Definition 1.3 — Let X be a noetherian scheme and Y a quasi-projective
X-scheme. We define Mcoh(Y ), or Mcoh(Y → X) if confusion can arise, to be
(πY )∗1Y , where πY : Y → X is the structural morphism of the X-scheme Y . This
is the cohomological motive of Y in DA(X).
4Usually the Tate motive QX(1) is defined to be TX [−1] viewed as an object of DAeff(X). As
the shift functor [−1] is already invertible in DAeff(X), it is equivalent to invert (TX ⊗ −) or
(QX(1)⊗−).
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It is easy to check that this defines a contravariant functor Mcoh(−) from the cate-
gory of quasi-projective X-schemes to DA(X). In contrast to homological motives,
Mcoh(Y ) is defined without assuming Y to be smooth over X.
5
We write DM(X) for Voevodsky’s category of motives over the base-scheme X.
DM(X) is obtained in the same way as DA(X) using the category ShvtrNis(Sm/X)
of Nisnevich sheaves with transfers (cf. [32, Lect. 13] for X the spectrum of a field)
instead of the category Shv(Sm/X) of étale sheaves. A detailed construction of this
category (at least for X smooth over a field) can be obtained as the particular case
of [6, Def. 2.5.27] where the valuation of the base field is taken to be trivial. A more
recent account of the construction can be found in [14]. The effective and geometric
version of this category is also constructed in [29].
As we work with sheaves of Q-vector spaces, a Nisnevich sheaf with transfers is
automatically an étale sheaf. This gives a forgetful functor otr : DM(X)→ DA(X),
which has a left adjoint
atr : DA(X) // DM(X).
Thus, a motive M ∈ DA(X) determines a motive atr(M) in the sense of Voevodsky.
Moreover, when X = Spec(k) is the spectrum of a field k of characteristic zero, it
follows from [33] (cf. [14, Cor. 15.2.20] for a complete proof that works more generally
for any excellent and unibranch base-scheme X) that:
Proposition 1.4 — The functor atr : DA(k) → DM(k) is an equivalence of
categories.
Remark 1.5 — The main reason we are working with coefficients in Q (rather
than in Z) is technical. For computing the functors ω0X (see Proposition 2.10 below),
we need to invoke Proposition 1.4, which holds only with rational coefficients. Also,
some of the arguments in the proof of Theorem 2.56 use in an essential way that the
coefficients are inQ. Also, we choose to work with the categoriesDA(X) rather than
DM(X). We do this in order to have a context in which the formalism of the six
operations of Grothendieck is available. Indeed, there is an obstacle to having this
formalism in DM(X), at least with integral coefficients, as the localization axiom
(see [4, §1.4.1]) is still unknown for relative motives in the sense of Voevodsky.
Moreover, as [14, Cor. 15.2.20] indicates, there is no essential difference between
these categories, as long as we are concerned with rational coefficients and unibranch
base-schemes.
1.2. Motives over a diagram of schemes. Later, we will need a generalization
of the notion of relative motive where the scheme X is replaced by a diagram of
schemes. The main references for this are [4, Sect. 2.4] and [5, Sect. 4.5]. We will
denote by Dia the 2-category of small categories.
Let C be a category. A diagram in C is a covariant functor X : I → C with I a
small category (i.e., I ∈ Dia). A diagram in C will be denoted (X, I) or simply X if
no confusion can arise. Given an object X ∈ C, we denote by (X, I) the constant
diagram with value X, i.e., sending any object to X and any arrow to the identity
of X.
5 In the stable motivic categories, M(Y ) can be extended for all quasi-projective X-schemes Y
by setting M(Y ) = (πY )!(πY )!1X . We do not use this in the paper.
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A morphism of diagrams (Y, J) → (X, I) is a pair (f, α) where α : J → I is a
functor and f : Y → X ◦ α is a natural transformation. Such a morphism admits a
natural factorization
(Y, J)
f
// (X ◦ α, J)
α
// (X, I). (1)
(When C is a category of spaces, f and α are respectively called the geometric
and the categorical part of (f, α).) We denote by Dia(C) the category of diagrams
in C which is actually a strict 2-category where the 2-morphisms are defined as
follows. Let (f, α) and (g, β) be two morphisms from (Y, J) to (X, I). A 2-morphism
t : (f, α) → (g, β) is a natural transformation t : α → β such that for every j ∈ J,
the following triangle
Y(j)
f(j)
//
g(j) &&
X(α(j))
X(t(j))

X(β(j))
commutes.
We have a fully faithful embedding C →֒ Dia(C) sending an object X ∈ C to the
diagram (X, e) where e is the category with one object and one arrow. We will
identify C with a full subcategory of Dia(C) via this embedding. Given a diagram
(X, I) and an object i ∈ I, we have an obvious morphism i : X(i)→ (X, I).
Now, we consider the case C = Sch (schemes). Objects in Dia(Sch) are called
diagrams of schemes. For (X, I) ∈ Dia(Sch), let Sm/(X, I) be the category whose
objects are pairs (U, i) with i ∈ I and U a smooth X(i)-scheme. Morphisms (V, j)→
(U, i) are given by an arrow j → i in I and a morphism of schemes V → U making
the following square
V //

U

X(j) // X(i)
commutative. As in the case of a single scheme, we may use the category Sm/(X, I),
endowed with the étale topology, to define a triangulated category DA(X, I) of
motives over (X, I). The full details of the construction can be found in [5, Ch. 4].
Objects of DA(X, I) are called relative motives over (X, I).
Let (X, I) be a diagram of schemes and J a small category. We call pr1 : I×J→ I
the projection to the first factor. There is a functor
skJ : DA(X ◦ pr1, I× J) // HOM(J
op,DA(X, I)) (2)
which associates to a relative motive E over (X◦pr1, I×J) the contravariant functor
j  E(−, j) ∈ DA(X, I), called the J-partial skeleton of E. When X(i) is not the
empty scheme for at least one i ∈ I, this functor is an equivalence of categories only
if I is discrete, i.e., equivalent to a category where every arrow is an identity.
The basic properties concerning the functoriality of DA(X, I) with respect to
(X, I) are summarized in [4, §2.4.2]. Note that a morphism of diagrams of schemes
(f, α) : (Y, J) → (X, I) induces a functor (f, α)∗ : DA(X, I) → DA(Y, J). The
assignment (f, α) (f, α)∗ is contravariant with respect to 2-morphisms and (f, α)∗
admits a right adjoint (f, α)∗. When f is objectwise smooth (i.e., f(j) is smooth for
all j ∈ J), (f, α)∗ admits also a left adjoint (f, α)♯.
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Now we gather some additional properties which will be needed later.
Lemma 1.6 — For i, j ∈ I, M ∈ DA(X(i)) and N ∈ DA(X(j)), there are
canonical isomorphisms⊕
j→i∈homI(j,i)
X(j → i)∗M ≃ j∗i♯M and i
∗j∗N ≃
∏
j→i∈homI(j,i)
X(j → i)∗N.
Proof. The second isomorphism is a special case of the axiom DerAlg 4′g in [4,
Rem. 2.4.16]. The first isomorphism is obtained from the second one using the
adjunctions (X(j → i)∗,X(j → i)∗), (i♯, i
∗) and (j∗, j∗). 
Proposition 1.7 — Let S be a noetherian scheme and (X, I) a diagram of
S-schemes. Let J be a small category and α : J → I a functor. We form the
commutative triangle in Dia(Sch)
(X ◦ α, J)
(f,q) **
α
// (X, I)
(f,p)

S.
Assume that α admits a left adjoint. Then the composition
(f, p)∗ // (f, p)∗α∗α
∗ ≃ (f, q)∗α
∗
is invertible.
Proof. We have a commutative diagram in Dia(Sch)
(X ◦ α, J)
α

f
// (S, J)
α

q

(X, I)
f
// (S, I)
p
// S.
We need to show that (f, p)∗ → (f, p)∗α∗α
∗ is invertible, or equivalently, that p∗f∗ →
p∗f∗α∗α
∗ is invertible. But we have a commutative square
p∗f∗
η
//
η

p∗f∗α∗α
∗
∼

p∗α∗α
∗f∗
∼
// p∗α∗f∗α
∗
where the bottom arrow is invertible by axiom DerAlg 3d of [4, §2.4.2]. Thus, it is
sufficient to show that p∗ → p∗α∗α
∗ is invertible. This follows from [4, Lem. 2.1.39],
as α has a left adjoint.6 
Before stating a useful corollary of Proposition 1.7 we need some preliminaries.
Let J : I→ Dia be a functor, i.e., an object of Dia(Dia). We define the total category∫
I
J, or simply
∫
J, as follows:
• objects are pairs (i, j) where i ∈ I and j ∈ J(i),
• arrows (i, j)→ (i′, j′) are pairs (i→ i′, J(i→ i′)(j)→ j′).
6There is a misprint in the statement of [4, Lem. 2.1.39]. The u’s and v’s should be interchanged
in the two natural transformations that are asserted to be invertible. The proof in loc. cit. remains
the same.
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This gives a covariant functor
∫
: Dia(Dia) → Dia. We have a functor ρ :
∫
I
J → I
sending (i, j) to i. For i ∈ I, we have an inclusion ǫi : J(i) →֒
∫
I
J sending j ∈ J(i) to
(i, j). We may factor this inclusion through the comma category7 (
∫
I
J)/i by sending
j ∈ J(i) to ((i, j), idi). We get in this way an inclusion ǫ
′
i : J(i) →֒ (
∫
I
J)/i which has
a left adjoint (
∫
I
J)/i→ J(i) sending ((i′, j′), i′ → i) to J(i′ → i)(j′).
Definition 1.8 — Let (Y, J) : I → Dia(C) be an object of Dia(Dia(C)), i.e.,
a functor sending an object i ∈ I to a diagram (Y(i), J(i)) in C. The assignment
(i, j)  Y(i, j) defines a functor on
∫
I
J. We get in this way a diagram (Y,
∫
I
J) in
C called the total diagram associated with (Y, J).
Corollary 1.9 — Let (X, I) be a diagram of schemes. Let ((Y, J), I) be a
diagram in Dia(Sch). Assume we are given a morphism
f : ((Y, J), I)→ ((X, e), I)
in Dia(Dia(Sch)) which is the identity on I. Passing to the total diagrams, we get a
morphism
(f, ρ) : (Y,
∫
I
J)→ (X, I).
Then, for every i ∈ I, there is a canonical isomorphism
i∗(f, ρ)∗ ≃ f(i)∗ǫ
∗
i ,
where, as before, ǫi : J(i) →֒
∫
I
J denotes the inclusion.
Proof. By axiom DerAlg 4’g in [4, Rem. 2.4.16], i∗(f, ρ)∗ ≃ (f/i)∗u
∗
i where ui :
(
∫
I
J)/i→
∫
I
J is the natural morphism and f/i is the projection of (Y ◦ ui, (
∫
I
J)/i)
to X(i).
Now, recall that we have an inclusion ǫ′i : J(i) →֒ (
∫
I
J)/i which admits a left
adjoint. By Proposition 1.7, we have isomorphisms
(f/i)∗u
∗
i
∼
→ (f/i)∗ǫ
′
i∗ǫ
′∗
i u
∗
i ≃ f(i)∗ǫ
∗
i .
This ends the proof of the corollary. 
Remark 1.10 — The same method of proof of Corollary 1.9 yields a similar
result for triangulated derivators which we describe here for later use; for a working
definition of a derivator, see [4, Déf. 2.1.34]. Let D be a derivator, I a small category
and J : I → Dia an object of Dia(Dia). Let p :
∫
I
J → I and p(i) : J(i) → {i}
denote the obvious projections, and ǫi : J(i) →֒
∫
I
J the inclusion. Then for all i ∈ I,
the natural transformation i∗p∗ → p(i)∗ǫ
∗
i (of functors from D(
∫
I
J) to D({i})) is
invertible.
A particular case of Corollary 1.9 yields the following:
Corollary 1.11 — Let (X, I) be a diagram of schemes. Denote by Π : I→ Dia
the functor which associate to i ∈ I the set of connected components of X considered
as a discrete category. Let I♭ =
∫
I
Π and (X♭, I♭) the diagram of schemes which
takes a pair (i, α) with i ∈ I and α ∈ Π0(i) to the connected component Xα(i) of
X(i) that corresponds to α. There is a natural morphism of diagrams of schemes
∐ : (X♭, I♭)→ (X, I). Moreover, id→ ∐∗∐
∗ is invertible.
7Recall that, given a functor α : T → S and an object s ∈ S, the comma category T/s is the
category of pairs (t, α(t)→ s) where morphisms are defined in the obvious way.
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Proof. Only the last statement needs a proof. For i ∈ I, id→ ∐(i)∗∐(i)
∗ is invertible
with ∐(i) : (Xα(i))α∈Π(i) → X(i) the natural morphism from the discrete diagram of
schemes (Xα(i))α∈Π(i). Using Corollary 1.9, applied to the functor which takes i ∈ I
to (Xα(i))α∈Π(i), we obtain that i
∗ → i∗∐∗∐
∗ is invertible. 
Before going further, we introduce the following terminology.
Definition 1.12 — Let I be a small category. We say that I is universal for
homotopy limits if it satisfies to the following property. For every 1-morphism of
triangulated derivators m : D1 → D2 in the sense of [4, Déf. 2.1.46], the natural
transformation between functors from D1(I) to D2(e):
m(e)(pI)∗ → (pI)∗m(I),
where pI is the projection of I to e, is invertible.
Lemma 1.13 — If a category has a final object, it is universal for homotopy
limits. The class of small categories which are universal for homotopy limits is stable
by finite direct products. If J : I→ Dia is an object of Dia(Dia) such that I and all the
J(i) are universal for homotopy limits, for i ∈ I, then
∫
I
J is universal for homotopy
limits.
Proof. If e is a final object of I, then (pI)∗ ≃ e
∗. But any morphism of triangulated
derivators commutes with e∗ by definition. Hence the first claim of the lemma.
The second claim of the lemma is a special case of the last one. To prove the
latter, consider the sequence ∫
I
J
p
// I
pI
// e.
As I is universal for homotopy limits, it suffices to show that the natural transfor-
mations
m(I)p∗ → p∗m(
∫
I
J)
are invertible for any 1-morphism of triangulated derivators m. It suffices to show
this after applying i∗ for i ∈ I. With the notation of Remark 1.10, we have
i∗m(I)p∗ ≃ m({i})i
∗p∗ ≃ m({i})p(i)∗ǫ
∗
i
and i∗p∗m(
∫
I
J) ≃ p(i)∗ǫ
∗
im(
∫
I
J) ≃ p(i)∗m(J(i))ǫ
∗
i .
Thus, it suffices to show that m commutes with p(i)∗. Our claim follows as J(i) is
universal for homotopy limits. 
Recall that 1 denotes the ordered set {0→ 1}. Let be the complement of (1, 1)
in 1× 1. Recall also that an ordered set is just a small category with at most one
arrow between each pair of objets.
Lemma 1.14 — For n ∈ N, the category n is universal for homotopy limits.
Proof. It suffices to show that is universal for homotopy limits. Fix a morphism
of triangulated derivators m : D1 → D2. For Ai ∈ Di( ), we have a distinguished
triangle in Di(e):
(p )∗Ai // (1, 0)
∗Ai
⊕
(0, 1)∗Ai // (0, 0)
∗Ai // .
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As the m(−) : D1(−)→ D2(−) are triangulated functors, we deduce for A ∈ D1( )
a morphism of distinguished triangles in D2(e):
m(e) (p )∗A //

m(e)(1, 0)∗A
⊕
m(e)(0, 1)∗A //
∼

m(e)(0, 0)∗A //
∼

(p )∗m( )A // (1, 0)
∗m( )A
⊕
(0, 1)∗m( )A // (0, 0)∗m( )A //
where the second and third vertical arrows are invertible by the definition of a
morphism of derivators. This implies that the first vertical arrow is also invertible.
The lemma is proven. 
Proposition 1.15 — A finite ordered set is universal for homotopy limits.
Proof. Let I be a finite ordered set. We argue by induction on card(I). When
card(I) ≤ 2, the claim is clear. Thus, we may assume that I has more than 2
elements. Fix x ∈ I a maximal element of I. Let A(1, 0) = I − {x}, A(0, 0) = {y ∈
I, y < x} and A(0, 1) = {x}. Then we have a diagram of ordered sets
A(1, 0) A(0, 0)oo // A(0, 1)
indexed by . The backward arrow is the inclusion and the onward arrow is the
unique projection to the singleton {x}. Using Lemmas 1.13 and 1.14, and induction
on card(I), we deduce that
∫
A is universal for homotopy limits.
On the other hand, we have a diagram of ordered sets (B, I) given by
B(y) =
 {0} if y = x,1 = {0→ 1} if y < x,{1} if y is not comparable with x.
It is easy to see that the categories
∫
A and
∫
I
B are isomorphic. Now, consider the
natural functor p :
∫
I
B → I and denote by q the projection of I to e. By Remark
1.10 and the fact that B(y) has a largest element for every y ∈ I, the unit morphism
id→ p∗p
∗ is invertible. It follows that q∗ ≃ (q ◦ p)∗p
∗. This finishes the proof of the
proposition, as
∫
I
B ≃
∫
A is universal for homotopy limits. 
Proposition 1.16 — Let (X, I) be a diagram of schemes. Let ((Y, J), I) be a
diagram in Dia(Sch). Assume we are given a morphism
f : ((Y, J), I)→ ((X, e), I)
in Dia(Dia(Sch)) which is the identity on I. Passing to the total diagrams, we get a
morphism
(f, ρ) : (Y,
∫
I
J)→ (X, I).
Let (g, α) : (X′, I′) → (X, I) be a morphism of diagrams of schemes. We define
a diagram of schemes Y′ :
∫
I′
J ◦ α → Sch by sending a pair (i′, j), with i′ ∈ I′
and j ∈ J(α(i′)), to X′(i′) ×X(α(i′)) Y(α(i
′), j). Then, we have a cartesian square in
Dia(Sch):
(Y′,
∫
I′
J ◦ α)
(g′,α′)
//
(f ′,ρ′)

(Y,
∫
I
J)
(f,ρ)

(X′, I′)
(g,α)
// (X, I).
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Moreover, if f is objectwise projective, g objectwise quasi-projective and the J(i), for
i ∈ I, are universal for homotopy limits, then the base change morphism
(g, α)∗(f, ρ)∗ // (f
′, ρ′)∗(g
′, α′)∗ (3)
is invertible.
Proof. Everything is clear except the last statement. It suffices to show that (3)
is invertible after applying i′∗ for i′ ∈ I′. Let i = α(i′). Using Corollary 1.9 to
rewrite i∗(f, ρ)∗ and i
′∗(f ′, ρ′)∗, we immediately reduce to show that the base change
morphism associated to the cartesian square
(Y′(i′), J(i)) //

(Y(i), J(i))

X′(i′) // X(i)
is invertible. Our square is the vertical composition of the following two squares
(Y′(i′), J(i)) //

(Y(i), J(i))

(X′(i′), J(i)) // (X(i), J(i)),
(X′(i′), J(i)) //

(X(i), J(i))

X′(i′) // X(i).
The base change morphism associated to the first square is invertible by [4, Th. 2.4.22].
Also, the base change morphism associated to the second square is invertible as J(i)
is universal for homotopy limits and (X′(i)→ X(i))∗ defines a 1-morphism of deriva-
tors DA(X(i),−) // DA(X(i′),−) . This proves the proposition. 
1.3. Stratified schemes. Recall that a stratification on a topological space X is a
partition S of X by locally closed subsets such that:
(i) Any point of X admits an open neighborhood U such that S ∩U has finitely
many connected components for every S ∈ S, and is empty except for finitely
many S ∈ S.
(ii) For T ∈ S we have, as sets, T =
⊔
S∈S, S⊂T S.
As S is a partition of X, for S1, S2 ∈ S, either S1 = S2 or S1
⋂
S2 = ∅.
A connected component of an element of S will be called an S-stratum or simply
stratum if no confusion can arise. Two stratifications S and S′ are equivalent if
they determine the same set of strata. The set of S-strata is a stratification on X
which is equivalent to S. We usually identify equivalent stratifications. When X is
a noetherian scheme, every stratification of X has finitely many strata.
An open (resp. closed) stratum is a stratum which is open (resp. closed) in X.
Given two strata S and T , one writes S  T when S ⊂ T . Under mild conditions
(satisfied when X is a noetherian scheme), a stratum S is maximal (resp. minimal)
for this partial order if and only if S is an open (resp. a closed) stratum. Finally, a
subset of X is called S-constructible if it is a union of S-strata.
Example 1.17 — Let X be a noetherian scheme and suppose we are given a
finite family (Zα)α∈I of closed subschemes of X. For J ⊂ I, we put
X0J =
(⋂
β∈J
Zβ
)
−
( ⋃
α∈I−J
Zα
)
.
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This clearly give a stratification on X such that any connected component of X0∅ is
an open stratum and any connected component of XI is a closed stratum.
We record the following lemma for later use:
Lemma 1.18 — Let X be a noetherian scheme endowed with a stratification
S. Denote A the set of S-strata ordered by the relation . Let X : A → Sch be
the diagram of schemes sending an S-stratum S to its closure S¯ (with its reduced
scheme-structure). Let s : (X, A) → X be the natural morphism. Then the unit
morphism id→ s∗s
∗ is invertible.
Proof. X is a disjoint union of its S-strata. By the locality axiom (cf. [5, Cor. 4.5.47])
it then sufficient to show that u∗ → u∗s∗s
∗ is invertible for any S-stratum U ; u :
U →֒ X being the inclusion morphism. Let s′ : (X×X U,A)→ U be the base-change
of s by u : U →֒ X. Using Propositions 1.15 and 1.16, we are reduced to showing
that id → s′∗s
′∗ is an isomorphism. Now, for every S ∈ A, S¯ ∩ U is either empty
or equal to U . Let A♭ be the subset of A consisting of those S’s such that U ⊂ S¯,
i.e., U  S. Then, by Corollary 1.11, we are reduced to showing that id → t∗t
∗
is invertible with t : (U,A♭) → U given objectwise by idU . But A
♭ has a smallest
element, namely the S-stratum U . We may now use [4, Prop. 2.1.41] to finish the
proof. 
1.4. Direct image along the complement of a sncd . Let k be a field and X
a smooth k-scheme. Recall that a simple normal crossing divisor (sncd) in X is a
divisor D = ∪α∈IDα in X such that the scheme-theoretic intersection DJ =
⋂
β∈J Dβ
is smooth of pure codimension card(J) for every J ⊂ I. In particular, we do not
allow self-intersections of components in D. For the purpose of this article, we need
to extend the notion of sncd to k-schemes having quotient singularities.
Definition 1.19 —
(a) A finite type k-scheme X is said to have only quotient singularities if locally
for the étale topology, X is the quotient of a smooth k-scheme by the action
of a finite group with order prime to the exponent characteristic of k.
(b) Let X be a finite type k-scheme having only quotient singularities. A simple
normal crossing divisor (sncd) of X is a Weil divisor D = ∪α∈IDα in X such
that all the Dα are normal schemes and the following condition is satisfied.
Locally for the étale topology on X, there exist:
• a smooth affine k-scheme Y and a sncd F = (Fα)α∈I in Y ,
• a finite group G with order prime to the exponent characteristic of k,
acting on Y and globally fixing each Fα,
• an isomorphism Y/G ≃ X sending Fα/G isomorphically to Dα for all
α ∈ I.
For every J ⊂ I, DJ =
⋂
β∈J Dβ is, locally for the étale topology, the quotient
of FJ =
⋂
β∈J Fβ . Hence it has codimension card(J) in X and only quotient sin-
gularities. Moreover,
⋃
α∈I−J(Dα ∩ DJ) is a sncd in DJ . If X is smooth, it can be
shown that the DJ are necessarily smooth, and thus D is a sncd in the usual sense.
However, we omit the proof as this is not needed later.
Proposition 1.20 — Let k be a field and X a quasi-projective k-scheme having
only quotient singularities. Let D =
⋃
α∈I Dα be a simple normal crossing divisor
in X and denote by j : U → X the inclusion of its complement. Let T ⊂ Z ⊂ X
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be closed subschemes such that there exist a subset J ⊂ I satisfying the following
conditions:
(i) Z is constructible with respect to the stratification induced by the family
(Dβ)β∈J (as in Example 1.17),
(ii) T is contained in
⋃
α∈I−J Dα.
Put Z0 = Z − T and let z : Z → X and u : Z0 → Z denote the inclusions. Then
the morphism
z∗j∗1U // u∗u
∗z∗j∗1U ,
given by the unity of the adjunction (u∗, u∗), is invertible.
Proof. We split the proof in two steps. The first one is a reduction to the case where
X is smooth (and D is a sncd in the usual sense).
Step 1: The problem being local for the étale topology on X, we may assume that
X = Y/G and Dα = Fα/G with Y , (Fα)α∈I and G as in Definition 1.19, (b). Let e
denote the projection Y → X, V = e−1(U), Z ′ = e−1(Z) and T ′ = e−1(T ). Then Z ′
is constructible with respect to the stratification induced by the family (Fβ)β∈J and
T ′ is contained in
⋃
α∈I−J Fα. Let Z
′0 = Z ′ − T ′ = e−1(Z0).
Consider the commutative diagram
Z ′0
u′
//
e

Z ′
z′
//
e

Y
e

V
j′
oo
e

Z0
u
// Z
z
// X U
j
oo
where the squares are cartesian (up to nil-immersions). The group G acts on e∗1V ≃
e∗e
∗
1U , and the morphism 1U → e∗e
∗
1U identifies 1U with the image of the projector
1
|G|
∑
g∈G g (see [4, Lem. 2.1.165]). Hence, 1U → e∗e
∗
1U admits a retraction r :
e∗e
∗
1U → 1U . It is then sufficient to show that
z∗j∗e∗1V // u∗u
∗z∗j∗e∗1V (4)
is invertible. But we have a commutative diagram
z∗j∗e∗
∼
//

z∗e∗j
′
∗

∼
// e∗z
′∗j′∗
 ((
u∗u
∗z∗j∗e∗
∼
// u∗u
∗z∗e∗j
′
∗
∼
// u∗u
∗e∗z
′∗j′∗
∼
// u∗e∗u
′∗z′∗j′∗
∼
// e∗u
′
∗u
′∗z′∗j′∗
where the all the horizontal arrows are invertible, either for trivial reasons or because
of the base change theorem for projective morphisms [4, Cor. 1.7.18] applied to e.
This shows that (4) is isomorphic to push-forward along e : Z ′ → Z of z′∗j′∗1V →
u′∗u
′∗z′∗j′∗1V . Thus, it suffices to show that the latter is invertible, i.e, we only need
to consider the smooth case.
Step 2: We assume now that X is smooth. We argue by induction on the dimension
of X. We may assume X is connected and hence irreducible. Because the problem
is local on X, we may assume that each Dα is given as the zero locus of some
global function in OX(X). Then the normal sheaf NL to the closed subscheme
DL =
⋂
α∈LDα ⊂ X is free for every L ⊂ I.
When Z = X, condition (ii) implies that T ⊂
⋃
α∈I Dα, or equivalently that
U ⊂ Z0. In this case, we need to show that j∗1U → u∗u
∗j∗1U is an isomorphism.
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Writing v for the inclusion of U in Z0, so that j = u ◦ v, we get
u∗u
∗j∗ ≃ u∗u
∗u∗v∗ ≃ u∗v∗ ≃ j∗.
This proves our claim in this case.
Next, we assume that Z ⊂ X − U . Let J0 ⊂ J be of minimal cardinality with
Z ⊂
⋃
β∈J0
Dβ. We argue by induction on the cardinality of J0:
First Case: First assume that J0 has only one element, i.e., we may find β0 ∈ J
such that Z ⊂ Dβ0. Write z0 : Z →֒ Dβ0 and d0 : Dβ0 →֒ X, so that z = d0 ◦ z0.
With these notations, we need to show that
z∗0(d
∗
0j∗1U) // u∗u
∗z∗0(d
∗
0j∗1U)
is invertible. Let D0β0 = Dβ0−
⋃
α6=β0
Dα, and denote by e0 : D
0
β0
→֒ Dβ the inclusion.
By [5, Th. 3.3.44], the morphism
d∗0j∗1U
// e0∗e
∗
0d
∗
0j∗1U
is invertible. Moreover, as the normal sheaf to D0β0 is assumed to be free, e
∗
0d
∗
0j∗1U ≃
1D0β0
⊕ 1D0β0
(−1)[−1]. As the Tate twist commutes with the operations of inverse
and direct images, we are reduced to showing that
z∗0e0∗1D0β0
// u∗u
∗z∗0e0∗1D0β0
is invertible. This follows by our induction hypothesis on the dimension of X.
Second Case: Now we assume that J0 has at least two elements. Fix β0 ∈ J0 and
let J ′0 = J0 − {β0}. Define Z0 = Z
⋂
Dβ0, Z
′ = Z
⋂
(
⋃
β∈J ′0
Dβ) and Z
′
0 = Z ∩ Z
′.
Also Let T0, T
′ and T ′0 be the intersection of T with Z0, Z
′ and Z ′0. Finally, let Z
0
0 ,
Z ′0 and Z ′00 be the complements of T in Z0, Z
′ and Z ′0.
Writing t0, t
′ and t′0 for the inclusion of Z0, Z
′ and Z ′0 in Z, we have a morphism
of distinguished triangles
z∗j∗1U //

t0∗t
∗
0z
∗j∗1U
⊕
t′∗t
′∗z∗j∗1U //

t′0∗t
′∗
0 z
∗j∗1 //

u∗u
∗z∗j∗1U // u∗u
∗t0∗t
∗
0z
∗j∗1U
⊕
u∗u
∗t′∗t
′∗z∗j∗1U // u∗u
∗t′0∗t
′∗
0 z
∗j∗1 //
We are reduced to showing that the second and third vertical arrows are invertible.
We do it only for the second factor of the second arrow as the other cases are
similar. Let u′ : Z ′0 ⊂ Z ′. Then u∗u
∗t′∗ ≃ t
′
∗u
′
∗u
′∗. Thus, with z′ = z ◦ t′, it suffices
to show that z′∗j∗1U → u
′
∗u
′∗z′∗j∗1U is invertible. This follows from the induction
hypothesis, as Z ′ is contained in
⋃
β∈J ′0
Dβ and card(J
′
0) = card(J0)− 1. The proof
of the proposition is complete. 
We note the following corollary for later use.
Corollary 1.21 — Let P be a smooth quasi-projective k-scheme and F =
∪α∈IFα a sncd in P . Let G be a finite group with order prime to the exponent
characteristic of k acting on P and stabilizing the smooth divisors Fα. Let H ⊂ G
be a subgroup and set X = P/G, X ′ = P/H, Dα = Fα/G and D
′
α = Fα/H. Call U
and U ′ the complements of the sncd D = ∪α∈IDα and D
′ = ∪α∈ID
′
α. Let T ⊂ Z ⊂ X
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be as in Proposition 1.20 and set Z0 = Z − T . We form the commutative diagram
with cartesian squares
Z ′0
u′
//
d′

Z ′
z′
//
d

X ′
c

U ′
j′
oo
c′

Z0
u
// Z
z
// X U
j
oo
Then, the base change morphism d∗u∗ → u
′
∗d
′∗ applied to u∗z∗j∗1U is invertible.
Proof. It suffices to consider the case Z = X and Z0 = U . Indeed, assume that
c∗j∗1U → j
′
∗c
′∗
1U is invertible. From Proposition 1.20 applied over X
′, we get that
z′∗j∗1U ′ → u
′
∗u
′∗z′∗j′∗1U ′ is invertible. Using, the commutative diagram
d∗z∗j∗1U

∼
// z′∗c∗j∗1U
∼
//

z′∗j′∗c
′∗
1U
∼

u′∗u
′∗d∗z∗j∗1U
∼
// u′∗u
′∗z′∗c∗j∗1U
∼
// u′∗u
′∗z′∗j′∗c
′∗
1U
we get that d∗z∗j∗1U → u
′
∗u
′∗d∗z∗j∗1U is invertible. We conclude using the commu-
tative diagram:
d∗z∗j∗1U
∼

d∗z∗j∗1U
∼

d∗u∗u
∗z∗j∗1U // u
′
∗d
′∗u∗z∗j∗1U
∼
// u′∗u
′∗d∗z∗j∗1U .
To finish the proof, it remains to show that c∗j∗1U → j
′
∗c
′∗
1U is invertible. As
(P → X ′)∗ is conservative, we easily reduce to the case H = 1 and X ′ = P . If I is
empty, there is nothing to show. Next, assume that I has one element, i.e., F is a
smooth divisor. Let F0 be a connected component of F . Then, P/StabG(F0)→ X is
étale in the neighborhood of F0/StabG(F0). Thus, we may replaceX by P/StabG(F0)
and assume that G globally fixes F0. In other words, we may assume that F is con-
nected and hence irreducible. Also, the question being local on P (for G-equivariant
Zariski covers), we may assume that the divisor F ⊂ P is defined by a single equation
t = 0. Then sending g ∈ G to g−1t/t yields a character χ : G → Γ(P,O×). When
F is geometrically irreducible, which we may assume without loss of generality, this
character takes values in k×.
Now, let W ⊂ P be a globally G-invariant open subset such that W ∩ F is non-
empty. Assume that our claim is true for the cartesian square
W − F
e′
//
q′

(W − F )/G
q

W
e
// W/G,
i.e., e∗q∗1(W−F )/G → q
′
∗e
′∗
1(W−F )/G is invertible. It follows that c
∗j∗1U → j
′
∗c
′∗
1U
is invertible over W . Clearly, both (c∗j∗1U)|F and (j
′
∗c
′∗
1U)|F are isomorphic to
1F ⊕ 1F (−1)[−1]. (This can be derived easily from [4, Cor. 1.6.2] and the base
change theorem by smooth morphisms [5, Prop. 4.5.48].) For all i, j ∈ Z, there is a
canonical isomorphism
homDA(F )(1F ,1F (i)[j]) ≃ homDA(k)(M(F ),1Spec(k)(i)[j])
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given by the adjunction (pF♯, p
∗
F ) with pF the projection of F to Spec(k) and the
fact that M(F ) = pF♯1F . Using Proposition 1.4 and [32, Cor. 4.2 and Th. 16.25], it
follows that every endomorphism of 1F ⊕ 1F (−1)[−1] is given by a matrix(
a b
0 a′
)
where a, a′ ∈ Q and b ∈ O×(F )⊗Q. The same holds true for F replaced by W ∩F .
As c∗j∗1U → j
′
∗c
′∗
1U was assumed to be invertible onW and in particular overW∩F ,
we deduce that it is also invertible over F . This implies that c∗j∗1U → j
′
∗c
′∗
1U is an
isomorphism.
Replacing P by a well-chosen W ⊂ P as above, we may assume that F → F/G
is an étale cover. With K = χ−1(1), the morphism P → P/K is then étale in the
neighborhood of F . Thus, we may replace P by P/K. In other words, we may
assume that χ : G → k∗ is injective. Then G is cyclic of order m and P → P/G is
locally for the étale toplogy, isomorphic to em : A
1
k×k F → A
1
k×k F , where em is the
elevation to the m-th power. Our claim in this case follows from [5, Lem. 3.4.13] as
we work with rational coefficients.
Now we prove the general case by induction on I. By the previous discussion, we
may assume that I has more than two elements. It suffices to show that c∗j∗1U →
j′∗c
′∗
1U is invertible over each divisor Fi. Fix i0 ∈ I and let I
′ = I − {i0}. As our
problem is local over P (for G-equivariant Zariski covers), we may assume that the
normal bundle to Fi0 is trivial. Let F
0
i0
= Fi0−∪i∈I′Fi and consider the commutative
diagram with cartesian squares
F 0i0
u′
//
c′i0

Fi0
ci0

z′
// P
c

P − F
j′
oo
c′

D0i0
u
// Di0
z
// X U.
j
oo
We know by Proposition 1.20 that
z∗j∗1U ≃ u∗u
∗z∗j∗1U ≃ u∗u
∗(1D0i0
⊕ 1D0i0
(−1)[−1]) and
z′∗j′∗1P−F ≃ u
′
∗u
′∗z′∗j′∗1P−F ≃ u
′
∗u
′∗(1F 0i0
⊕ 1F 0i0
(−1)[−1]).
(Again, the last two isomorphisms follow from [4, Cor. 1.6.2] and the base change
theorem by smooth morphisms [5, Prop. 4.5.48].) Moreover, modulo these isomor-
phisms, the restriction of c∗j∗1U → j
′
∗c
′∗
1U to Fi0 is isomorphic to the base change
morphism c∗i0u∗ → u
′
∗c
′∗
i0
applied to 1D0i0
⊕ 1D0i0
(−1)[−1]. Thus we may use the
induction hypothesis to conclude. 
1.5. The Betti realization. In this paragraph we briefly describe the construction
of the Betti realization of relative motives and describe the compatibilities with the
Grothendieck operations. The main reference for the material in the subsection is
[8].
Let X be an analytic space (for example, the space of C-points of an algebraic
variety defined over C). Let SmAn/X be the category of smooth morphisms of
analytic spaces U → X (called smooth X-analytic spaces). The category SmAn/X
is a site when endowed with the classical topology and we denote by Shv(SmAn/X)
the associated category of sheaves of Q-vector spaces. Given a smooth X-analytic
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space Y , we let Qcla(Y ) denote the sheaf on SmAn/X associated to the presheaf of
Q-vector spaces freely generated by Y (cla stands for "classical topology").
Let D1 = {z ∈ C; |z| < 1} be the unit disc. If Y is an X-analytic space, write D1Y
for the X-analytic space D1×Y . As for schemes, there is a D1-local model structure
(WD1,Cof ,FibD1) on the category K(Shv(SmAn/X)) of complexes of sheaves on
SmAn/X for which the morphisms Qcla(D
1
Y ) → Qcla(Y ) are D
1-weak equivalences.
Our construction of the Betti realization is based on the following proposition which
is a particular case of [8, Th. 1.8]:
Proposition 1.22 — There is a natural equivalence of categories
D(Shv(X))
∼
// K(Shv(SmAn/X))[W−1D1 ] (5)
where Shv(X) is the abelian category of sheaves of Q-vector spaces on the topological
space X.
Now, let X be a quasi-projective scheme defined over a subfield k of C. Whenever
we write “X(C)”, we mean the analytic space associated to the C-points of X. The
functor AnX : Sm/X → SmAn/X(C) that takes an X-scheme Y to the X(C)-
analytic space Y (C) induces an adjunction
(An∗X ,AnX∗) : Shv(Sm/X)
//
Shv(SmAn/X(C)).oo
The (unstable) Betti realization functor is defined to be the composition
DAeff(X) = K(Shv(Sm/X))[W
−1
A1 ]
LAn∗X

K(Shv(SmAn/X(C)))[W−1D1 ] ≃ D(Shv(X(C))),
and will be denoted simply An∗X : DAeff(X) → D(Shv(X(C))). The realization of
the Tate motive TX is the constant sheaf Q[1], which is already an invertible object.
For this reason, An∗X can be extended to T -spectra, yielding a stable realization
functor
An∗X : DA(X)
// D(Shv(X(C))). (6)
It is shown in [8] that the realization functors (6) respect the four operations f ∗,
f∗, f! and f
!. More precisely, for f : Y → X, there is an isomorphism of func-
tors (fan)∗An∗X ≃ An
∗
Y f
∗ inducing a natural transformation An∗Xf∗ → R(f
an)∗An
∗
Y
which is invertible when applied to compact motives. A similar statement holds
for the operations f! and f
!, but will not be used in the paper. We recall that
M ∈ DA(X) is said to be compact when hom(M,−) commutes with infinite direct
sums, or equivalently, when M is in the triangulated subcategory generated by the
homological motives of smooth X-schemes of finite type.
We end this subsection with a discussion of the Betti realization over a diagram
of schemes. A diagram of analytic spaces is an object of Dia(AnSpc) where AnSpc
is the category of analytic spaces. Given a diagram of analytic spaces (X, I), let
Ouv(X, I) be the category whose objects are pairs (U, i) with i ∈ I and U an open
subset of X(i). The classical topology of analytic spaces makes Ouv(X, I) into a site
whose category of sheaves (with values in the category of Q-vector spaces) will be
denoted Shv(X, I). The derived category of the latter is denoted D(Shv(X, I)).
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Now, let (X, I) be a diagram of quasi-projective k-schemes. Taking complex points,
we obtain a diagram of analytic spaces (X(C), I). Moreover, as in the case of a single
k-scheme, we have a triangulated functor
An∗X,I : DA(X, I) // D(Shv(X(C), I)).
The details of this construction can be found in [8, Sect. 4].
2. Relative Artin motives and the punctual weight filtration
2.1. Cohomological motives and Artin motives. We begin with the definitions:
Definition 2.1 — Let X be a noetherian scheme. We denote by DAcoh(X)
(resp. DA0(X)) the smallest triangulated subcategory of DA(X) stable under infi-
nite sums and containing Mcoh(U) for all quasi-projective X-schemes U (resp. all
finite X-schemes U). A motive M ∈ DAcoh(X) (resp. M ∈ DA0(X)) is called a
cohomological motive (resp. an Artin motive).
Lemma 2.2 — Assume that X is of finite type over a perfect field k. Then
DAcoh(X) is the smallest triangulated subcategory stable under infinite sums and
containing Mcoh(Y ) for all X-schemes Y that are projective over X and smooth
over k.
Proof. We denote by DA′coh(X) the smallest triangulated subcategory stable, etc.,
as in the statement of the lemma. We want to prove that DA′coh(X) = DAcoh(X).
We clearly have DA′coh(X) ⊂ DAcoh(X). As both triangulated subcategories are
stable under infinite sums, we must verify that for U a quasi-projective X-scheme,
Mcoh(U) ∈ DA
′
coh(X). We argue by induction on the dimension of U over k. As
Mcoh(U) = Mcoh(Ured), we may assume that U is reduced.
A reduced finite-type X-scheme of dimension zero consists of just points, so it is
smooth over k and projective over X. Its cohomological motive is in DA′coh(X) by
definition. We may then assume that dim(U) > 0. We split the proof into two steps.
Step 1: Using de Jong resolution of singularities by alterations [15], we can find:
• A projective morphism Y ′ → X with Y ′ smooth over k,
• An open subset U ′ ⊂ Y ′ with Y ′ − U ′ a simple normal crossings divisor and
an X-morphism e : U ′ → U projective and generically étale.
Let Z ⊂ U be a closed subscheme with everywhere positive codimension and such
that U ′ − e−1(Z) → U − Z is an étale cover. We show that Cone{Mcoh(U) →
Mcoh(Z)} is isomorphic to a direct factor of Cone{Mcoh(U
′) → Mcoh(e
−1(Z))}. For
this, we form the commutative diagram
U ′ − e−1(Z)
j′
//
e0

U ′
e

e−1(Z)
i′
oo
e1

U − Z
j
// U Z
i
oo
Then Cone{Mcoh(U
′) → Mcoh(e
−1(Z))}[−1] is isomorphic to the direct image of
j′!1U ′−e−1(Z) along the projection U
′ → X. Similarly, Cone{Mcoh(U)→ Mcoh(Z)}[−1]
is isomorphic to the direct image of j!1U−Z along the projection U → X. Thus,
we need to show that e∗j
′
!1U ′−e−1(Z) contains j!1U−Z as a direct factor. Using
that e∗j
′
! = e!j
′
! = j!e0! we are reduced to showing that 1U−Z is a direct factor
of e0∗1U ′−e−1(Z) ≃ e0∗e
∗
01U−Z. This follows from the first part of [4, Lem. 2.1.165].
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Using the induction hypothesis for Mcoh(Z) and Mcoh(e
−1(Z)), we are reduced to
showing that Mcoh(U
′) ∈ DA′coh(X).
Step 2: We return to the original notation. By Step 1, we may assume that U is the
complement of a simple normal crossing divisor in a projective X-scheme Y which
is smooth over k.
Let j : U ⊂ Y , p : Y → X and q = p ◦ j : U → X. Then Mcoh(U) = q∗1U =
p∗j∗1U . Let (Di)i=1,...,n be the irreducible divisors in Y − U . For ∅ 6= I ⊂ [[1, n]], we
let DI = ∩i∈IDi and iI : DI ⊂ Y . Then j∗1U is in the triangulated subcategory of
DA(Y ) generated by 1Y and the following objects
iI∗i
!
I1Y for ∅ 6= I ⊂ [[1, n]].
This follows from [4, Prop. 1.4.9] by standard arguments. For ∅ 6= I ⊂ [[1, n]] denote
by NI the normal sheaf of the immersion iI . The Thom equivalence Th
−1(NI) is the
functor s!Ip
∗
I where pI is the projection of the vector bundle V(NI) = Spec(⊕n∈NS
n(NI))
to DI and sI its zero section. By [4, Th. 1.6.19], we have an isomorphism i
!
I1Y ≃
Th−1(NI)1DI . Moreover, we have for each ∅ 6= I ⊂ [[1, n]] a distinguished triangle in
DA(DI):
Th−1(NI)1DI → Mcoh(P(NI ⊕ ODI ))→ Mcoh(P(NI))→ .
The construction of this triangle follows the argument of [34, Prop. 2.17(3)], which
is in the context of A1-homotopy theory. Taking direct images along DI → X
and using our earlier observation on j∗1U , we obtain that Mcoh(U → X) is in
the triangulated subcategory generated by Mcoh(Y → X), Mcoh(P(NI) → X) and
Mcoh(P(NI ⊕ ODI ) → X) where ∅ 6= I ⊂ [[1, n]]. This proves that Mcoh(U) ∈
DA′coh(X). 
Remark 2.3 —When k is of characteristic zero, one can use Hironaka’s resolution
of singularities [24] to simplify the argument in Step 1 of the proof of Lemma 2.2.
Proposition 2.4 — For quasi-projective schemes over a perfect field k.
1- The categories DAcoh(−) are stable under the following operations:
(i) f ∗, f∗ and f! with f any quasi-projective morphism,
(ii) e! with e a quasi-finite morphism (if k is of characteristic zero),
(iii) tensor product.
2- The categories DA0(−) are stable under the following operations:
(i′) f ∗ with f any quasi-projective morphism,
(ii′) e! with e a quasi-finite morphism,
(iii′) tensor product.
Proof. We consider first the case of cohomological motives. Fix a quasi-projective
morphism f : Y → X. The stability by f∗ is clear by the definition of DAcoh(−)
(as f∗ commutes with infinite sums). The stability by f
∗ follows from Lemma 2.2.
Indeed, by the base change theorem for projective morphisms [4, Cor. 1.7.18], one
has f ∗Mcoh(X
′) ≃ Mcoh(Y ×X X
′) for every projective X-scheme X ′.
Stability ofDAcoh(X) with respect to the tensor product also follows from Lemma
2.2. Indeed, as ⊗X commutes with infinite sums, we are left to show thatMcoh(X
′)⊗
Mcoh(X
′′) is a cohomological motive for X ′ and X ′′ projective X-schemes. Let p and
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q denote the projections of X ′ and X ′′ to X. As p is projective, we have p! ≃ p∗.
Using the projection formula [4, Th. 2.3.40], we have isomorphisms
p∗1X′ ⊗ q∗1X′′ ≃ p!1X′ ⊗ q∗1X′′ ≃ p!(1X′ ⊗ p
∗q∗1X′′) ≃ p∗(p
∗q∗1X′′).
We are done, as p∗, p
∗ and q∗ preserves cohomological motives.
We now prove the stability with respect to f!. Let p : Y
′ → Y be a projective
morphism. By Lemma 2.2, it suffices to show that f!p∗1Y ′ ∈ DAcoh(X). We can
form a commutative square
Y ′
j
//
p

X ′
g

Y
f
// X
with j an open immersion and g a projective morphism. Then
f!p∗ ≃ f!p! ≃ g!j! ≃ g∗j!.
Giving the stability by the operation g∗, we only need to show that j!1Y ′ ∈ DAcoh(X
′).
But this is clear as j!1Y ′ ≃ Cone{1X′ → i∗1X′−Y ′}[−1] for i the inclusion of X
′−Y ′
in X ′.
Concerning cohomological motives, we still have to prove stability with respect
to e! for e : Y → X quasi-finite. We first note that the case of a closed immersion
i : Y → X, follows from the distinguished triangle (cf. [4, Prop. 1.4.9])
i!M → i∗M → i∗j∗j
∗M →
where j : X−Y ⊂ X is the complementary open immersion. Indeed by (i) we know
that i∗M and i∗j∗j
∗M are cohomological motives for M ∈ DAcoh(X).
For the general case, we argue by noetherian induction on X. If e(Y ) 6= X, we
write e! = e′!s!, with s : e(Y ) ⊂ X and e′ : Y → e(Y ), and then use induction and
the case of closed immersions. So we may assume that e is dominant. There exists
a dense open subset v : V ⊂ Y such that e|V is étale (it is here that we use that
k is of characteristic zero). Let t : Z = Y − V ⊂ Y be the complementary closed
immersion. We then have a distinguished triangle (cf. [4, Prop. 1.4.9])
t∗t
!e!M → e!M → v∗v
!e!M → .
The functor (e ◦ v)! = (e ◦ v)∗ preserves cohomological motives by (i). Using that
e(Z) 6= X, we see as before (using the induction hypothesis) that (e◦t)! also preserves
cohomological motives. This proves (ii).
As for Artin motives, stability with respect to f ∗ follows again by base-change.
We prove stability with respect to e! for e : Y → X a quasi-finite morphism. Let
p : Y ′ → Y be a finite morphism. We need to show that e!p∗1Y ′ is an Artin motive.
We can find a commutative square
Y ′
j
//
p

X ′
g

Y
e
// X
with j an open immersion and g a finite morphism. With p and g finite, we have p! =
p∗ and g! = g. It follows that e!p∗1Y ′ ≃ g∗j!1Y ′ . But again, j!1Y ′ = Cone{1X′ →
i∗1X′−Y ′}[−1] for i the inclusion of X
′−Y ′ in X ′. Finally, the stability with respect
to the tensor product is obtained, as in the case of cohomological motives, using the
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projection formula [4, Th. 2.3.40] and the stability with respect to the operations f ∗
and e!. 
Lemma 2.5 — Let X be a quasi-projective scheme over a field k of characteristic
zero. The category DA0(X) is smallest triangulated subcategory of DA(X) stable
under infinite sums and containing the objects e!1U with e : U → X étale.
Proof. That e!1U is an Artin motive follows from Proposition 2.4, (ii
′). Let DA′0(X)
now denote the smallest triangulated subcategory of DA(X) stable under infinite
sums and containing the e!1U , with e as above. We wish to show DA
′
0(X) =
DA0(X). For that, we need to show that for any finite morphism Y → X,Mcoh(Y ) ∈
DA′0(X). We argue by induction on the dimension of Y . As Mcoh(Y ) = Mcoh(Yred)
we may assume that Y is reduced.
When Y is empty, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, we may find a dense open
subscheme V ⊂ Y which is étale over an affine locally closed subscheme U ⊂ X.
Shrinking U and V further, we may assume that
V ≃ Spec(O(U)[t, u]/(P (t), uQ(t)P ′(t)− 1))
for some polynomials P, Q ∈ O(U)[t] with P unitary. By lifting the polynomials P
and Q over an affine neighborhood of U , we obtain an étale morphism e : W → X
such that the X-scheme V is isomorphic to a closed subscheme ofW . Thus, we have
a commutative diagram
V
j
//
s
##
a

Y
b
''
W
e

U
i
// X
with e and a étale, i a locally closed immersion, j an open immersion and s a
closed immersion. We let Z = Y \V and W ′ = W\V . We also let c : Z → X and
e′ : W ′ → X be the obvious morphisms.
By the induction hypothesis, we know that Mcoh(Z) = c∗1Z is in DA
′
0(X). Using
the distinguished triangle (cf. [4, Lem. 1.4.6])
b∗j!1V → b∗1Y → c∗1Z →
we are reduced to showing that b∗j!1V is in DA
′
0(X). For this, we use another
distinguished triangle (cf. [4, Lem. 1.4.6])
e′!1W ′ → e!1W → e!s∗1V →
and the isomorphisms e!s∗1V ≃ e!s!1V ≃ b!j!1V ≃ b∗j!1V . This is what we needed
to show, as e and e′ are étale. 
2.2. The zero part of the punctual weight filtration. We expect that every
object in the heart of the conjectural motivic t-structure on DA(X) has punctual
weights which are compatible under realization with the punctual weights of ℓ-adic
sheaves as defined in the introduction of [17]. In this paragraph, we will present a
candidate for the derived version of the punctual weight zero truncation restricted
to cohomological motives.
Definition 2.6 — Let X be a noetherian scheme.
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i) Denote by ν0X : DAcoh(X) → DA0(X) the right adjoint to the inclusion
iX : DA0(X) →֒ DAcoh(X). If M is a cohomological motive over X, ν
0
X(M)
is called the punctual weight zero part of M .
ii) Put ω0X = iX ◦ ν
0
X : DAcoh(X) → DAcoh(X) and also call ω
0
X(M) the
punctual weight zero part of M . We then have a natural transformation
δX : ω
0
X → id, given by the counit of the adjunction between iX and ν
0
X .
The existence of a right adjoint to the inclusion iX follows from a general principle.
Specifically, let T and T′ be compactly generated triangulated categories with infinite
sums. A triangulated functor F : T → T′ admits a right adjoint if and only if it
commutes with infinite sums (see, for example, [4, Cor. 2.1.22]). Moreover, if F
preserves compact objects, its right adjoint commutes with infinite sums (see [4,
Lem. 2.1.28]). In particular, ν0X and ω
0
X commute with infinite sums.
Remark 2.7 —We give some motivation for our terminology in Definition 2.6. If
E is an Artin motive over a scheme X, defined over a finite field, its ℓ-adic realization
has the property that all of its cohomology sheaves (for the standard t-structure)
have punctual weight zero in the sense of Deligne (see the introduction of [17]). In
fact, more is true as the eigenvalues of Frobenius are roots of unity. Let’s say that a
complex of ℓ-adic sheaves on X has punctual weight less or equal to n if its homology
sheaves (for the usual t-structure) are so in the sense of Deligne. Then, if M is a
cohomological motive, we believe that its ℓ-adic realization has a universal map from
a complex of ℓ-adic sheaves which is of punctual weight less than or equal to zero.
We also predict that the latter is given by the ℓ-adic realization of ω0X(M).
Remark 2.8 — The functors ν0X and ω
0
X can be extended to all motives (not
only the cohomological ones). Indeed, the inclusion DA0(X) →֒ DA(X) has a right
adjoint v which coincides with ν0X when applied to cohomological motives. However,
for general M ∈ DA(X), v(M) is not a reasonable candidate for the 0-part of the
hypothetical punctual weight filtration. Indeed, based on [7], one can show that v
does not preserve compact motives even when X is the spectrum of a field. This
problem disappears if we restrict to cohomological motives (cf. Proposition 2.15,
(vii) below).
The rest of Section 2 is devoted to developing the properties of ω0X . First, as iX
is a full embedding, we have immediately:
Proposition 2.9 — For M ∈ DAcoh(X), δX : ω
0
X(M) → M is the universal
morphism from an Artin motive to M . More precisely, every morphism a : L→ M ,
from an Artin motive L, factors uniquely as
L //
a
((
ω0X(M)
// M.
In other words, the composition with δX(M) induces a bijection
homDA(X)(L, ω
0
X(M))
∼
// homDA(X)(L,M).
Proposition 2.10 — Let X be a quasi-projective scheme over a field k of
characteristic zero. Let Y be a smooth and projective X-scheme and consider its
Stein factorization Y → π0(Y/X)→ X. The induced morphism Mcoh(π0(Y/X))→
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Mcoh(Y ) factors uniquely through Mcoh(π0(Y/X))→ ω
0
X(Mcoh(Y )), and the latter is
an isomorphism.
Proof. In the Stein factorization, π0(Y/X) → X is finite and Y → π0(Y/X) has
geometrically connected fibers (see [22, Rem. 4.3.4]). Moreover, this factorization is
characterized by these two properties up to universal homeomorphisms. From this
we deduce, for every finite type X-scheme X ′, a canonical isomorphism
π0(Y/X)×X X
′ ≃ π0(Y ×X X
′/X ′). (7)
(Use that the two X ′-schemes above are étale, Y being smooth over X.)
The existence of Mcoh(π0(Y/X))→ ω
0
X(Mcoh(Y )) follows from the universal prop-
erty of ω0X , as Mcoh(π0(Y/X)) is an Artin motive. We need to show that this mor-
phism is an isomorphism. It then suffices to show that Mcoh(π0(Y/X))→ Mcoh(Y )
satisfies the universal property of Proposition 2.9, i.e, for any Artin motive L on X,
the homomorphism
hom(L,Mcoh(π0(Y/X)))→ hom(L,Mcoh(Y )) (8)
is a bijection. We split the proof into three steps.
Step 1: By Lemma 2.5, it is enough to check that (8) is a bijection for L = e!1U [r]
with r ∈ Z and e : U → X étale. By adjunction, base-change and the fact that
e! = e∗ for e étale, we see that (8) can be written
hom(1U [r],Mcoh(π0(Y/X)×X U))→ hom(1U [r],Mcoh(Y ×X U)).
By (7), we know that π0(Y/X)×X U ≃ π0((Y ×X U)/U). Thus we are reduced to
showing that (8) is bijective for L = 1X [r].
We label our morphisms of k-schemes:
Y g
//
f
((
π0(Y/X) e
// X
p
// Spec(k).
Recall that Mcoh(Y ) = f∗1Y and Mcoh(π0(Y/X)) = e∗1π0(Y/X). Using adjunction,
we can write (8) when L = 1X [r] as
homDA(π0(Y/X))(1[r],1)→ homDA(Y )(1[r],1). (9)
The homomorphism above is given by the action of the functor g∗ on morphisms as
g∗1π0(Y/X) = 1Y .
Step 2: In this step, we reduce to check that (9) is invertible in the case where X is
smooth over k. We argue by induction on the dimension of X. Using resolution of
singularities, we may find a cartesian square
E
j
//
q

X ′
p

Z
i
// X
with p a blow-up, X ′ smooth over k, i and j closed immersions of non-zero codimen-
sion everywhere, and such that X ′\E → (X\Z)red is an isomorphism. We deduce
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two similar cartesian squares
π0(Y ×X E/E)
j
//
q

π0(Y ×X X
′/X ′)
p

π0(Y ×X Z/Z)
i
// π0(Y/X)
Y ×X E
j
//
q

Y ×X X
′
p

Y ×X Z
i
// Y.
Let t = p ◦ j = i ◦ q. We have two distinguished triangles
1π0(Y/X) → p∗1π0(Y×XX′/X′) ⊕ i∗1π0(Y×XZ/Z) → t∗1π0(Y×XE/E) →
and 1Y → p∗1Y×XX′ ⊕ i∗1Y×XZ → t∗1Y×XE → .
(They are obtained by showing that Cone{1 → p∗1 ⊕ i∗1} // t∗1 is invertible,
which follows from locality [5, Cor. 4.5.47] and the base change theorem for projective
morphisms [4, Cor 1.7.18].) Using the five Lemma and then adjunction, we are
reduced to showing that
homDA(π0(Y×X†/†))(1[r],1)→ homDA(Y×X†)(1[r],1)
is invertible for † ∈ {X ′, Z, E}. We are done as X ′ is smooth and Z and E have
dimension strictly smaller than dim(X).
Step 3: It remains to check that (9) is bijective assuming that X is smooth. In this
case, Y and π0(Y/X) are also smooth. Using Proposition 1.4 and [32, Cor. 4.2 and
Th. 16.25], we get isomorphisms
homDA(U)(1[r],1) ≃ homDA(k)(M(U)[r],1) ≃ H
−r
Nis(U,Q) =
{
Qπ0(U) if r = 0,
0 if r 6= 0,
for every smooth k-scheme U . (In the above π0(U) denotes the set of connected
components of U .) We are done as Y and π0(Y/X) have the same set of connected
components. 
The statement of Proposition 2.10 can be slightly generalized as follows:
Corollary 2.11 — Keep the notation and hypothesis of Proposition 2.10.
Let U ⊂ Y be an open subscheme such that Y − U is a simple normal crossing
divisor relative to X, i.e., Y −U = ∪i∈IDi with DJ = ∩j∈JDj smooth over X and of
codimension card(J) for all ∅ 6= J ⊂ I. Then Mcoh(π0(Y/X))→ Mcoh(U) identifies
Mcoh(π0(Y/X)) with ω
0
X(Mcoh(U)).
Proof. Proposition 2.10 gives the analogous assertion for Y instead of U . We show
that ω0X(Mcoh(U)) → ω
0
X(Mcoh(Y )) is an isomorphism, and for that, it suffices to
show that ω0X(Cone{Mcoh(Y )→ Mcoh(U)}) = 0.
We use the notation and construction from Step 2 of the proof of Lemma 2.2.
One sees by basically the same argument that K = Cone{Mcoh(Y ) → Mcoh(U)} is
in the triangulated subcategory of DA(X) generated by the objects
CJ = Cone{Mcoh(P(NJ ⊕ ODJ )→ X)
// Mcoh(P(NJ)→ X)}
for ∅ 6= J ⊂ I.
For a locally free ODJ -moduleM of strictly positive rank, π0(P(M)/X) ≃ π0(DJ/X).
Moreover, as DJ is smooth and projective over X, Proposition 2.10 implies that
ω0X(Mcoh(P(M)→ X)) ≃ Mcoh(π0(P(M)/X)) ≃ Mcoh(π0(DJ/X)).
It follows that ω0X(CJ) = 0 for all ∅ 6= J ⊂ I, and hence ω
0
X(K) = 0 as well. 
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For the next corollary of Proposition 2.10, we introduce the following terminology
[31].
Definition 2.12 — Let X be a noetherian scheme. We let DAsmcoh(X) be the
smallest triangulated subcategory of DA(X) closed under infinite sums and con-
taining Mcoh(Y ) whenever Y is a smooth and projective X-scheme. Motives in
DAsmcoh(X) are called smooth cohomological motives.
The proof of Corollary 2.11 shows that the cohomological motive of the comple-
ment in a smooth and projective X-scheme of a relative sncd is a smooth motive.
Corollary 2.13 — Let X be a quasi-projective scheme over a field k of
characteristic zero. Let M be a smooth cohomological motive on X. Then ω0X(M)
is a smooth motive. Moreover, for any quasi-projective morphism f : X ′ → X, the
natural morphism (cf. Proposition 2.15, (ii))
f ∗ω0X(M)
// ω0X′(f
∗M)
is invertible.
Proof. That ω0X(M) is a smooth motive ifM is a smooth motive follows from Propo-
sition 2.10 and the fact that π0(Y/X) → X is an étale cover when Y is a smooth
and projective X-scheme.
Now, let M be a smooth motive over X. Applying f ∗ to ω0X(M)→ M we obtain
a morphism f ∗ω0X(M) → f
∗(M) from an Artin motive to a cohomological motive.
It factors uniquely through f ∗ω0X(M) → ω
0
X′(f
∗M). This is the natural morphism
in question.
To show that this morphism is invertible for smooth cohomological motives, it
suffices to consider the case M = Mcoh(Y ) for Y a smooth and projective X-scheme.
Our assertion follows then from Proposition 2.10 and the isomorphism (7). 
Remark 2.14 — The assertion of the corollary above is false for non-smooth
cohomological motives. Proposition 2.30 below can be used to construct examples
where it fails.
The next proposition, whose proof occupies the rest of this subsection, gives some
additional properties of the functors ω0X .
Proposition 2.15 — Let X be a quasi-projective scheme over a field k of
characteristic zero. The functors ω0X and its coaugmentation δX : ω
0
X → id satisfy
the following:
(i) If L is an Artin motive over X, we have an isomorphism δX : ω
0
X(L)
∼
→ L. In
particular, the natural transformation δX(ω
0
X) : ω
0
X ◦ ω
0
X
∼
→ ω0X is invertible.
Moreover, δX(ω
0
X) = ω
0
X(δX).
(ii) Let f : Y → X be a quasi-projective morphism. There is a natural transfor-
mation αf : f
∗ω0X → ω
0
Y f
∗ making the triangles
f ∗ω0X
αf
//
f∗(δX) ))
ω0Y f
∗
δY (f
∗)

f ∗
and ω0Y f
∗ω0X
ω0Y f
∗(δX ) ++
δY (f
∗ω0X)
// f ∗ω0X
αf

ω0Y f
∗
commutative. Moreover, αf is invertible when f is smooth.
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(iii) Let f : Y → X be a quasi-projective morphism. The natural transformation
ω0Xf∗ω
0
Y → ω
0
Xf∗, obtained by applying ω
0
Xf∗ to δY , is invertible. Moreover,
there exists a natural transformation βf : ω
0
Xf∗ → f∗ω
0
Y such that:
(a) the following two triangles
ω0Xf∗
βf
//
δX(f∗) ))
f∗ω
0
Y
f∗(δY )

f∗
and ω0Xf∗ω
0
Y
ω0Xf∗(δY )
//
δX (f∗ω
0
Y ) ++
ω0Xf∗
βf

f∗ω
0
Y
commute,
(b) ω0X(βf) is invertible for any f ,
(c) βf is invertible when f is finite.
(iv) Let e : Y → X be a quasi-finite morphism. There exists a natural transfor-
mation ηe : e!ω
0
Y → ω
0
Xe! making the triangles
e!ω
0
Y
ηe
//
e!(δY ) **
ω0Xe!
δX(e!)

e!
and ω0Xe!ω
0
Y
ω0Xe!(δY ) ++
δX(e!ω
0
Y )
// e!ω
0
Y
ηe

ω0Xe!
commutative. Moreover, when e is finite, ηe is invertible and coincides with
β−1e modulo the natural isomorphism e! ≃ e∗.
(v) Let e : Y → X be a quasi-finite morphism. The natural transformation
ω0Y e
!ω0X → ω
0
Y e
!, obtained by applying ω0Y e
! to δX , is invertible. Moreover,
there exists a natural transformation γe : ω
0
Y e
! → e!ω0X such that:
(a) the following two triangles
ω0Y e
!
γe
//
δY (e
!) ))
e!ω0X
e!(δX )

e!
and ω0Y e
!ω0X
ω0Y e
!(δX)
//
δY (e
!ω0X) ++
ω0Y e
!
γe

e!ω0X
commute,
(b) ω0Y (γe) is invertible for any quasi-finite e,
(c) γe is invertible when e is étale.
(vi) Let U ⊂ X be an open subscheme with complement Z = X−U , and j : U →֒
X and i : Z →֒ X be the inclusions. Let M ∈ DAcoh(X) and assume that
j∗M ∈ DA0(U). Then the morphism i
∗ω0X(M)→ ω
0
Z(i
∗M) is invertible.
(vii) The functor ω0X preserves compact objects.
Proof. The first statement in property (i) is clear from the universal property of
ω0X(M)→M for cohomological motives M over X. The equality δX(ω
0
X) = ω
0
X(δX)
follows from the commutative square
ω0Xω
0
X(M) ∼
ω0X(δX (M))
//
δX(ω
0
X(M)) ∼

ω0X(M)
δX(M)

ω0X(M)
δX(M)
// M
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and the universal property (and more precisely the uniqueness of the factorization
through ω0X(M)).
As for (ii), the natural transformation αf has already appeared in Corollary 2.13,
where its restriction toDAsmcoh(X) was shown to be invertible. Recall its construction.
For M ∈ DAcoh(X), consider the morphism f
∗(δX) : f
∗ω0X(M) → f
∗(M). By
Proposition 2.4, f ∗ω0X(M) is an Artin motive. By the universal property of ω
0
Y ,
f ∗(δX) factors uniquely through ω
0
Y f
∗(M) yielding αf(M) : f
∗ω0X(M)→ ω
0
Y f
∗(M).
The commutation of the first triangle in (ii) is clear from the above construction.
For the commutation of the second triangle in (ii), we use the commutative diagram
ω0Y f
∗ω0X
ω0Y (f
∗δX)
yy
δY (f
∗ω0X)
//
ω0Y (αf )

f ∗ω0X
αf

ω0Y f
∗ ω0Y ω
0
Y f
∗
∼
ω0Y (δY f
∗)
oo
δY (ω
0
Y f
∗)
∼
// ω0Y f
∗
and the equality ω0Y (δY ) = δY (ω
0
Y ) of (i). The verification that αf is invertible for
smooth f , will be postponed to the end of the proof.
In (iii), the natural transformation βf is the composition
ω0Xf∗
// f∗f
∗ω0Xf∗
f∗αff∗
// f∗ω
0
Y f
∗f∗ // f∗ω
0
Y .
The commutation of the first triangle follows from the more precise commutative
diagram
ω0Xf∗
//
δXf∗

f∗f
∗ω0Xf∗
f∗αff∗
//
f∗f∗δXf∗

f∗ω
0
Y f
∗f∗ //
f∗δY f
∗f∗

f∗ω
0
Y
f∗δY

f∗ // f∗f
∗f∗ f∗f
∗f∗ // f∗
where the composition in the bottom line is the identity of f∗. Note that the com-
mutation of the middle square follows from the commutation of the triangle in (ii).
For the commutation of the second triangle in (iii), we use the commutative diagram
ω0Xf∗ω
0
Y
δX(f∗ω
0
Y )
zz
ω0Xf∗(δY )
//
βf (ω
0
Y )

ω0Xf∗
βf

f∗ω
0
Y f∗ω
0
Y ω
0
Y
f∗ω0Y (δY )
∼
//
∼
f∗δY (ω
0
Y )
oo f∗ω
0
Y
and the equality δY (ω
0
Y ) = ω
0
Y (δY ) of (i).
We now show property (b). Applying ω0X to the commutative triangles from (a)
we get
ω0Xω
0
Xf∗
ω0Xβf
//
ω0XδXf∗
∼
))
ω0Xf∗ω
0
Y
ω0Xf∗δY

ω0Xf∗
and ω0Xω
0
Xf∗ω
0
Y
ω0Xω
0
Xf∗δY
//
ω0XδXf∗ω
0
Y
∼
++
ω0Xω
0
Xf∗
ω0Xβf

ω0Xf∗ω
0
Y .
The diagonal arrows are indeed invertible as ω0X(δX) is invertible by (i). This shows
that ω0X(βf ) has a right and a left inverse. Using the first triangle above, we see also
that ω0Xf∗δY is also invertible, which is our first claim in (iii). Property (c) follows
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from (b). Indeed, as f is finite, f∗ preserves Artin motives. This implies that the
right vertical arrow in the commutative square
ω0Xω
0
Xf∗
ω0X(βf )
∼
//
δX(ω
0
Xf∗) ∼

ω0Xf∗ω
0
Y
δX(f∗ω
0
Y )

ω0Xf∗
βf
// f∗ω
0
Y
is invertible, hence βf is likewise.
The part of Property (iv) concerning general quasi-finite morphisms is proved
using the same arguments as in the proof of (ii). That ηe is invertible and coincides
with β−1e when e is finite follows from part (c) of (iii) and Lemma 2.16 below. Indeed,
the vertical arrows in (10) are then invertible.
Lemma 2.16 — Let e : Y → X be a quasi-finite morphism. The square
e!ω
0
Y
ηe
//

ω0Xe!

e∗ω
0
Y ω
0
Xe∗
βe
oo
(10)
commutes.
Proof. The square (10) is part of a larger diagram
e!ω
0
Y
ηe
((

ω0Xe!ω
0
Y
(⋆)
δXe!ω
0
Y
oo
ω0Xe!δY
//

ω0Xe!

e∗ω
0
Y ω
0
Xe∗ω
0
Y
δXe∗ω
0
Y
oo
(⋆)
ω0Xe∗δY
// ω0Xe∗.
βe
hh
The two squares and the two triangles that constitute the above diagram are com-
mutative. Hence, it suffices to show that the two arrows labeled with a (⋆) are
invertible. But δXe!ω
0
Y is invertible as e!ω
0
Y takes values in the category of Artin
motives. Also ω0Xe∗δY is invertible by Proposition 2.15, (iii). 
We return to the proof of Proposition 2.15. Property (v) is proven in the same
way as (iii). We leave the details to the reader. Property (vi) follows easily from
Lemma 2.17 below. Indeed, as j!M = j∗M is an Artin motive by hypothesis, j!j
!(M)
is also Artin and thus ηj : j!ω
0
U(j
!M) → ω0Xj!(j
!M) is invertible. This implies that
i∗(αi) : i∗i
∗ω0XM → i∗ω
0
Zi
∗M is invertible. But i∗ is a fully faithful embedding as
the counit i∗i∗ → id is invertible (cf. [5, Cor. 4.5.44]).
Lemma 2.17 — Let j : U → X be an open immersion and i : Z → X a
complementary closed immersion. For M ∈ DAcoh(X),
j!j
!ω0XM
//
ηj◦γ
−1
j

ω0XM
// i∗i
∗ω0XM
β−1i ◦αi

//
ω0Xj!j
!M // ω0XM
// ω0Xi∗i
∗M //
(11)
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is a morphism of distinguished triangles (recall that γj and βi are invertible by parts
(c) of (iii) and (v) in Proposition 2.15 respectively).
Proof. The following two squares
j!ω
0
Uj
!
j!(γj)
//
ηj(j
!)

j!j
!ω0X

ω0Xj!j
! // ω0X
i∗ω
0
Zi
∗
βi(i
∗)

i∗(αi)
// i∗i
∗ω0X

ω0Xi∗i
∗ // ω0X
commute. We only show this for the first square as the proof is identical for the
second one. Using that j!ω
0
Uj
! takes values in DA0(X) it suffices (by the uniqueness
of the factorization through ω0X(−)) to show that
j!ω
0
Uj
!
j!(γj)
//
ηj(j
!)

j!j
!ω0X

ω0Xj!j
! // id
is commutative. The claim follows now from the commutation of the following two
diagrams
j!ω
0
Uj
! //

j!j
!ω0X

uu
j!j
! // id
j!ω
0
Uj
! //

ω0Xj!j
!

uu
j!j
! // id.
We now go back to (11). By Verdier’s axiom (TR3) we may extend the first square
of (11) to a morphism of distinguished triangles. It is thus sufficient to show that
there is at most one morphism i∗i
∗ω0XM → ω
0
Xi∗i
∗M making the triangle
ω0XM
//
''
i∗i
∗ω0XM

ω0Xi∗i
∗M
commutative. Let a1 and a2 be two such morphisms. The composition
ω0XM
// i∗i
∗ω0XM
a1−a2
// ω0Xi∗i
∗M
is zero. Using the top distinguished triangle in (11), we may factors a1 − a2 by a
morphism j!j
!ω0XM [1]→ i∗i
∗ω0XM . Using adjunction and the fact that i
∗j! ≃ 0, we
deduce that such a morphism is zero. This proves that a1 = a2. 
To complete the proof of Proposition 2.15, we still need to show that the functors
ω0X preserve compact objects and commute with f
∗ for f : Y → X smooth. We
prove both statements by noetherian induction on X. As f ∗ commutes with infinite
sums, we need to show, for M a compact cohomological motive on X, that
(a) ω0X(M) is compact,
(b) αf : f
∗ω0X(M)→ ω
0
Y (f
∗M) is invertible.
As M is compact, we may find j : U →֒ X a dense open immersion such that j∗M
is a smooth cohomological motive. Indeed, by Lemma 2.2 there exists finitely many
projective X-schemes Tα which are smooth over k such thatM is in the triangulated
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subcategory of DAcoh(X) generated by Mcoh(Tα). It is thus sufficient to take U such
that all Tα ×X U are smooth over U .
We first prove (a). Consider the distinguished triangle (cf. [4, Prop. 1.4.9])
i!i
!M // M // j∗j
∗M // (12)
with i the inclusion of the complement Z = X − U in X. Applying ω0X and using
that ηi is invertible, we get a distinguished triangle
i!ω
0
Z(i
!M) // ω0X(M)
// ω0X(j∗j
∗M) // .
By induction, we know that ω0Z(i
!M) is compact. It is then sufficient to show
that ω0X(j∗j
∗M) is compact. By (iii), we have an isomorphism ω0X(j∗j
∗M) ≃
ω0Xj∗(ω
0
Uj
∗M). As j∗M is a compact smooth cohomological motive, we deduce
from Proposition 2.10 that ω0U(j
∗M) is a compact Artin motive. In particular,
N = j∗ω
0
U(j
∗M) is a compact motive such that j∗N is Artin and it suffices to
show that ω0X(N) is compact. By (vi), we know that i
∗ω0X(N) ≃ ω
0
Z(i
∗N), which is
compact by induction. From the triangle (cf. [4, Lem. 1.4.6])
j!j
∗N // ω0X(N)
// i∗ω
0
Z(i
∗N) //
we deduce that ω0X(N) is compact.
We turn now to the property (b). We form the commutative diagram with carte-
sian squares
V
j′
//
g

Y
f

T
i′
oo
h

U
j
// X Z.
i
oo
By the distinguished triangle (12), we need to show that
f ∗ω0X(i!i
!M)→ ω0Xf
∗(i!i
!M) and f ∗ω0X(j∗j
∗M)→ ω0Xf
∗(j∗j
∗M) (13)
are invertible. For the first morphism of (13), consider the commutative diagram
(use Lemma 2.18 below and the equality i∗ = i!)
f ∗ω0X(i!i
!M)
αf (i!i
!M)
//
∼

ω0X(f
∗i!i
!M)
∼
// ω0X(i
′
!h
∗i!M)
∼

f ∗i!ω
0
Z(i
!M)
∼
// i′!h
∗ω0Z(i
!M)
i!αh(i
!M)
// i′!ω
0
T (h
∗i!M).
All the non-labeled arrows are invertible by either (iv) or the base change theorem
by smooth morphisms. As αh is invertible by induction, we deduce that αf(i!i
!M)
is also invertible.
For the second morphism of (13), we use the following commutative diagram
f ∗ω0Xj∗ω
0
Uj
∗M
αf (j∗ω
0
U j
∗M)
//
∼δU

ω0Y f
∗j∗ω
0
Uj
∗M
∼
//
δU

ω0Y j
′
∗g
∗ω0Uj
∗M
δU

f ∗ω0Xj∗j
∗M
αf (j∗j
∗M)
// ω0Y f
∗j∗j
∗M
∼
// ω0Y j
′
∗g
∗j∗M
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The non-labeled morphisms are invertible by the base change theorem by smooth
morphisms (cf. [5, Prop. 4.5.48]). The left vertical arrow is invertible by (iii). Let’s
show that
δU : ω
0
Y j
′
∗g
∗ω0Uj
∗M → ω0Y j
′
∗g
∗j∗M
is also invertible. Using (iii) and the commutative diagram
ω0Y j
′
∗ω
0
V g
∗ω0Uj
∗M
δV ∼

δU
// ω0Y j
′
∗ω
0
V g
∗j∗M
∼ δV

ω0Y j
′
∗g
∗ω0Uj
∗M
δU
//
αg
44
ω0Y j
′
∗g
∗j∗M
we need to show that αf : g
∗ω0U(j
∗M)→ ω0V g
∗(j∗M) is invertible. This follows from
Corollary 2.13 as j∗M is a smooth cohomological motive.
Putting again N = j∗ω
0
U(j
∗M), we are reduced to show that
f ∗ω0X(N)→ ω
0
Y (f
∗N)
is invertible. Recall that j∗N is an Artin motive. Using the distinguished triangle
(cf. [4, Lem. 1.4.6])
j!j
∗N // N // i∗i
∗N //
we are reduced to prove that
f ∗ω0X(j!j
∗N)→ ω0Y (f
∗j!j
∗N) and f ∗ω0X(i∗i
∗N)→ ω0Y (f
∗i∗i
∗N) (14)
are invertible. As j!j
∗N and f ∗j!j
∗N are already Artin motives, we have ω0X(j!j
∗N) =
j!j
∗N and ω0Y (f
∗j!j
∗N) = f ∗j!j
∗N and modulo these identifications, the first mor-
phism in (14) is the identity. That the second morphism of (14) is invertible, follows
using the induction hypothesis, as we did for the first morphism of (13). 
Lemma 2.18 — Consider a cartesian square of quasi-projective k-schemes
Y ′
f ′
//
g′

Y
f

X ′
g
// X
Then the following diagram commutes
g∗ω0Xf∗
βf
//
αg

g∗f∗ω
0
Y
// f ′∗g
′∗ω0Y
αg′

ω0X′g
∗f∗ // ω
0
X′f
′
∗g
′∗
βf ′
// f ′∗ω
0
Y ′g
′∗
(where the non-labeled arrows are the base change morphisms).
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Proof. Using the construction of βf from αf and βf ′ from αf ′ , this follows from the
diagram
g∗ω0Xf∗
// g∗f∗f
∗ω0Xf∗
αf
//

g∗f∗ω
0
Y f
∗f∗

// g∗f∗ω
0
Y

f ′∗g
′∗f ∗ω0Xf∗
αf
//
∼

f ′∗g
′∗ω0Y f
∗f∗ //
αg′

f ′∗g
′∗ω0Y
αg′

g∗ω0Xf∗
//
αg

f ′∗f
′∗g∗ω0Xf∗
αg

f ′∗ω
0
Y ′g
′∗f ∗f∗ //
∼

f ′∗ω
0
Y ′g
′∗
ω0X′g
∗f∗ //

f ′∗f
′∗ω0X′g
∗f∗
αf ′
//

f ′∗ω
0
Y ′f
′∗g∗f∗

ω0X′f
′
∗g
′∗ // f ′∗f
′∗ω0X′f
′∗g′∗
αf ′
// f ′∗ω
0
Y ′f
′∗f ′∗g
′∗ // f ′∗ω
0
Y ′g
′∗
which is clearly commutative. 
2.3. The motive EX and its basic properties. To define this motive, we need
the following corollary of Proposition 2.15:
Corollary 2.19 — Let X be quasi-projective k-scheme (with k of characteristic
zero). The motive ω0Xj∗1U does not depend on the choice of a dense open immersion
j : U ⊂ X with Ured smooth.
Proof. We may assume that X is reduced. Let V ⊂ U ⊂ X be dense and smooth
open subschemes of X. Let u denote the inclusion of V in U . We need to show that
the morphism ω0X(j∗1U) → ω
0
X(j∗u∗1V ) is an isomorphism. By Proposition 2.15,
(iii) we have an isomorphism ω0Xj∗ω
0
U(u∗1V ) ≃ ω
0
Xj∗u∗1V . It is then sufficient to
show that 1U → ω
0
Uu∗1V is invertible.
We do this by induction on the dimension of U−V . One can find an intermediate
V ⊂ W ⊂ U such that W − V is smooth and dim(U −W ) < dim(W − V ). Let us
call v : V ⊂W and w : W ⊂ U . We then have a commutative square
1U
//
a

ω0U(w∗v∗1V )
∼

ω0Uw∗1W
b
// ω0U(w∗ω
0
Wv∗1V ).
By induction, we know that a is invertible. It then sufficient to show that b is
invertible. We prove more precisely that 1W → ω
0
Wv∗1V is invertible. As Z =
W −V is smooth, it is a disjoint union of its irreducible components Z1, . . . , Zn. Let
si : Zi →֒ W and Ni the normal sheaf of Zi in W . Then v∗1V sits in a distinguished
triangle (use [4, Prop. 1.4.9] and the purity isomorphism [4, Th. 1.6.19])⊕n
i=1 si∗Th
−1(Ni)1Zi
// 1W
// v∗1V // .
As ω0W (si∗Th
−1(Ni)1Zi) ≃ si∗ω
0
Zi
(Th−1(Ni)1Zi) ≃ 0, we get 1W ≃ ω
0
Wv∗1V . 
Definition 2.20 — If X is a quasi-projective k-scheme (with k of characteristic
zero), we denote by EX the motive ω
0
Xj∗1U with Ured smooth, as in Corollary 2.19.
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In particular, if Xred is smooth, EX ≃ 1X . We also deduce from Proposition 2.15
the following:
Corollary 2.21 — Let f : Y → X be a morphism of quasi-projective k-
schemes (with k of characteristic zero) such that every irreducible component of Y
dominates an irreducible component of X. Then there is a canonical morphism
f ∗EX → EY which is invertible if f is smooth.
Proof. We may assume that X and Y are reduced. Let j : U →֒ X be the inclusion
of a dense open subscheme which is smooth over k. Then f−1(U) is dense in Y and
we may find a dense an open subset V ⊂ f−1(U) which is smooth over k. Moreover,
if f is smooth, we can take V = f−1(U) and we will do so. Let j′ : V →֒ Y and
f ′ : V → U denote the obvious morphisms. Our morphism is then the composition
f ∗EX ≃ f
∗ω0Xj∗1U → ω
0
Y f
∗j∗1U → ω
0
Y j
′
∗f
′∗
1U ≃ ω
0
Y j
′
∗1V ≃ EY .
When f is smooth, the above composition is invertible by the last assertion in
Proposition 2.15, (ii) and the base change theorem by smooth morphisms (cf. [5,
Prop. 4.5.48]). 
Lemma 2.22 — Let G be a finite group acting on an integral quasi-projective
k-scheme Y (with k a field of characteristic zero). Let X = Y/G and denote by
e : Y → X the natural morphism. Then, G acts naturally on the motive e∗EY .
Moreover, the morphism EX → e∗EY , obtained by the adjunction (e
∗, e∗) from the
morphism e∗EX → EY in Corollary 2.21, identifies EX with the sub-object of G-
invariants in e∗EY , i.e., with the image of the projector
1
|G|
∑
g∈G g.
Proof. Let j : U →֒ X be the inclusion of a non-empty open subscheme of X which
is smooth over k and such that V = e−1(U) is étale over U . Let j′ : V →֒ X
denote the inclusion and e′ : V → U the étale cover given by the restriction of
e. The group G acts on e′∗1V ≃ e
′
∗e
′∗
1U and the morphism 1U → e
′
∗1V iden-
tifies 1U with the sub-object of G-invariants (see [4, Lem. 2.1.165]). It follows
that ω0X(j∗1U) → ω
0
X(j∗e
′
∗1V ) identifies EX = ω
0
X(j∗1U) with the sub-object of
G-invariants in ω0X(j∗e
′
∗1V ).
On the other hand, we have a G-equivariant isomorphism ω0X(j∗e
′
∗1V ) ≃ e∗EY
given by the composition
ω0X(j∗e
′
∗1V ) ≃ ω
0
X(e∗j
′
∗1V )
βe
∼
// e∗ω
0
Y (j
′
∗1V ) = e∗EY .
The natural transformation βe is indeed invertible by Proposition 2.15, (iii), as e is
finite. Now, remark that the composition EX → ω
0
X(j∗e
′
∗1V ) ≃ e∗EY coincides with
the morphism obtained by the adjunction (e∗, e∗) from the morphism e
∗EX → EY
described in Corollary 2.21. This proves the lemma. 
Corollary 2.23 — Let X be a quasi-projective k-scheme (with k of character-
istic zero) having only quotient singularities. Then the natural morphism 1X → EX
is invertible.
Proof. This is an easy consequence of Lemma 2.22 and the fact that EY ≃ 1Y when
Y is smooth. We leave the details to the reader. 
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Recall that an algebra A in a monoidal category (M,⊗) is a pair (A,m) with
A ∈ M and m : A ⊗ A → A satisfying the usual associativity condition, i.e.,
m(m ⊗ id) = m(id ⊗ m). We say that A is unitary if there exists a morphism
u : 1 → A from a unit object of M such that m(u ⊗ id) and m(id ⊗ u) are the
obvious isomorphisms 1 ⊗ A ≃ A and A ⊗ 1 ≃ A. When (M,⊗) is symmetric, we
say that A is commutative if m ◦ τ = m where τ is the permutation of factors on
A⊗A.
Recall, from [4, Déf. 2.1.85], that a pseudo-monoidal functor f : (M,⊗)→ (N,⊗′)
is a functor f endowed with a bi-natural transformation f(A)⊗ f(B)→ f(A⊗′ B)
satisfying some natural coherence conditions. (When this bi-natural transformation
is invertible, we say that f is monoidal.) One checks that a pseudo-monoidal functor
f takes an algebra ofM to an algebra of N. Moreover, when f is also pseudo-unitary,
then f takes a unitary algebra ofM to a unitary algebra of N. Also, if f is symmetric,
in the sense of [4, Déf. 2.1.86], it preserves commutative algebras.
Lemma 2.24 — Let X be a quasi-projective scheme over a perfect field k. Then
ω0X is a symmetric, pseudo-monoidal and pseudo-unitary functor.
Proof. By Proposition 2.4, DA0(X) and DAcoh(X) are monoidal subcategories of
DA(X). In particular, the inclusion iX : DA0(X) →֒ DAcoh(X) is monoidal, sym-
metric and unitary. It follows form [4, Prop. 2.1.90] that the right adjoint ν0X
of iX is pseudo-monoidal, symmetric and pseudo-unitary. The lemma follows as
ω0X = iX ◦ ν
0
X . 
Proposition 2.25 — Let X be a quasi-projective k-scheme (with k of charac-
teristic zero). Then EX is a commutative unitary algebra in DA(X). Also, under
the assumptions of Corollary 2.21, the morphism f ∗EX → EY is a morphism of
commutative unitary algebras.
Proof. We use the notation in the proof of Corollary 2.21. The claim follows from
Lemma 2.24 above as j∗1U is a commutative unitary algebra in DA(X). The second
statement follows from the fact that the natural transformations f ∗ω0X → ω
0
Y f
∗,
f ∗j∗ → j
′
∗f
′∗, used in the construction of f ∗EX → EY , are morphisms of pseudo-
monoidal and pseudo-unitary functors. 
2.4. Some computational tools. We describe some tools which are useful for
computing the motives EX . We first extend the definition of the punctual weight
zero part to the case of relative motives over a diagram of schemes.
Definition 2.26 — Let (X, I) be a diagram of quasi-projective k-schemes and
J ⊂ I a full subcategory. Denote DAJ−coh(X, I) (resp. DAJ−0(X, I)) the triangulated
subcategory of DA(X, I) whose objects are motives M such that for every j ∈ J, j∗M
is in DAcoh(X(j)) (resp. DA0(X(j))).
For M ∈ DAJ−coh(X, I) denote, if it exists, ω
0
J|(X,I)(M) the universal object in
DAJ−0(X, I) that admits a mapping δJ|(X,I) : ω
0
J|(X,I)(M)→M .
Remark 2.27 — We simply denote DAcoh(X, I) and DA0(X, I) the categories
DAI−coh(X, I) and DAI−0(X, I). We also write ω
0
(X,I) instead of ω
0
I|(X,I). If X is a
quasi-projective k-scheme and I a small category, we denote ω0X instead of ω
0
(X,I), if
no confusion can arise. Also, given a diagram of quasi-projective k-schemes (X, I),
a full subcategory J ⊂ I and a small category K, we write again ω0
J|(X,I) instead
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of ω0
J×K|(X◦pr1,I×K)
, if no confusion can arise. Finally, given a diagram (Y,L) : I →
Dia(Sch/k) in the category of diagrams of quasi-projective k-schemes, we write ω0
J|(Y,I)
instead of ω0∫
J
L|(Y,
∫
I
L)
, if no confusion can arise.
A full subcategory J ⊂ I is said to be attracting if for every j ∈ J and i ∈ I, the
condition homI(j, i) 6= ∅ implies that i ∈ J.
Lemma 2.28 — Keep the notation and assumption of Definition 2.26. If J ⊂ I
is attracting, ω0
J|(X,I)(M) exists for all M ∈ DAJ−coh(X, I). Moreover, the functor
ω0
J|(X,I) commutes with infinite sums.
Proof. The subcategories DAJ−0(X, I), DAJ−coh(X, I) ⊂ DA(X, I) are stable under
infinite sums. We show that they are compactly generated. The proof being the
same for both categories, we concentrate on DAJ−coh(X, I). For j ∈ J and B ∈
DAcoh(X(j)), j♯B is in DAcoh(X, I) (which is contained in DAJ−coh(X, I)). Indeed,
by Lemma 1.6, for any i ∈ I, i∗j♯B is isomorphic to the coproduct over the arrows i→
j in homI(i, j) of X(i→ j)
∗B. Similarly, for i ∈ I− J and A ∈ DA(X(i)), i♯A is in
DAJ−coh(X, I). Indeed, for j ∈ J, j
∗i♯ = 0. This follows from Lemma 1.6 and the fact
that homI(j, i) = ∅. For all compact A and B, the motives i♯A and j♯B are compact,
and they form a system of compact generators forDAJ−coh(X, I) by [4, Prop. 2.1.27].
Now, by [4, Cor. 2.1.22 and Lem. 2.1.28], the inclusion iJ|(X|I) : DAJ−0(X, I) →֒
DAJ−coh(X, I) has a right adjoint ν
0
J|(X,I) that commutes with infinite sums. It is
clear that ω0
J|(X|I) = iJ|(X|I) ◦ ν
0
J|(X,I) gives the universal object in DAJ−0(X, I) that
maps to M ∈ DAJ−coh(X, I). 
Proposition 2.29 — Keep the notation and assumption of Definition 2.26
and assume that J ⊂ I is attracting.
(a) For j ∈ J, there is a canonical isomorphism j∗ ◦ ω0
J|(X,I) ≃ ω
0
X(j) ◦ j
∗ making
the triangle
j∗ ◦ ω0
J|(X,I)
∼
//
j∗(δJ|(X,I)) --
ω0
X(j) ◦ j
∗
δX(j)(j
∗)

j∗
commutative.
(b) For i ∈ I − J, the natural transformation i∗(δJ|(X,I)) : i
∗ ◦ ω0
J|(X,I) → i
∗ is an
isomorphism.
Proof. We fix M ∈ DAJ−coh(X, I). For (a), we need to show that j
∗(ω0
J|(X,I)(M))→
j∗M is the universal morphism from an Artin motive. Let A ∈ DA0(X(j)) be an
Artin motive. To give a morphism a1 : A → j
∗M is equivalent, by the adjunction
(j♯, j
∗), to giving a morphism a2 : j♯A → M . Using Lemma 1.6, we see that j♯A is
in DA0(X, I) and in particular in DAJ−0(X, I). Thus, to give the morphism a2 is
equivalent to giving a morphism a3 : j♯A→ ω
0
J|(X,I)(M). Using again the adjunction
(j♯, j
∗), we see that to give a3 is equivalent to giving a4 : A→ j
∗(ω0
J|(X,I)(M)).
For (b), we fix N ∈ DA(X(i)). To give a morphism b1 : N → i
∗M is equivalent,
by the adjunction (i♯, i
∗), to giving a morphism b2 : i♯N →M . Now, for j ∈ J, j
∗i♯N
is zero (as in the proof of Lemma 2.28). In particular, i♯N is in DAJ−0(X, I). Thus,
to give the morphism b2 is equivalent to giving a morphism i♯N → ω
0
J|(X,I)(M).
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Using again the adjunction (i♯, i
∗), we see that to give b3 is equivalent to giving
b4 : N → i
∗(ω0
J|(X,I)(M)). Our claim follows now by Yoneda’s lemma. 
We introduce some notation. Recall that 1 denotes the ordered set {0 → 1}.
Let be the complement of (1, 1) in 1 × 1. Given a set E, we denote P(E) the
set of subsets of E, partially ordered by inclusion. Let also P2(E) ⊂ P(E)
2 be the
subset consisting of pairs (I0, I1) of subsets of E such that (I0 ∩ I1) = ∅. The direct
product E can be identified with P2(E) by sending a function f : E → to the
pair (I0, I1) where I0 = {e ∈ E, f(e) = (1, 0)} and I1 = {e ∈ E, f(e) = (0, 1)}.
In particular, we have an identification P2([[1, n− 1]])× ≃ P2([[1, n]]) which sends
((J0, J1), (0, 0)), ((J0, J1), (1, 0)) and ((J0, J1), (0, 1)) to (J0, J1), (J0
⊔
{n}, J1) and
(J0, J1
⊔
{n}) respectively for every (J0, J1) ∈ P2([[1, n− 1]]). This identification will
be used freely in the next statement.
Proposition 2.30 — Let X be a quasi-projective scheme over a field k of
characteristic zero, endowed with a stratification by locally closed subschemes S =
(Xi)i∈[[0,n]] such that Xi ⊂ Xi−1 for i ∈ [[1, n]]. For i ∈ [[0, n]], we denote by ui the
inclusion of Xi in X.
Then there exists a canonical motive θX,S ∈ DA(X,P2([[1, n]])), which is a com-
mutative unitary algebra and which satisfies the following properties.
(i) Let (I0, I1) ∈ P2([[1, n]]). Then
(I0, I1)
∗θX,S = ψ
I0,I1
n . . . ψ
I0,I1
1 (u0∗1X0)
where
ψI0,I1j =

id if j ∈ I0,
uj∗u
∗
j if j 6∈ I0
⊔
I1,
uj∗ω
0
Xj
u∗j if j ∈ I1.
(ii) Suppose that (I0, I1) ⊂ (I
′
0, I
′
1) (i.e., I0 ⊂ I
′
0 and I1 ⊂ I
′
1). The morphism
(I ′0, I
′
1)
∗θX,S → (I0, I1)
∗θX,S is induced by the natural transformations ψ
I′0,I
′
1
j →
ψI0,I1j equal to the identity or one of the two natural transformations
id→ uj∗u
∗
j and uj∗ω
0
Xj
u∗j → uj∗u
∗
j
depending on the value of j.
(iii) There exists a canonical isomorphism of commutative unitary algebras
ω0X(u0∗1X0) ≃ holim θX,S.
More precisely, holim θX,S is an Artin motive, and ([[1, n]], ∅)
∗θX,S ≃ u0∗1X0
yields a canonical morphism holim θX,S → u0∗1X0 which identifies holim θX,S
with ω0X(u0∗1X0).
The motive θX,S is functorial with respect to universally open morphisms
8 in the
following way. Let l : Xˇ → X be a universally open morphism of quasi-projective
k-schemes. For i ∈ [[0, n]], denote Xˇi = l
−1(Xi) and uˇi : Xˇi →֒ Xˇ the inclusion.
Then Sˇ = (Xˇi)i∈[[0,n]] is a stratification on Xˇ such that Xˇi ⊂ Xˇi−1 for i ∈ [[1, n]], and
8Recall that a finite presentation morphism p : T → S is open if the image of every Zariski open
subset of T is a Zariski open subset of S. We say that p is universally open if any base-change of
p is open.
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there exists a canonical morphism of commutative unitary algebras l∗θX,S → θXˇ,Sˇ
making the following diagram commutative
l∗ω0Xu0∗1X0
∼

// ω0
Xˇ
l∗u0∗1X0 // ω
0
Xˇ
(uˇ0)∗1Xˇ0
∼

l∗holim θX,S // holim l
∗θX,S // holim θXˇ,Sˇ.
Moreover, when l is smooth, the morphism l∗θX,S → θXˇ,Sˇ is invertible.
Proof. The construction of the motive θX,S and the proof of its properties are by
induction on the integer n. When n = 0, there is nothing to do. Indeed, as P2(∅) = e,
the category with one object and one arrow, one has to take θX,S = 1X ∈ DA(X).
Let us assume that n ≥ 1 and that the proposition is proven for n− 1. Let X ′ =
X −Xn and X
′
i = Xi for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1. We have a stratification S
′ = (X ′i)i∈[[0,n−1]]
of X ′. Denote u′i : X
′
i →֒ X
′ and j : X ′ →֒ X. By induction, we have a motive
θX′,S′ ∈ DA(X,P2([[1, n− 1]])) satisfying the properties of the statement.
Let (An, ) be the following diagram of schemes
X Xn
un
oo Xn
where An(1, 0) = X and An(0, 0) = An(0, 1) = Xn. Write o for the non-decreasing
map (−, 0) : 1 → . By restriction, we get a diagram of schemes (An ◦ o, 1) and
a corresponding morphism o : (An ◦ o, 1) → (An, ). Also we have a morphism
b : (An ◦ o, 1) → X in Dia(Sch/k) which is the closed immersion un over 0 ∈ 1 and
the identity over 1 ∈ 1. Similarly, we have a morphism e : (An, )→ (X, ) which
is given by idX and un. Now consider the following diagram in Dia(Sch/k)
X ′
j
// X (An ◦ o, 1)
o
//
b
oo (An, )
e
// (X, ).
We define θX,S out of θX′,S′ by the formula
θX,S = e∗ω
0
{(0,1)}|(An, )o∗b
∗j∗θX′,S′.
9 (15)
In the formula above, ω0{(0,1)}|(An, ) is really ω
0
P2([[1,n−1]])×{0,1}|(An◦pr2,P2([[1,n−1]])× )
(see
Remark 2.27). As the functors used in (15) are all pseudo-monoidal, symmetric and
pseudo-unitary, we see that θX,S is again a commutative unitary algebra.
The motive o∗b
∗j∗θX′,S′ is given by j∗θX′,S′ over An(1, 0) = X and by u
∗
nj∗θX′,S′
over An(0, 0) = Xn and An(0, 1) = Xn. It follows from Proposition 2.29 that the
-partial skeleton (cf. (2)) of θX,S is given by
(1,0)
j∗θX′,S′
η
//
(0,0)
un∗u
∗
nj∗θX′,S′
(0,1)
un∗ω
0
Xnu
∗
nj∗θX′,S′.
δXn
oo
(16)
Properties (i) and (ii) are thus immediate.
We now check (iii). Using the induction hypothesis and Lemma 1.14, the homo-
topy limit of θX,S can be identified with the homotopy limit of
j∗(ω
0
X′u
′
0∗1X′0
)
η
// un∗u
∗
nj∗(ω
0
X′u
′
0∗1X′0
) un∗ω
0
Xnu
∗
nj∗(ω
0
X′u
′
0∗1X′0
).
δXn
oo (17)
9It is possible to give a simpler formula for θX,S by replacing the composition o∗b∗ by the
operation p∗ with p the natural morphism (An, )→ X . However, the formula (15) is more suited
for the proof of Proposition 2.39.
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This shows that j∗holim θX,S ≃ ω
0
X′u
′
0∗1X′0
and u∗nholim θX,S ≃ ω
0
Xnu
∗
nN with N =
j∗(ω
0
X′u
′
0∗1X′0
) (for the latter isomorphism, use that u∗n(η) is invertible if η is the unit
morphism of the adjunction (u∗n, un∗)). In particular, both motives j
∗holim θX,S and
u∗nholim θX,S are Artin. Using the localization triangle j!j
∗ → id → un∗u
∗
n → of [4,
Lem. 1.4.6], we deduce that holimθX,S is also an Artin motive.
In particular, ω0X(holim θX,S) ≃ holim θX,S. By Lemma 1.14, ω
0
X (which clearly
defines an endomorphism of the triangulated derivator DA(X,−)) commutes with
homotopy limits indexed by n. Hence, holim θX,S is isomorphic to the homotopy
limit of
ω0XN
η
// ω0Xun∗u
∗
nN ω
0
Xun∗ω
0
Xnu
∗
nN
δX
∼
oo
where the morphism on the right is invertible by Proposition 2.15, (iii). This shows
that holim θX,S ≃ ω
0
X(N) and more precisely that the natural morphism holim θX,S →
N is the universal morphism from an Artin motive to N .
To finish the proof of (iii), we recall that N = j∗ω
0
X′u
′
0∗1X′0
. Again, by Proposition
2.15, (iii)
ω0XN = ω
0
Xj∗ω
0
X′u
′
0∗1X′0
δX′
// ω0Xj∗u
′
0∗1X′0
≃ ω0Xu0∗1X0
is invertible. This shows that holim θX,S ≃ ω
0
X(u0∗1X0) and more precisely that the
natural morphism holim θX,S → u0∗1X0 is the universal morphism from an Artin
motive to u0∗1X0.
It remains to show the functoriality with respect to universally open morphisms.
The condition that l is universally open is assumed to ensure that (Xˇi)i∈[[0,n]] is a
stratification of Xˇ. Indeed, for such l, l−1(Xi) is dense in l
−1(Xi). To prove this,
we remark that l−1(Xi) − l−1(Xi) is an open subset of l
−1(Xi) whose image in Xi
is open and contained in Xi+1. As Xi+1 is a closed subset which is everywhere of
positive codimension, it cannot contain a non-empty open subset of Xi. This forces
l−1(Xi)− l−1(Xi) to be empty.
Let Xˇ ′ = Xˇ ×X X
′ and l′ : Xˇ ′ → X ′ be the projection to the second factor. Let
also Sˇ′ be the inverse image of the stratification S′ along l′. By induction, we may
assume that we have a morphism l′∗θX′,S′ → θXˇ′,Sˇ′ which is invertible if l is smooth.
We form the commutative diagram
Xˇ ′
j
//
l′

Xˇ
l

(Aˇn ◦ o)
b
oo
o
//
l

Aˇn
e
//
l

(Xˇ, )
l

X ′
j
// X An ◦ o
b
oo
o
// An
e
// (X, )
where the diagram of schemes Aˇn is for Xˇ what An is for X. All the squares in the
above diagram are cartesian. We deduce morphisms
l∗e∗ ≃ e∗l
∗, l∗o∗ → o∗l
∗, l∗b∗ ≃ b∗l∗ and l∗j∗ → j∗l
′∗.
Note that the second and fourth morphisms above are invertible when l is smooth
(cf. [5, Prop. 4.5.48]). Also, we have a natural transformation
l∗ω0(0,1)|An → ω
0
(0,1)|Aˇn
l∗
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where we further simplify notation by writing ω0(0,1)|An instead of ω
0
{(0,1)}|(An, )
. This
transformation is invertible when l is smooth, as it follows immediately from Propo-
sition 2.29 and Proposition 2.15, (ii). Thus we get a morphism
l∗e∗ω
0
(0,1)|Ano∗b
∗j∗θX′,S′ → e∗ω
0
(0,1)|Aˇn
o∗b
∗j∗l
′∗θ′X′,S′ → e∗ω
0
(0,1)|Aˇn
o∗b
∗j∗θXˇ′,Sˇ′
which is invertible when f is smooth. By construction, the left hand side is l∗θX,S and
the right hand side is θXˇ,Sˇ. This gives the morphism l
∗θX,S → θXˇ,Sˇ of the statement.
The commutativity of the last diagram in the statement follows immediately from
the commutativity of
l∗([[1, n]], ∅)∗θX,S
∼
//
∼

l∗u0∗1X0

([[1, n]], ∅)∗l∗θX,S // ([[1, n]], ∅)
∗θXˇ,Sˇ
∼
// (uˇ0)∗1Xˇ0
and the characterization of the isomorphism holim θX,S ≃ ω
0
Xu0∗1X0 in (iii). 
In terms of Definition 2.20, we obtain directly from assertion (iii) of Proposition
2.30, whose notation we retain:
Corollary 2.31 — When (X0)red is smooth, EX ≃ holim θX,S.
Remark 2.32 — Proposition 2.30 shares some similarities with (a particular case
of) the formula in [35, Th. 3.3.5]. However, our statement is sharper as we have an
actual isomorphism of motives and not only an equality in a Grothendieck group.
2.5. Computing the motive EX . In this section we describe a way to compute
the motive EX using some extra data related to the singularities of X. The proof of
the main result of this article, that is Theorem 4.1, is based on this computation.
2.5.1. The setting. Let X be a quasi-projective scheme defined over a field k of
characteristic zero. Suppose we are given the following data:
D1) A stratification S = (Xi)i∈[[0,n]] ofX by locally closed subschemes Xi which are
smooth and such that, for i ∈ [[1, n]], Xi is contained in Xi−1 and has positive
codimension everywhere. We do not assume that the Xi are connected. For
i ∈ [[0, n]], we denote by X≥i the Zariski closure of Xi, so that we have the
equality of sets X≥i =
⊔
j∈[[i,n]]Xj.
D2) For i ∈ [[0, n]], we have a projective morphism ei : Yi → X≥i such that Yi has
only quotient singularities, and e−1i (Xi) is dense in Yi and maps isomorphi-
cally to Xi. Moreover, e
−1
i (X≥j) is a simple normal crossings divisor (sncd)
in Yi for all i < j ≤ n.
D3) For i ∈ [[0, n]], we have a finite surjective morphism ci : Zi → Yi from a smooth
k-scheme Zi. Moreover, we assume (ei ◦ ci)
−1(Xi) dense in Zi, and étale and
Galois over each connected component of Xi. Also, Zi − (ei ◦ ci)
−1(Xi) is
a sncd and the inverse image along ci of every irreducible component of
Yi − e
−1
i (Xi) is a smooth sub-divisor of Zi − (ei ◦ ci)
−1(Xi) (i.e., the disjoint
union of its irreducible components).
The irreducible components of the sncd Y ∞i = Yi−e
−1
i (Xi) induce, as in Example
1.17, a stratification R∞i of Yi. More generally, given ∅ 6= I ⊂ [[0, n]], we denote by
R(I) the stratification on Ymin(I) induced by the family of irreducible components of⋃
j∈I−{min(I)} e
−1
min(I)(Xj), or equivalently, by the irreducible components of Y
∞
i whose
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image in X is an irreducible component of one of the X≥j for some j ∈ I−{min(I)}.
Note that R({i}) is the coarse stratification whose strata are just the connected
components of Yi, and that the stratifications R
∞
i and R([[i, n]]) are the same. We
assume the following two properties:
P1) For i ≤ j in [[0, n]], the morphism e−1i (Xj)→ Xj extends (uniquely, of course)
to a morphism ei,j : e
−1
i (Xj) → Yj, where the closure is taken inside Yi.
Moreover, for K ⊂ [[j + 1, n]], every R({i, j}
⊔
K)-stratum is mapped by ei,j
onto an R({j}
⊔
K)-stratum of Yj.
P2) For i ∈ [[0, n]], the morphism ei : Yi → X≥i maps an R
∞
i -stratum E ⊂ Yi
onto an S-stratum D ⊂ X. Let F be a connected component of c−1i (E)
endowed with its reduced scheme structure. Then F → E is an étale cover.
Moreover, if F ′ is the closure of F in (ci ◦ei)
−1(D), then F ′ → D is a smooth
and projective morphism whose Stein factorization is dominated by the étale
Galois cover (cj ◦ ej)
−1(D) → D, where j ∈ [[i, n]] is the index such that
D ⊂ Xj.
In order to verify part (b) of our main theorem (Theorem 4.1), we need to keep
track of the functoriality of our constructions. For this, we fix a universally open
morphism of quasi-projective k-schemes l : Xˇ → X. Let Xˇi = l
−1(Xi) which we
endow with its reduced scheme structure. Then Sˇ = (Xˇi)i∈[[0,n]] is a stratification of
Xˇ such that Xˇi ⊂ Xˇi−1 for i ∈ [[1, n]] (cf. the proof of Proposition 2.30). Moreover,
Xˇ≥i, the Zariski closure of Xˇi, is equal to the inverse image of X≥i by l. As in D1),
we assume that each Xˇi is smooth.
Next, we assume that we are given morphisms eˇi : Yˇi → Xˇ≥i and cˇi : Zˇi → Yˇi as
in D2) and D3) satisfying to the properties in P1) and P2). We write Rˇ∞i and
Rˇ(I) (with ∅ 6= I ⊂ [[0, n]]) for the stratifications on Yˇi and Yˇmin(I), defined as before.
We also assume the existence of a commutative diagram
Zˇi
cˇi
//
l

Yˇi
eˇi
//
l

Xˇ≥i
l

Zi
ci
// Yi
ei
// X≥i.
(18)
While the morphism l : Yˇi → Yi is uniquely determined by l : Xˇ≥i → X≥i, this is
not the case for l : Zˇi → Zi in general. Finally, we assume that for i ∈ [[0, n]] and
I ⊂ [[i + 1, n]], the morphism l : Yˇi → Yi maps an Rˇ({i}
⊔
I)-stratum of Yˇi onto an
R({i}
⊔
I)-stratum of Yi.
We make the following comment concerning notation:
Remark 2.33 — We will be constructing some objects (diagrams of schemes,
motives, etc.), using the scheme X and the morphisms ei and ci. We will, of course,
introduce notation for them. Analogous objects will be constructed for Xˇ, eˇi and
cˇi. We use parallel notation for these, that is by just adding ˇ’s.
2.5.2. The diagram of schemes (T,P∗([[0, n]])op). For ∅ 6= I ⊂ [[0, n]] define the
scheme T (I) by
T (I) =
⋂
i∈I
e−1min(I)(Xi). (19)
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By definition, T (I) is an R(I)-constructible closed subscheme of Ymin(I) and if ∅ 6=
J ⊂ I with min(J) = min(I), then T (I) ⊂ T (J). The following gives a recursive
formula for T (I):
Lemma 2.34 — For i0 ∈ [[0, n]], we have T ({i0}) = Yi0. For ∅ 6= I ⊂ [[0, n]] such
that I ′ = I − {max(I)} is non-empty, we have
T (I) = (T (I ′)→ X)−1(Xmax(I)). (20)
Proof. The first claim follows from the definition. For the second claim, we may
assume that I has at least three elements. Indeed, when I has two elements, the
two formulas (19) and (20) are identical.
From (19), we have T (I) = T (I ′)
⋂
e−1min(I)(Xmax(I)). Thus, we need to show that
T (I ′)
⋂
e−1min(I)(Xmax(I)) = T (I
′)
⋂
e−1min(I)(Xmax(I)).
It suffices to show that
C
⋂
D
⋂
e−1min(I)(Xmax(I)) = C
⋂
D (21)
for any irreducible component C of T (I ′) and any irreducible component D of
e−1min(I)(Xmax(I)). As Y
∞
min(I) is a sncd and because for all i ∈ [[min(I)+1, n]], e
−1
min(I)(Xi)
is a union of irreducible divisors of Y ∞min(I), C is a connected component of an inter-
section
⋂
i∈I−{min(I),max(I)}Di with Di an irreducible component of e
−1
min(I)(Xi). More-
over, the Di are uniquely determined by C. Now, let E be a connected component
of C
⋂
D. As E has only quotient singularities, its is normal and hence irreducible.
We claim that E ∩ e−1min(I)(Xmax(I)) is not empty. This will finish the proof of the
lemma. Indeed, the image of E in X is contained in X≥max(I). As Xmax(I) is an open
subset of X≥max(I), we see that E∩ e
−1
min(I)(Xmax(I)) is an open subset E. If the latter
is non-empty, it is dense in E and hence E ∩ e−1min(I)(Xmax(I)) = E. Applying this to
all connected components of C
⋂
D, we get the equality (21).
To show that E∩e−1min(I)(Xmax(I)) is non-empty, we argue by contradiction. Indeed,
the contrary implies that max(I) ≤ n − 1 and E ⊂ e−1min(I)(X≥max(I)+1). Thus, we
may find an irreducible component D′ of e−1min(I)(X≥max(I)+1) which contains E. Then
E, which has codimension card(I)− 1 in Ymin(I), is contained in the intersection of
card(I) distinct irreducible components of Y ∞min(I), namely D, D
′ and the Di for
i ∈ I − {min(I), max(I)}. This is a contradiction as Y ∞min(I) is a sncd in Ymin(I). 
Lemma 2.35 — For ∅ 6= J ⊂ I ⊂ [[0, n]], let i0 = min(I) and j0 = min(J).
Then T (I) is a closed subscheme of Yi0 contained in e
−1
i0
(Xj0). Moreover, the image
of T (I) by the morphism ei0,j0 : e
−1
i0
(Xj0) → Yj0 is contained in T (J). This gives a
morphism
T (J ⊂ I) : T (I)→ T (J).
T (−) becomes thereby a contravariant functor from the partially ordered set P∗([[0, n]])
of non-empty subsets of [[0, n]] to the category of X-schemes.
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Proof. As j0 ∈ I, we have T (I) ⊂ T ({i0, j0}) = e
−1
i0
(Xj0). We now check that ei0,j0
sends T (I) into T (J). When i0 = j0, this is true as ei0,j0 is the identity of Yi0 and
T (I) ⊂ T (J). Thus, we may assume that i0 < j0. Using the chain of inclusions
J ⊂ {i0}
⊔
J ⊂ I, we may further assume that I = {i0}
⊔
J . We argue by induction
on the number of elements in J . As T ({j0}) = Yj0, there is nothing to prove when J
has only one element. When J contains at least two elements, let J ′ = J−{max(J)}.
By induction, we have ei0,j0(T ({i0}
⊔
J ′)) ⊂ T (J ′). It follows that
ei0,j0[(T ({i0}
⊔
J ′)→ X)−1(Xmax(J))] ⊂ (T (J
′)→ X)−1(Xmax(J)).
As ei0,j0 is continuous for the Zariski topology, we deduce that
ei0,j0[(T ({i0}
⊔
J ′)→ X)−1(Xmax(J))] ⊂ (T (J ′)→ X)−1(Xmax(J)).
We now use (21) to conclude.
It remains to check that the morphisms T (J ⊂ I) define a contravariant functor
from P∗([[0, n]]), i.e., that T (K ⊂ I) = T (K ⊂ J) ◦ T (J ⊂ I) for ∅ 6= K ⊂
J ⊂ I ⊂ [[0, n]]. Let i0 = min(I), j0 = min(J) and k0 = min(K) so that i0 ≤
j0 ≤ k0. As T (I) ⊂ T ({i0, j0, k0}), T (J) ⊂ T ({j0, k0}) and T (K) ⊂ T ({k0}), we
may assume that I = {i0, j0, k0}, J = {j0, k0} and K = {k0}. By the recursive
formula (20), we have T ({i0, j0, k0}) = (T ({i0, j0})→ X)−1(Xk0), T ({j0, k0}) =
(T ({j0})→ X)−1(Xk0) and T ({k0}) = e
−1
k0
(Xk0) = Yk0. By continuity for the Zariski
topology, it is then sufficient to show that
(T ({i0, j0})→ X)
−1(Xk0)
//
--
(T ({j0})→ X)
−1(Xk0)

Xk0
commutes. But this is obviously true, as T ({i0, j0}) → T ({j0}) is a morphism of
X-schemes. 
Lemma 2.36 — For ∅ 6= I ⊂ [[0, n]], the morphism l : Yˇmin(I) → Ymin(I)
maps Tˇ (I) to T (I), inducing a morphism l(I) : Tˇ (I) → T (I). As I varies, these
morphisms give a natural transformation of functors Tˇ → T , and thus a morphism
l : (Tˇ ,P∗([[0, n]])op) → (T,P∗([[0, n]])op) in Dia(Sch/k) which is the identity on the
indexing categories.
Proof. For the first claim, we use induction on I. When I = {i0}, there is nothing
to prove as Tˇ ({i0}) = Yˇi0 and T ({i0}) = Yi0. Now, assume that I has at least
two elements, and let I ′ = I − {max(I)}. By the inductive formula (20), we have
Tˇ (I) = (Tˇ (I ′)→ Xˇ)−1(Xˇmax(I)) and T (I) = (T (I ′)→ X)−1(Xmax(I)). As Xˇmax(I) =
f−1(Xmax(I)), we also have Tˇ (I) = (Tˇ (I ′)→ X)−1(Xmax(I)). As Tˇ (I
′) → T (I ′)
is a morphism of X-schemes, it takes (Tˇ (I ′) → X)−1(Xmax(I)) inside (T (I
′) →
X)−1(Xmax(I)), and hence, by continuity for the Zariski topology, Tˇ (I) inside T (I).
For the second part of the lemma, we fix ∅ 6= J ⊂ I ⊂ [[0, n]]. We need to show that
T (J ⊂ I) ◦ l(I) = l(J) ◦ Tˇ (J ⊂ I). This is true when min(I) = min(J) = i0 because
then, T (I), T (J) ⊂ Yi0 and T (J ⊂ I) is the inclusion morphism, and similarly for
Tˇ . So we may assume that i0 = min(I) < j0 = min(J). Using the inclusions
T (I) ⊂ T ({i0, j0}), T (J) ⊂ T ({j0}) and the similar ones for Tˇ , we are furthermore
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reduced to the case I = {i0, j0} and J = {j0}. The claim follows now from the
commutative square
eˇ−1i0 (Xˇj0)
//

e−1i0 (Xj0)

Xˇj0
// Xj0 ,
and continuity for the Zariski topology. 
We end this paragraph with a remark which will be helpful later on in constructing
some motives and establishing their properties by induction on n.
Remark 2.37 — Assume that n ≥ 1. Let X ′ = X − Xn endowed with the
stratification S′ = (X ′j)0≤j≤n−1 with X
′
j = Xj for j ∈ [[0, n − 1]]. As before, let X
′
≥j
denotes the Zariski closure of X ′j in X
′. Let Y ′j = Yj×X≥jX
′
≥j and Z
′
j = Zj×X≥jX
′
≥j
and call e′j : Y
′
j → X
′
≥j and c
′
j : Z
′
j → Y
′
j the natural projections. This gives data as
in D1), D2) and D3) satisfying the properties in P1) and P2).
As for X, we have a contravariant functor T ′ from P∗([[0, n− 1]]) to the category
of X ′-schemes which sends ∅ 6= I ⊂ [[0, n− 1]] to a closed subscheme T ′(I) ⊂ Y ′min(I).
For ∅ 6= I ⊂ [[0, n − 1]], T ′(I) is a closed subscheme of Y ′min(I) which is an open
subscheme of Ymin(I). Moreover, the Zariski closure of T
′(I) in Ymin(I) is equal to
T (I). Thus, we have an objectwise dense open immersion of diagram of schemes
j : (T ′,P∗([[0, n− 1]])op)→ (T ◦ ιn,P
∗([[0, n− 1]])op)
where ιn : P
∗([[0, n − 1]]) →֒ P∗([[0, n]]) is the obvious inclusion. Also, remark that
(T,P∗([[0, n]])op) is the total diagram associated to the following diagram in Dia(Sch)
indexed by :
(T ◦ ιn,P
∗([[0, n− 1]])op) ((T ◦ ιn)×X Xn,P
∗([[0, n− 1]])op)
vn
oo
(qn,pr)
// Xn, (22)
where vn and qn are the projections to the first and second factor in (T ◦ ιn)×X Xn,
and pr is the unique functor from P∗([[0, n− 1]])op to the terminal category e.
2.5.3. The diagram of schemes (X,P2([[1, n]])) and the motive θ
′
X,S. As in §2.4, we
let P2([[1, n]]) ⊂ P([[1, n]])
2 denotes the subset of pairs (I0, I1) such that I0 ∩ I1 = ∅.
We define a functor (i.e., an non-decreasing map)
ςn : P2([[1, n]])→ P
∗([[0, n]])op,
as follows. For (I0, I1) ∈ P2([[1, n]]), let J = [[0, n]] − I0 and imax = max({0}
⊔
I1).
We set ςn(I0, I1) = [[imax, n]] ∩ J . As {0}
⊔
I1 ⊂ J , imax ∈ J and thus ςn(I0, I1) is
non-empty. One sees likewise that ςn is non-decreasing.
We let X = T ◦ ςn : P2([[1, n]])→ Sch/k. We have a natural morphism of diagrams
of schemes ςn : (X,P2([[1, n]]))→ (T,P
∗([[0, n]])op).
Remark 2.38 — With the notation of Remark 2.37, we also have an object
(X′,P2([[1, n−1]])) of Dia(Sch/k) obtained by composing T
′ with the non-decreasing
map ςn−1 : P2([[1, n − 1]]) → P
∗([[0, n − 1]])op. We have an objectwise dense open
immersion of diagrams of schemes
j : (X′,P2([[1, n− 1]]))→ (X ◦ ι
0
n,P2([[1, n− 1]])),
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where ι0n : P2([[1, n− 1]]) →֒ P2([[1, n]]) is the non-decreasing map that sends (I0, I1)
to (I0
⊔
{n}, I1). Moreover, (X,P2([[1, n]])) is the total diagram associated to the
following diagram in Dia(Sch) indexed by :
(X ◦ ι0n,P2([[1, n−1]])) ((X ◦ ι
0
n)×XXn,P2([[1, n−1]]))
qn
//
vn
oo (Xn,P2([[1, n−1]])), (23)
modulo the identification of P2([[1, n]]) with P2([[1, n− 1]])× .
We now define inductively a motive θ′X,S ∈ DA(X,P2([[1, n]])), which is a com-
mutative unitary algebra. When n = 0, we simply take 1X0 . When n ≥ 1, we
use Remark 2.38 and assume that the motive θ′X′,S′ ∈ DA(X
′,P2([[1, n − 1]])) is
constructed.
We will abuse notation and denote (X, ) the object of Dia(Dia(Sch)) given by
(23), i.e., such that X(1, 0) = X ◦ ι0n, X(0, 0) = X(1, 0) ×X Xn and X(0, 1) =
(Xn,P2([[1, n− 1]])). Let o be the non-decreasing map (−, 0) : 1→ . It induces a
morphism o : (X◦o, 1)→ (X, ) in Dia(Dia(Sch)). We also have a natural morphism
b : (X ◦ o, 1) → X(1, 0) = X ◦ ι0n in Dia(Dia(Sch)). Over 1 ∈ 1, it is the identity of
X◦ ι0n. Over 0 ∈ 1, it is the objectwise closed immersion vn : (X◦ ι
0
n)×XXn → X◦ ι
0
n.
Passing to total diagrams, we obtain a diagram in Dia(Sch) as follows:
(X ◦ o,P2([[1, n− 1]])× 1)
b

o
// (X,P2([[1, n− 1]])× ).
(X′,P2([[1, n− 1]]))
j
// (X ◦ ι0n,P2([[1, n− 1]]))
With these notation, we set
θ′X,S = ω
0
{(0,1)}|(X, )
(
o∗b
∗j∗θ
′
X′,S′
)
. (24)
In the formula above, ω0{(0,1)}|(X, ) is really ω
0
P2([[1,n−1]])×{(0,1)}|(X,P2([[1,n−1]])× )
(see Re-
mark 2.27). This is again a commutative unitary algebra in DA(X,P2([[1, n]])). Over
the sub-diagram X(1, 0) = X ◦ ι0n, the motive θ
′
X,S is given by j∗θ
′
X′,S′. Over the sub-
diagram X(0, 0) = (X◦ ι0n)×XXn, the motive θ
′
X,S is given by v
∗
nj∗θ
′
X′,S′. And finally,
over the constant diagram of schemes X(0, 1) = (Xn,P2([[1, n− 1]])), the motive θ
′
X,S
is given by ω0Xnqn∗v
∗
nj∗θ
′
X′,S′.
Proposition 2.39 — Denote by f : (X,P2([[1, n]])) → (X,P2([[1, n]])) the nat-
ural morphism. There is a canonical isomorphism of commutative unitary algebras
θX,S ≃ f∗θ
′
X,S, where θX,S is the motive constructed in Proposition 2.30.
Proof. We will construct the isomorphism θX,S ≃ f∗θ
′
X,S inductively on n. Keep the
above notation and denote f ′ : (X′,P2([[1, n−1]]))→ (X
′,P2([[1, n−1]])) the natural
morphism.
When n = 0, X = X and θX,S = θ
′
X,S = 1X . In the sequel, we assume that
n ≥ 1 and put m = n − 1. By the induction hypothesis, we have an isomorphism
θX′,S′ ≃ f
′
∗θ
′
X′,S′. We will use the construction of θX,S out of θX′,S′ given in the proof of
Proposition 2.30. With the notation of that proof, we have a commutative diagram
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in Dia(Sch/k) as follows:
(X′,P2([[1,m]]))
j
//
f ′

(X◦ι0n,P2([[1,m]]))
f

(X◦o,P2([[1,m]])×1)
b
oo
o
//
g

(X,P2([[1,m]])× )
g

f
uu
(X ′,P2([[1,m]]))
j
// (X,P2([[1,m]])) (An◦o,P2([[1,m]])×1)
b
oo
o
// (An,P2([[1,m]])× )
e

(X,P2([[1,m]])× ).
Now recall that θX,S = e∗ω
0
{(0,1)}|(An , )
o∗b
∗j∗θX′,S′. Using the induction hypothesis
and the commutation of the first square in the above diagram, we get
o∗b
∗j∗θX′,S′ ≃ o∗b
∗j∗f
′
∗θ
′
X′,S′ ≃ o∗b
∗f∗j∗θ
′
X′,S′. (25)
The second square in the diagram above is cartesian. Moreover, f|P2([[1,m]])×1 is
objectwise projective. Using [4, Th. 2.4.22], we see that the base change morphism
b∗f∗ → g∗b
∗ is invertible. Thus, we may continue the chain of isomorphisms (25)
with
≃ o∗g∗b
∗j∗θ
′
X′,S′ ≃ g∗o∗b
∗j∗θ
′
X′S′.
As g restricted to P2([[1, m]])× {(0, 1)} is an isomorphism, we see immediately that
ω0{(0,1)}|(An, )g∗ ≃ g∗ω
0
{(0,1)}|(X, ).
Thus, we have canonical isomorphisms
θX,S ≃ e∗g∗ω
0
{(0,1)}|(X, ) (o∗b
∗j∗θ
′
X′S′) ≃ f∗θ
′
X,S.
This proves the proposition. 
From Lemma 2.36, we have a morphism of diagrams of schemes l : (Xˇ,P2([[1, n]]))→
(X,P2([[1, n]])). Moreover, the following square
(Xˇ,P2([[1, n]]))
l
//
fˇ

(X,P2([[1, n]]))
f

(Xˇ,P2([[1, n]]))
l
// (X,P2([[1, n]]))
is commutative.
Proposition 2.40 — There is a morphism of motives l∗θ′X,S → θ
′
Xˇ,Sˇ
which is
invertible when f : Xˇ → X is smooth and Yˇi = Xˇ ×X Yi for i ∈ [[0, n]]. Moreover,
the following diagram of DA(Xˇ,P2([[1, n]])):
l∗f∗θ
′
X,S
//
∼

fˇ∗l
∗θ′X,S
// fˇ∗θ
′
Xˇ,Sˇ
∼

l∗θX,S // θXˇ,Sˇ
commutes; the arrow in the bottom being the morphism of Proposition 2.30.
Proof. The proof is by induction. When n = 0, the statement is obvious. We assume
that n ≥ 1 and that a morphism l′∗θ′X′,S′ → θ
′
Xˇ′,Sˇ′
has been constructed with the
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expected properties. We consider the commutative diagram in Dia(Sch/k):
Xˇ′
j
//
l′

Xˇ ◦ ι0n
l

Xˇ ◦ o
b
oo
o
//
l

Xˇ
l

X′
j
// X ◦ ι0n X ◦ o
b
oo
o
// X.
This gives us natural transformations
l∗o∗b
∗j∗ → o∗l
∗b∗j∗ ≃ o∗b
∗l∗j∗ → o∗b
∗j∗l
∗.
Note that the first and third morphisms above are invertible when f : Xˇ → X is
smooth and Yˇi = Xˇ ×X Yi for i ∈ [[0, n]]; this follows from the base change theorem
by smooth morphisms [5, Prop. 4.5.48]. On the other hand, we have a natural
transformation
l∗ω0{(0,1)}|(X, ) → ω
0
{(0,1)}|(Xˇ, )
l∗
constructed in the same way as the natural transformation in Proposition 2.15,
(ii). When f : Xˇ → X is smooth and Yˇi = Xˇ ×X Yi for i ∈ [[0, n]], this natural
transformation is invertible as it follows immediately from Proposition 2.29 and the
last statement in Proposition 2.15, (ii). We now obtain our morphism by taking the
composition
l∗ω0{(0,1)}|(X, )o∗b
∗j∗θ
′
X′,S′
// ω0
{(0,1)}|(Xˇ, )
l∗o∗b
∗j∗θ
′
X′,S′

ω0
{(0,1)}|(Xˇ, )
o∗b
∗j∗l
∗θ′X′,S′ // ω
0
{(0,1)}|(Xˇ, )
o∗b
∗j∗θ
′
Xˇ′,Sˇ′
and recalling that the object on the left is l∗θ′X,S and the object on the right is θ
′
Xˇ,Sˇ
.
The verification that the diagram of the statement is commutative is also done
by induction, using the inductive definition of the isomorphisms f∗θ
′
X,S ≃ θX,S and
fˇ∗θ
′
Xˇ,Sˇ
≃ θXˇ,Sˇ. The details of the proof are left to the reader. 
2.5.4. The diagram of schemes T. Recall from §2.5.1 that for ∅ 6= I ⊂ [[0, n]], there is
a stratification R(I) on Ymin(I) induced by the set of irreducible components of Y
∞
min(I)
whose image in X is an irreducible component of some X≥j with j ∈ I. Moreover,
the subscheme T (I) ⊂ Ymin(I) is R(I)-constructible. We let A(I) denote the set of
irreducible closed R(I)-constructible subsets of T (I). The set A(I) is ordered by
inclusion. There is an non-decreasing bijection from the set of R(I)-strata contained
in T (I) which is given by taking closures. Clearly, every irreducible component of
T (I) is in A(I). In particular, the elements of A(I) form a covering of the scheme
T (I) by closed subsets. Note also that if D1 and D2 are in A(I) and D is a connected
component of D1 ∩D2, then D ∈ A(I).
Proposition 2.41 — Let ∅ 6= J ⊂ I ⊂ [[0, n]] and D ∈ A(I). Then there
is a smallest element sJ⊂I(D) ∈ A(J) containing the image of D by T (I) → T (J).
Moreover, the mappings sJ⊂I make A into a contravariant functor from P
∗([[0, n]])
to the category of ordered sets.
Proof. If T1 and T2 are two elements in A(J) containing (T (I) → T (J))(D), then
the connected component of T1 ∩ T2 containing (T (I) → T (J))(D) is also in A(J).
This proves the existence of sI⊂J(D).
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Next, we show that the maps sJ⊂I make A into a contravariant functor. Let
∅ 6= K ⊂ J be a third subset of [[0, n]]. As sK⊂J sJ⊂I(D) contains the image of D by
the morphism T (I)→ T (K), we have by the minimality of sK⊂I(D) that
sK⊂I(D) ⊂ sK⊂JsJ⊂I(D). (26)
Let J ′ = {min(J)}
⋃
K. Then J ′ ⊂ J with min(J ′) = min(J), and every R(J ′)-
constructible subset of Ymin(J) is also R(J)-constructible. By the minimality of
sJ⊂I(D) we thus get an inclusion sJ⊂I(D) ⊂ sJ ′⊂I(D). It follows that sK⊂J sJ⊂I(D) ⊂
sK⊂J ′ sJ ′⊂I(D). Thus, it suffices to show that
sK⊂I(D) = sK⊂J ′ sJ ′⊂I(D).
In other words, we may assume that J = {j0}
⊔
K for a 0 ≤ j0 < min(K). In this
case, T (J) → T (K) is dominant and, by Property P1), sK⊂J takes an element of
A(J) to its image by T (J)→ T (K).
Again by Property P1), the inverse image along T (J) → T (K) of an R(K)-
constructible subset is R(J)-constructible. In particular, (T (J)→ T (K))−1(sK⊂I(D))
is R(J)-constructible. The same is true for any of its irreducible components. De-
note by P one of these irreducible components containing (T (I)→ T (J))(D). Then,
P ∈ A(J) and sJ⊂I(D) ⊂ P . It follows that sK⊂I(D) contains the image of sJ⊂I(D)
in T (K), and hence sK⊂J sJ⊂I(D) ⊂ sK⊂I(D). This proves the proposition. 
Lemma 2.42 — Let ∅ 6= I ⊂ [[0, n]]. The image in X of an element E ∈ A(I)
is an irreducible component of X≥max(I).
Proof. Let i0 = min(I). When I = {i0}, E = Yi0 and there is nothing to prove. Also
when n ∈ I, the claim is clear as the image of E inX is an irreducible S-constructible
subset contained in Xn.
We now assume that card(I) ≥ 2 and max(I) ≤ n − 1. If D is an irreducible
component of Y ∞i0 containing E, then D ⊂ e
−1
i0
(Xj) for some j ∈ I−{min(I)}. This
shows that E is not contained in e−1i0 (X≥max(I)+1). As the image of E in X is an S-
constructible, closed and irreducible subset of X≥max(I), it must contain a connected
component of Xmax(I). Thus, it is an irreducible component of X≥max(I). 
Proposition 2.43 — Let ∅ 6= I ⊂ [[0, n]]. Taking the image by the morphism
Tˇ (I) → T (I) yields a mapping Aˇ(I) → A(I). As I varies, these mappings define
a natural transformation Aˇ → A between contravariant functors from P∗([[0, n]]) to
the category of ordered sets.
Proof. The image by Tˇ (I) → T (I) of an element in Aˇ(I) is indeed an element of
T (I) as Yˇmin(I) → Ymin(I) maps an Rˇ(I)-stratum to an R(I)-stratum.
Next, let ∅ 6= J ⊂ I ⊂ [[0, n]]. We need to check that the square
Aˇ(I) //
sˇJ⊂I

A(I)
sJ⊂I

Aˇ(J) // A(J)
is commutative. Let Dˇ ∈ Aˇ(I) and call D ∈ A(I) its image by Tˇ (I)→ T (I). Then
(Tˇ (J) → T (J))(sˇJ⊂I(Dˇ)) is an R(J)-constructible, closed and irreducible subset
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containing (T (I)→ T (J))(D). By the minimality of sJ⊂I , we get the inclusion
sJ⊂I(D) ⊂ (Tˇ (J)→ T (J))(sˇJ⊂I(Dˇ)).
On the other hand, using again that Yˇmin(J) → Ymin(J) maps an Rˇ(J)-stratum to
an R(J)-stratum, we see that
(Yˇmin(J) → Ymin(J))
−1(sJ⊂I(D))
is Rˇ(J)-constructible. Let P be an irreducible component of this subset which
contains (Tˇ (I) → Tˇ (J))(Dˇ). Then P is also Rˇ(J)-constructible and thus contains
sˇJ⊂I(Dˇ). This gives the opposite inclusion (Tˇ (J)→ T (J))(sˇJ⊂I(Dˇ)) ⊂ sJ⊂I(D). 
We also record the following lemma and corollary for later use:
Lemma 2.44 — Let ∅ 6= J ⊂ I ⊂ [[0, n]]. We assume that min(I) = min(J) = i0.
Let F ∈ A(J). Then
F
⋂( ⋃
i∈I−J
e−1i0 (Xi)
)
(27)
is a sncd in F . It induces a stratification which we denote by RF (J |I). Then, for an
element E ∈ A(I), we have F = sJ⊂I(E) if and only if E is RF (J |I)-constructible.
Proof. There is a unique family of irreducible components (Dα)α∈A of Y
∞
i0
such that
E is a connected component of
⋂
α∈ADα. As E is R(I)-constructible, there is a map
t : A → I − {i0} such that ei0(Dα) is an irreducible component of X≥t(α) for all
α ∈ A.
Now, assume that F = sJ⊂I(E). For α ∈ A such that t(α) ∈ J , we must have
F ⊂ Dt(α). Indeed, the connected component C of F ∩ Dt(α) containing E is an
R(J)-constructible subset of T (J) containing E. By the minimality of F = sJ⊂I(E),
we must have F = C. It follows that E is a connected component of
F
⋂(⋂
α∈A
Dα
)
= F
⋂ ⋂
α∈t−1(I−J)
Dα
 .
This proves that E is RF (J |I)-constructible.
Conversely, if sJ⊂I(E) ( F , we can find an irreducible component D of Y
∞
i0 ,
dominating an irreducible component of X≥j0 with j0 ∈ J − {i0}, and such that
E ⊂ F ∩ D ( F . But then, F ∩ D does not contain any non-empty RF (J |I)-
constructible subset. Thus, E cannot be RF (J |I)-constructible. 
Corollary 2.45 — Let ∅ 6= J ⊂ I ⊂ [[0, n]] such that min(I) = min(J).
Let F, F ′ ∈ A(J) and assume that F ⊂ F ′. Let E ∈ s−1J⊂I(F ). Then, there is a
smallest element E ′ ∈ s−1J⊂I(F
′) such that E ⊂ E ′. This defines an non-decreasing
map s−1J⊂I(F )→ s
−1
J⊂I(F
′). We obtain in this way a functor from A(J) to the category
of ordered sets sending F ∈ A(J) to s−1J⊂I(F ). Moreover,
∫
A(J)
s−1J⊂I(−) is canonically
isomorphic to A(I).
Proof. The first statement (i.e., the existence of E ′) follows from Lemma 2.44 by the
same argument as in the proof of Proposition 2.41. The other statements are easy
and will be left to the reader. 
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Given ∅ 6= I ⊂ [[0, n]], elements of A(I) will be denoted by greek letters, α, β,
etc, and the corresponding irreducible closed subschemes of T (I) will be denoted by
T(I, α), T(I, β), etc. The assignment
T(I) : α T(I, α) (28)
is a contravariant functor from the ordered set A(I) to the category of X-schemes.
Thus, for each I ∈ P∗([[0, n]]), we have a diagram of schemes (T(I), A(I)). Moreover,
the assignment
T : I  (T(I), A(I)) (29)
is also a contravariant functor and gives a diagram in Dia(Sch/k). The inclusions
T(I, α) →֒ T (I) induce tautological morphisms
(T(I), A(I))→ T (I), (30)
that are natural in I. Moreover, the morphism l : Xˇ → X induces morphisms of
diagrams of schemes (Tˇ(I), Aˇ(I))→ (T(I), A(I)) that are natural in I, and thus give
a morphism in Dia(Dia(Sch/k)).
2.5.5. The diagram of schemes Y and the motive θ′′X,S. For (I0, I1) ∈ P2([[1, n]]), let
J = [[0, n]] − I0 and order {0}
⊔
I1 = {i0 < · · · < is}. Then i0 = 0 and we let
is+1 = n. We define a diagram of schemes Y(I0, I1) as follows. First, we con-
struct a sequence of diagrams of schemes Y1(I0, I1), . . . ,Ys+1(I0, I1) with morphisms
pj(I0, I1) : Yj(I0, I1) → T(J ∩ [[ij−1, ij ]]) and then set Y(I0, I1) = Ys+1(I0, I1). Let
Y1(I0, I1) = T(J∩ [[i0, i1]]) and take the identity morphism for p1(I0, I1). Now assume
that Yj(I0, I1) and pj(I0, I1) are defined for some j ≤ s. The composition
Yj(I0, I1)→ T(J ∩ [[ij−1, ij ]])→ Yij
makes Yj(I0, I1) into a diagram of projective Yij -schemes. In particular, we may
consider the diagram π0(Yj(I0, I1)/Yij) obtained by taking objectwise the Stein fac-
torizations of the various projections to Yij . We then define
Yj+1(I0, I1) = π0(Yj(I0, I1)/Yij)×Yij T(J ∩ [[ij , ij+1]])
and take for pj+1(I0, I1) the projection to the second factor.
By construction, we have a morphism p(I0, I1) : Y(I0, I1) → T(ςn(I0, I1)) in
Dia(Sch/k). The indexing category C(I0, I1) of Y(I0, I1) is
A(J ∩ [[i0, i1]])× · · · × A(J ∩ [[is−1, is]])× A(J ∩ [[is, n]]).
The following gather some properties related to this construction.
Proposition 2.46 —
(a) The assignment Y : (I0, I1)  Y(I0, I1) extends naturally to a functor from
P2([[1, n]]) to Dia(Sch/k). Moreover, the p(I0, I1)’s define a morphism of di-
agrams p : Y→ T ◦ ςn.
(b) Given an object (αj)j=0,...,s of C(I0, I1), the k-scheme Y(I0, I1, (αj)j) has only
quotient singularities. The morphism Y(I0, I1, (αj)j) → T(ςn(I0, I1), αs) is
finite and each connected component of Y(I0, I1, (αj)j) is dominated by a
connected component of Zis×Yis T(ςn(I0, I1), αs) where Zis is the scheme given
in D3).
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Proof. For (a), consider two pairs (I0, I1) ⊂ (I
′
0, I
′
1) in P2([[1, n]]) and set J = [[0, n]]−
I0 and J
′ = [[0, n]]− I ′0. Also order {0}
⊔
I1 = {i0 < · · · < is} and {0}
⊔
I ′1 = {i
′
0 <
· · · < i′s′} and set is+1 = i
′
s′+1 = n. Let τ : [[0, s + 1]] →֒ [[0, s
′ + 1]] be the map such
that i′τ(j) = ij for all 0 ≤ j ≤ s + 1. We construct by induction on j ∈ [[1, s + 1]] a
morphism Yj(I0, I1)→ Yτ(j)(I
′
0, I
′
1). Assume this is done for j ≤ s. Remark that
Yj+1(I0, I1) = π0(Yj(I0, I1)/Yij)×Yij T(J ∩ [[i
′
τ(j), i
′
τ(j+1)]]).
We use a second induction, now on τ(j) ≤ l ≤ τ(j + 1), to construct morphisms of
diagrams
(π0(Yj(I0, I1)/Yij)×Yij T(J ∩ [[i
′
τ(j), i
′
l]]))→ Yl(I
′
0, I
′
1).
For l = τ(j + 1), we obtain the morphism Yj+1(I0, I1) → Yτ(j+1)(I
′
0, I
′
1). We leave
the details to the reader.
Let 1 ≤ t ≤ s and assume that each connected component of Yt(I0, I1, (αj)0≤j≤t−1)
is dominated by a connected component F of Zit−1 ×Yit−1 T(J ∩ [[it−1, it]], αt−1). To
show the corresponding property for Yt+1, it is thus sufficient to show that every
connected component of π0(F/Yit) ×Yit T(J ∩ [[it, it+1]], αt) is dominated by a con-
nected component of Zit ×Yit T(J ∩ [[it, it+1]], αt). By P2), π0(F/Yit) is dominated
by a connected component of Zit . This proves the second assertion in (b) by in-
duction. That Y(I0, I1, (αj)j) has quotient singularities is now clear as the latter is
normal and has a (possibly ramified) Galois covering by a connected component of
Zis ×Yis T(ςn(I0, I1), αs), which is a smooth scheme. 
There is a commutative triangle in Dia(Dia(Sch/k))
(Y,P2([[1, n]]))
h
//
(h,ςn) **
(X,P2([[1, n]]))
ςn

(T,P∗([[0, n]])op)
where, for (I0, I1) ∈ P2([[1, n]]), h is the composition
Y(I0, I1)→ T(ςn(I0, I1))→ T (ςn(I0, I1)).
Remark 2.47 — We assume that n ≥ 1 and we use the notation as in Remarks
2.37 and 2.38. For ∅ 6= I ⊂ [[0, n − 1]], we denote by A′(I) the set of irreducible
closed subsets of T ′(I) which are R′(I)-constructible. It follows from Lemma 2.42
that the map A′(I) → A(I), which takes Z ∈ A′(I) to its Zariski closure in T (I),
is a bijection. Hence, we have an objectwise dense open immersion T′(I) → T(I).
Similarly, let (I0, I1) ∈ P2([[1, n−1]]). Set J = [[0, n−1]]−I0 = [[0, n]]−(I0
⊔
{n}) and
order {0}
⊔
I1 = {i0 < · · · < is}. By induction on 1 ≤ j ≤ s, it is easy to see that
Y′j(I0, I1) ≃ Yj(I0
⊔
{n}, I1)×XX
′ (with Y′j(I0, I1) the diagram constructed as above
using X ′, Y ′i , etc). This gives an objectwise dense open immersion j : Y
′ → Y ◦ ι0n.
In the sequel, we abuse notation and denote by Y the total diagram of schemes
associated to Y ∈ Dia(Dia(Sch/k)). We will define a commutative unitary algebra
θ′′X,S ∈ DA(Y) using induction on n. When n = 0, Y is the family of connected
components of X, and we take θ′′X,S = 1Y.
Assume n ≥ 1 and that θ′′X′,S′ has been constructed (with the notation of Remark
2.47). Consider the following diagram in Dia(Dia(Sch/k)):
Y′
j
// Y ◦ ι0n Y ◦ o
b
oo
o
// Y,
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which we also view as a diagram in Dia(Sch/k) by passing to total diagrams. Recall
o : P2([[1, n − 1]]) × 1 →֒ P2([[1, n − 1]]) × = P2([[1, n]]), which is induced by the
inclusion (−, 0) : 1 →֒ . The morphism b is given on the indexing categories by
the projection to the first factor of P2([[1, n − 1]]) × 1. Its restriction to P2([[1, n −
1]]) × {1} is the identity morphism. Its restriction to P2([[1, n − 1]]) × {0} is the
morphism Y ◦ ιn → Y ◦ ι
0
n induced by the natural transformation ιn → ι
0
n (where
ιn : P2([[1, n− 1]]) →֒ P2([[1, n]]) is the inclusion). With this notation, we set:
θ′′X,S = ω
0
{(0,1)}|(Y, )
(
o∗b
∗j∗θ
′′
X′,S′
)
. (31)
In the above formula, ω0{(0,1)}|(Y, ) is really ω
0
P2([[1,n−1]])×{(0,1)}|(Y,P2([[1,n−1]])× )
(see Re-
mark 2.27). This is again a commutative unitary algebra.
Proposition 2.48 — There is a canonical isomorphism of commutative unitary
algebras θ′X,S ≃ h∗θ
′′
X,S, with h : Y→ X the natural morphism.
Proof. We argue by induction on n. When n = 0, the claim is clear. Assume that
n ≥ 1 and let h′ : Y′ → X′ denote the natural morphism of diagrams of schemes.
By induction, we may assume that the isomorphism θ′X′,S′ ≃ h
′
∗θ
′′
X′,S′ is constructed.
We split the proof in four parts.
Part A: We have a commutative diagram in Dia(Sch/k):
Y′
j
//
h′

Y ◦ ι0n
h

Y ◦ o
h

b
oo
o
// Y
h

X′
j
// X ◦ ι0n X ◦ o
b
oo
o
// X.
(32)
This gives natural transformations
o∗b
∗j∗h
′
∗ ≃ o∗b
∗h∗j∗ → o∗h∗b
∗j∗ ≃ h∗o∗b
∗j∗.
Recall that θ′X,S = ω
0
{(0,1)}|(X, )o∗b
∗j∗θ
′
X′,S′. Our morphism θ
′
X,S → h∗θ
′′
X,S is then the
composition
ω0{(0,1)}|(X, )o∗b
∗j∗θ
′
X′,S′
∼
// ω0{(0,1)}|(X, )o∗b
∗j∗h
′
∗θ
′′
X′,S′

ω0{(0,1)}|(X, )h∗o∗b
∗j∗θ
′′
X′,S′
// h∗ω
0
{(0,1)}|(Y, )o∗b
∗j∗θ
′′
X′,S′.
(The last morphism is constructed in the same way as in Proposition 2.15, (iii).) To
prove the proposition, we need to check that the following natural transformations
are invertible:
(1) the base change morphism b∗h∗ → h∗b
∗ associated to the middle commutative
square in (32),
(2) ω0{(0,1)}|(X, )h∗ → h∗ω
0
{(0,1)}|(Y, ).
The first natural transformation will be treated in the next two parts. The second
one, will be treated in the last part.
Part B: Here we begin the verification that the base change morphism b∗h∗ → h∗b
∗
is invertible. It suffices to show that this natural transformation is invertible when
applying ((I0, I1), 0)
∗ and ((I0, I1), 1)
∗ for (I0, I1) ∈ P2([[1, n − 1]]). Using Corollary
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1.9, we see that it suffices to show that the base change morphisms associated to
the squares
Y(I0, I1)
b
//
h(I0,I1)

Y(I0
⊔
{n}, I1)
h(I0
⊔
{n},I1)

X(I0, I1)
b
// X(I0
⊔
{n}, I1)
Y(I0
⊔
{n}, I1)
b
//
h(I0
⊔
{n},I1)

Y(I0
⊔
{n}, I1)
h(I0
⊔
{n},I1)

X(I0
⊔
{n}, I1)
b
// X(I0
⊔
{n}, I1),
are invertible. As the horizontal arrows in the second square are identities, we only
need to consider the first square. For this, remark that X(I0, I1) = X(I0
⊔
{n}, I1)×X
Xn. Thus, we may factor this square as follows
Y(I0, I1)
c
//
h **
b
**
Y(I0
⊔
{n}, I1)×X Xn
b1
//
h1

Y(I0
⊔
{n}, I1)
h

X(I0
⊔
{n}, I1)×X Xn
b
// X(I0
⊔
{n}, I1),
(33)
where, to simplify notation, we wrote h for h(I0, I1) and h(I0
⊔
{n}, I1). Using this
commutative diagram (33), we may factor the base change morphism b∗h∗ → h∗b
∗
as follows:
b∗h∗ → h1∗b
∗
1 → h1∗c∗c
∗b∗1 ≃ h∗b
∗.
Applying Proposition 1.16 to the cartesian square in (33), we get that the base
change morphism b∗h∗ → h1∗b
∗
1 is invertible. Thus, it remains to show that the unit
morphism id→ c∗c
∗ is invertible. This will be treated in the next part.
Part C: Let J = [[0, n − 1]] − I0 and order {0}
⊔
I1 = {i0 < · · · < is}. By the
construction of Y, we have a cartesian square in Dia(Sch/k):
Y(I0, I1)
c

// T(K ′)
c′

Y(I0
⊔
{n}, I1)×X Xn // T(K)×X Xn,
where K = J ∩ [[is, n− 1]] and K
′ = K
⊔
{n}.
Recall that T(K)×X Xn is indexed by the ordered set A(K) of irreducible, closed
and R(K)-constructible subsets of T (K). By Corollary 2.45, there is a functor
s−1K⊂K ′(−) : A(K) → Dia such that A(K
′) ≃
∫
A(K)
s−1K⊂K ′(−). Moreover, with υα :
s−1K⊂K ′(α) →֒ A(K
′) the inclusion, the assignment
α ∈ A(K)  (T(K ′) ◦ υα, s
−1
K⊂K ′(α)) (34)
is a functor from A(K) to Dia(Sch/k). Also, the total diagram associated to (34) co-
incides with T(K ′). Thus, c′ and hence c satisfy the conditions on (f, ρ) in Corollary
1.9.
Now, as usual, it suffices to check that the natural transformation ((αj)j)
∗ →
((αj)j)
∗c∗c
∗ is invertible for (αj)0≤j≤s in the indexing category C(I0
⊔
{n}, I1) of the
diagram Y(I0
⊔
{n}, I1). By Corollary 1.9, the base change morphism associated to
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the cartesian square
Y(I0, I1, ((αj)0≤j≤s−1, υαs))
c((αj )j)

// Y(I0, I1)
c

Y(I0
⊔
{n}, I1, (αj)j)×X Xn // Y(I0
⊔
{n}, I1)×X Xn
is invertible. Hence, it suffices to check that id → c((αj)j)∗c((αj)j)
∗ is invertible.
On the other hand, the morphism Y(I0
⊔
{n}, I1)((αj)j)×X Xn → T(K,αs)×X Xn
is finite and the cohomological direct image along this map is conservative. This
reduces us to check that id→ c′(α)∗c
′(α)∗ is invertible for any α ∈ A(K).
Recall that c′(α) is the natural morphism (T(K ′)◦υα, s
−1
K⊂K ′(α))→ T(K,α)×XXn.
We are now in the situation of Lemma 1.18 where X is given by T(K,α) ×X Xn
with the stratification induced by the family of its irreducible components. By that
lemma, id → c′(α)∗c
′(α)∗ is indeed an isomorphism. This finishes the verification
that id→ c∗c
∗ is invertible.
Part D: In this part, we finish the proof of the proposition by showing that the
natural transformation
ω0{(0,1)}|(X, )h∗ → h∗ω
0
{(0,1)}|(Y, ) (35)
is invertible. It suffices to show that (35) is invertible after applying (I0, I1)
∗ :
DA(X) → DA(X(I0, I1)). There are two cases depending on whether n ∈ I1 or
n 6∈ I1.
First, let’s assume that n 6∈ I1. Then, by Proposition 2.29 and Corollary 1.9, we
have
(I0, I1)
∗ω0{(0,1)},(X, )h∗ ≃ (I0, I1)
∗h∗ ≃ h(I0, I1)∗(Y(I0, I1)→ Y)
∗,
where h(I0, I1) is the projection of Y(I0, I1) to X(I0, I1). Similarly,
(I0, I1)
∗h∗ω
0
{(0,1)}|(Y, ) ≃ h(I0, I1)∗(Y(I0, I1)→ Y)
∗ω0{(0,1)}|(Y, )
≃ h(I0, I1)∗(Y(I0, I1)→ Y)
∗.
Moreover, modulo these isomorphisms, our natural transformation is the identity.
Next, we assume that n ∈ I1. Using again Proposition 2.29 and Corollary 1.9, we
see that
(I0, I1)
∗ω0{(0,1)},(X, )h∗ ≃ ω
0
X(I0,I1)
(I0, I1)
∗h∗ ≃ ω
0
X(I0,I1)
h(I0, I1)∗(Y(I0, I1)→ Y)
∗,
and, similarly,
(I0, I1)
∗h∗ω
0
{(0,1)}|(Y, ) ≃ h(I0, I1)∗(Y(I0, I1)→ Y)
∗ω0{(0,1)}|(Y, )
≃ h(I0, I1)∗ω
0
Y(I0,I1)
(Y(I0, I1)→ Y)
∗.
Hence, we are left to check that the natural transformation
ω0X(I0,I1)h(I0, I1)∗ → h(I0, I1)∗ω
0
Y(I0,I1)
is invertible. This follows from Propositions 1.15 and 2.29 as h(I0, I1) is objectwise
a finite morphism. 
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We have a morphism l : (Yˇ,P2([[1, n]]))→ (Y,P2([[1, n]])) in Dia(Dia(Sch/k)) which
we may view as a morphism of diagrams of schemes by passing to the total diagrams.
Moreover, the following square
(Yˇ,P2([[1, n]]))
l
//
hˇ

(Y,P2([[1, n]]))
h

(Xˇ,P2([[1, n]])
l
// (X,P2([[1, n]])
is commutative.
Proposition 2.49 — There is a morphism of motives l∗θ′′X,S → θ
′′
Xˇ,Sˇ
which is
invertible when f : Xˇ → X is smooth and Yˇi = Xˇ ×X Yi for i ∈ [[0, n]]. Moreover,
the following diagram of DA(Xˇ,P2([[1, n]])):
l∗h∗θ
′′
X,S
//
∼

hˇ∗l
∗θ′′X,S
// hˇ∗θ
′′
∼

l∗θ′X,S // θ
′
Xˇ,Sˇ
commutes; the arrow in the bottom being the morphism of Proposition 2.40.
Proof. The proof is completely analogous to that of Proposition 2.40. We leave it
to the reader. 
2.5.6. The motive βX,S. In this paragraph, we construct a motive βX,S over the
diagram of schemes (T,P∗([[0, n]])op) using only operations of inverse images and
cohomological direct images. We then show that θ′′X,S can be identified with the
inverse image of βX,S along (h, ςn).
First, we introduce a notation. Let C be a category having a final object ⋆. Given
an object (W,A) of Dia(C), we denote by (W+,A×1) the total diagram associated to
the functor 1→ Dia(C) sending 0 to (W,A), 1 to (⋆,A) and the arrow 0→ 1 to the
unique morphism (W,A)→ (⋆,A), which is the identity on the indexing categories.
We are mainly interested in the case where the category C is Sch/k or Dia(Sch/k); in
both cases, the final object is given by Spec(k). In particular we have two diagrams
of schemes (T+,P∗([[0, n]])op×1) and (X+,P2([[1, n]])×1). Also we have two objects
of Dia(Dia(Sch/k)), namely (T+,P∗([[0, n]])op × 1) and (Y+,P2([[1, n]])× 1).
We now define a commutative unitary algebra β+X,S ∈ DA(T
+,P∗([[0, n]])op × 1)
by induction on n. When n = 0, we take for β+X,S the unit motive on the diagram
{X → Spec(k)}. When n ≥ 1, we use the notation in Remark 2.37 and assume that
β+X′,S′ has been constructed.
As before, denote by ιn : P
∗([[0, n− 1]]) →֒ P∗([[0, n]]) the obvious inclusion. Also,
let o : P∗([[0, n − 1]])op × 1 →֒ P∗([[0, n]])op denote the non-decreasing map sending
(I, 0) to I
⊔
{n} and (I, 1) to I. We have a diagram in Dia(Sch/k):
T ′
j
// T ◦ ιn T ◦ o
b
oo
o
// T, (36)
where j is an objectwise dense open immersion and b is as follows. On the indexing
categories, it is given by the projection to the first factor. Over P∗([[0, n−1]])×{1}, it
is objectwise an identity morphism, and over P∗([[0, n−1]])×{0}, it is the objectwise
closed immersion (T ◦ ιn)×X Xn → (T ◦ ιn).
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We deduce from (36) a new diagram in Dia(Sch/k):
T ′+
j+
// T+ ◦ (ιn × id1) T
+ ◦ (o× id1)
b+
oo
o+
// T+. (37)
On the other hand, we define a morphism of diagrams of schemes en : T
+ → T+
as follows. On the indexing categories, we take the identity except on ({n}, 0) ∈
P∗([[0, n]])op×1 which is sent to ({n}, 1). Also, we take for en(I, u) the identity when
(I, u) 6= ({n}, 0) and the projection T ({n}) = Xn → Spec(k) when (I, u) = ({n}, 0).
We now define:
β+X,S = e
∗
n(o
+)∗(b
+)∗(j+)∗β
+
X′,S′.
This is again a commutative unitary algebra.
We claim that over the sub-diagram T+|P∗([[0,n]])op×{1} ≃ (Spec(k),P
∗([[0, n]])op), the
motive β+X,S is given by the unit motive. Arguing by induction, we are left to show
that
1(Spec(k),P∗([[0,n]])op) // o∗1(Spec(k),P∗([[0,n−1]])op×1)
is invertible. It suffices to show this after applying I∗ for I ∈ P∗([[0, n]]). When I
is different from {n}, this is clear. When I = {n}, we need to show that 1Spec(k) ≃
holimP∗([[0,n−1]])op×11. This follows from [4, Prop. 2.1.41] due to the presence of an
initial object, namely ([[1, n− 1]], 0).
Now, let βX,S = (T → T
+)∗β+X,S. This is the motive which is of interest to us.
The motive β+X,S is only a technical devise needed for the functorial construction of
βX,S. Clearly, βX,S is a commutative unitary algebra and it is related to βX′,S′ as
follows. Over the sub-diagram T ◦ o of T , βX,S is given by b
∗j∗βX′,S, whereas, over
T ({n}) = Xn, it is given by en({n})
∗
1Spec(k) ≃ 1Xn. We have the following result.
Lemma 2.50 — Let i0 = min(I), and sI : T (I) →֒ Yi0 and ti0 : e
−1
i0
(Xi0) →֒ Yi0 be
the inclusions. Then I∗βX,S ∈ DA(T (I)) is canonically isomorphic to s
∗
Iti0∗1e−1i0 (Xi0 )
.
Proof. Write I = {i0 < · · · < im}. For 0 ≤ j ≤ m, we set Ij = {i0, . . . , ij} and
T 0(Ij) = (T (Ij) → X)
−1(Xij ), a dense open subset of T (Ij). One sees immediately
from the definition of βX,S that I
∗βX,S ∈ DA(T (I)) is given by
(T 0(Im) →֒ T (Im))∗(T
0(Im) →֒ T (Im−1))
∗ . . .
(T 0(I1) →֒ T (I1))∗(T
0(I1) →֒ T (I0))
∗(T 0(I0) →֒ T (I0))∗1e−1i0 (Xi0 )
.
For 0 ≤ j ≤ m, call Mj ∈ DA(T (Ij)) the motive I
∗
j βX,S. Thus, we have
Mj+1 = (T
0(Ij+1) →֒ T (Ij+1))∗(T
0(Ij+1) →֒ T (Ij))
∗Mj .
By induction on j, we may assume that Mj ≃ s
∗
Ij
ti0∗1. Our claim follows then from
Proposition 1.20. Indeed, T (Ij+1) is R(Ij+1)-constructible and T
0(Ij+1) ⊂ T (Ij+1)
is the complement of a closed subset contained in e−1i0 (X≥ij+1+1). 
Now we view T+ as an object of Dia(Sch/k) by passing to total diagrams. We
define a motive β ′+X,S ∈ DA(T
+) by induction on n as follows. For n = 0, we take for
β ′+X,S the unit motive. For n ≥ 1, we assume that the motive β
′+
X,S ∈ DA(T
′+) has
been constructed. We have a diagram in Dia(Dia(Sch/k)):
T′
j
// T ◦ ιn T ◦ o
b
oo
o
// T
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which gives:
T′+
j+
// T+ ◦ (ιn × id1) T
+ ◦ (o× id1)
b+
oo
o+
// T+,
that we consider as a diagram in Dia(Sch/k) by passing to total diagrams. We also
have a morphism en : T
+ → T+ in Dia(Dia(Sch/k)) constructed in exactly the same
manner as en : T
+ → T+. With these notation, we set
β ′+X,S = e
∗
n(o
+)∗(b
+)∗(j+)∗β
′+
X′,S′.
As before, we can show that the restriction of β ′+X,S to the sub-diagram T
+
|P∗([[0,n]])op×{1} ≃
(Spec(k),P∗([[0, n]])op) is isomorphic to the unit motive.
Also, we set β ′X,S = (T → T
+)∗β ′+X,S. This is a commutative unitary algebra of
DA(T). It can be related to β ′X′,S′ as follows. Over the sub-diagram T ◦ o, β
′
X,S is
given by b∗j∗β
′
X′,S′, whereas, over T({n}), it is given by the unit motive 1T({n}).
Lemma 2.51 — Let I ∈ P∗([[0, n]]) and α ∈ A(I). Denote i0 = min(I),
sI,α : T(I, α) →֒ Yi0 the inclusion. Then, (I, α)
∗β ′X,S ∈ DA(T(I, α)) is canonically
isomorphic to s∗I,αti0∗1e−1i0 (Xi0 )
.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.50. Write I = {i0 < · · · < im}
and set Ij = {i0, . . . , ij} for 0 ≤ j ≤ m. Let αj ∈ A(Ij) be the image of α
by sIj⊂I : A(I) → A(Ij). Also let T
0(Ij, αj) be the inverse image of Xij by the
morphism T(Ij , αj) → X. It follows from the construction of β
′
X,S that (I, α)
∗β ′X,S
is given by
(T0(Im, αm) →֒ T(Im, αm))∗(T
0(Im, αm) →֒ T(Im−1, αm−1))
∗ . . .
(T0(I1, α1) →֒ T(I1, α1))∗(T
0(I1, α1) →֒ T(I0, α0))
∗(T0(I0, α0) →֒ T(I0, α0))∗1.
For 0 ≤ j ≤ m, call Mj ∈ DA(T(Ij , αj)) the motive (Ij, αj)
∗β ′X,S. Thus, we have
Mj+1 = (T
0(Ij+1, αj+1) →֒ T(Ij+1, αj+1))∗(T
0(Ij+1, αj+1) →֒ T(Ij , αj))
∗Mj .
We now use Proposition 1.20 and induction on j to show that Mj ≃ s
∗
Ij ,αj
ti0∗1. 
Call q : (T,P∗([[0, n]])op)→ (T,P∗([[0, n]])op) the natural projection which we may
equally consider as a morphism in Dia(Dia(Sch/k)) or Dia(Sch/k).
Proposition 2.52 — There is canonical isomorphism of commutative unitary
algebras q∗βX,S ≃ β
′
X,S.
Proof. Call q+ : T+ → T+ the morphism in Dia(Dia(Sch/k)) deduced from q. We
will construct by induction on n a canonical isomorphism of commutative algebras
(q+)∗β+X,S ≃ β
′+
X,S, and then get the isomorphism q
∗βX,S ≃ β
′
X,S by applying (T →
T+)∗ and using the equality (T → T+) ◦ q = (q+) ◦ (T → T+).
There is a commutative diagram
T′+
j+
//
q′+

T+ ◦ (ιn × id1)
q+

T+ ◦ (o× id1)
b+
oo
o+
//
q+

T+
q+

T+
en
oo
q+

T ′+
j+
// T+ ◦ (ιn × id1) T
+ ◦ (o× id1)
b+
oo
o+
// T+ T+,
en
oo
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which we consider in Dia(Sch/k) by passing to total diagrams of schemes. This gives
natural transformations
(q+)∗e∗n ≃ e
∗
n(q
+)∗, (q+)∗(o+)∗ → (o
+)(q+)∗, (q+)∗(b+)∗ ≃ (b+)∗(q+)∗
and (q+)∗(j+)∗ → (j
+)∗(q
′+)∗.
We get a canonical morphism of commutative unitary algebras (q+)∗β+X,S → β
′+
X,S by
taking the composition:
(q+)∗e∗n(o
+)∗(b
+)∗(j+)∗β
+
X′,S
// e∗n(o
+)+(b
+)∗(j+)∗(q
′+)∗β+X′,S
∼

e∗n(o
+)+(b
+)∗(j+)∗β
′+
X′,S.
It remains to show that (q+)∗β+X,S → β
′+
X,S is invertible. This is obviously the
case over the sub-diagram T+|P∗([[0,n]])×{1} ≃ (Spec(k),P
∗([[0, n]])) as both sides of
the morphism are canonically isomorphic to the unit motive. We deduce also that
(q+)∗β+X,S → β
′+
X,S is invertible over the sub-diagram Y({n})× {0}. Indeed, by con-
struction, there are canonical isomorphisms
({n}, 0)∗β ′+X,S ≃ (({n}, 1)
∗β ′+X,S)|T({n}) ≃ 1T({n})
and similarly for β+X,S.
To end the proof, it remains to show that (q+)∗β+X,S → β
′+
X,S is invertible over the
sub-diagram T+ ◦ (o× id1). But over this sub-diagram, (q
+)∗β+X,S and β
′+
X,S are given
by q∗b∗j∗βX′,S′ and b
∗j∗β
′
X′,S respectively. Moreover, our morphism is given by the
composition
q∗b∗j∗βX′,S′ ≃ b
∗q∗j∗βX′,S′ // b
∗j∗q
′∗βX′,S′ ≃ b
∗j∗β
′
X′,S′.
Thus, it suffices to show that the base change morphism q∗j∗ → j∗q
′∗ is invertible
when applied to the motive βX′,S′. It suffices to show this after applying (I, α)
∗ for
I ∈ P∗([[0, n − 1]]) and α ∈ A(I). We are then reduced to showing that the base
change morphism associated to the cartesian diagram
T′(I, α)
q′
//
j

T ′(I)
j

T(I, α)
q
// T (I)
is invertible when applied to the motive I∗βX′,S′ . But by Lemma 2.50, I
∗βX′,S′ ≃
s′∗I t
′
i0∗1e
−1
i0
(Xi0 )
where i0 = min(I), t
′
i0 : e
−1
i0
(Xi0) →֒ Y
′
i0 and s
′
I : T
′(I) →֒ Y ′i0. By
Proposition 1.20, there is an isomorphism s∗Iti0∗1e−1i0 (Xi0 )
≃ j∗(s
′∗
I t
′
i0∗
1e−1i0
(Xi0 )
). Thus,
we are reduced to showing that the canonical morphism
s∗I,αti0∗1e−1i0 (Xi0 )
// j∗s
′∗
I,αt
′
i0∗
1e−1i0
(Xi0 )
is invertible. This too is true by Proposition 1.20. This ends the proof of the
proposition. 
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Let (p, ςn) : (Y,P2([[1, n]]))→ (T,P
∗([[0, n]])op) denote the natural projection which
we may equally consider as a morphism in Dia(Sch/k) or Dia(Dia(Sch/k)).
Proposition 2.53 — There is a canonical isomorphism of commutative unitary
algebras (p, ςn)
∗β ′X,S ≃ θ
′′
X,S.
Proof. Consider the object (Y+,P2([[1, n]]) × 1) of Dia(Dia(Sch/k)) obtained from
(Y,P2([[1, n]])). Thus, (Y
+)|P2([[1,n]])×{1} is the constant diagram (Spec(k),P2([[1, n]])).
We define a motive θ′′+X,S over the total diagram of schemes associated to Y
+ (which
we still denote Y+) by induction on n as follows. When n = 0, we take the unit
motive. If n ≥ 1, we consider the following diagram in Dia(Dia(Sch/k)):
Y′+
j+
// Y+ ◦ (ι0n × id1) Y
+ ◦ (o× id1)
b+
oo
o+
// Y+,
which we view in Dia(Sch/k) by passing to total diagrams. We set
θ′′+X,S = ω
0
{(0,1)}×1|(Y+, ×1)
(
(o+)∗(b
+)∗(j+)∗θ
′′+
X′,S′
)
.
As usual, ω0{(0,1)}×1|(Y+, ×1) is really ω
0
P2([[1,n−1]])×{(0,1)}×1|(Y+,P2([[1,n−1]])× ×1)
. It is clear
that θ′′X,S ≃ (Y → Y
+)∗θ′′+X,S. Thus, it is sufficient to construct a canonical isomor-
phism of commutative unitary algebras (p+, ςn × id1)
∗β ′+X,S ≃ θ
′′+
X,S, where (p
+, ςn ×
id1) : Y
+ → T+ is the morphism deduced from (p, ςn).
We argue by induction on n. When n = 0, the claim is clear as both motives
β ′+X,S and θ
′′+
X,S are unit motives. We assume that n ≥ 0 and that the isomorphism
(p′+, ςn−1 × id1)
∗β ′+X′,S′ ≃ θ
′′+
X′,S′ has been constructed. We split the proof into parts.
To simplify notations, we will write p, p′, p+, and p′+ instead of (p, ςn), (p
′, ςn−1),
(p+, ςn × id1) and (p
′+, ςn−1 × id1).
Part A: Here we construct a canonical morphism (p+)∗β ′+X,S → θ
′′+
X,S of commutative
unitary algebras. There is a commutative diagram in Dia(Dia(Sch/k)):
Y′+
j+
//
p′+

Y+ ◦ (ι0n × id1)
p+

Y+ ◦ (o× id1)
b+
oo
o+
//
p+

Y+
p+

T′+
j+
// T+ ◦ (ιn × id1) T
+ ◦ (o× id1)
b+
oo
o+
// T+,
which we may view in Dia(Sch/k) by passing to total diagrams. We deduce from
this natural transformations
(p+)∗(o+)∗(b
+)∗(j+)∗ // (o
+)∗(p
+)∗(b+)∗(j+)∗
∼

(o+)∗(b
+)∗(p+)∗(j+)∗ // (o
+)∗(b
+)∗(j+)∗(p
′+)∗.
On the other hand, we have a 2-morphism of diagrams of schemes idT+ → en
which on the indexing categories is the identity except on ({n}, 0) where it is given
by ({n}, 0)→ ({n}, 1). This gives a natural transformation e∗n → id ≃ (idT+)
∗. We
now consider the morphism
ξ+ : (p+)∗β ′+X,S → (o
+)∗(b
+)∗(j+)∗θ
′′+
X′,S′
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given by the composition
(p+)∗e∗n(o
+)∗(b
+)∗(j+)∗β
′+
X′,S′
// (p+)∗(o+)∗(b
+)∗(j+)∗β
′+
X′,S′

(o+)∗(b
+)∗(j+)∗(p
′+)∗β′+X′,S′
∼
// (o+)∗(b
+)∗(j+)∗θ
′′+
X′,S′ .
As β ′+X,S is the unit motive over {n} × 1 ⊂ P
∗([[0, n]])op × 1, the natural morphism
ω0{(0,1)}×1|(Y+, ×1)(p
+)∗β ′+X,S // (p
+)∗β ′+X,S
is invertible. Hence, there exists a unique morphism (p+)∗β ′+X,S → θ
′′+
X,S making the
following triangle
ω0{(0,1)}×1|(Y+, ×1)
(
(p+)∗β ′+X,S
) ∼
//

(p+)∗β ′+X,S
ss
ω0{(0,1)}×1|(Y+, ×1)
(
(o+)∗(b
+)∗(j+)∗θ
′′+
X′,S′
)
commutative. Thus, to end the proof, it remains to check that ω0{(0,1)}×1|(Y+, ×1)(ξ
+)
is invertible. This will be done in the next three steps.
Part B: Here we remark that ξ+|P2([[1,n]])×{1} is invertible. We have seen that the
restriction of (β ′+X,S) to P
∗([[0, n]])op × {1} was canonically isomorphic to the unit
motive. It follows that ((p+)∗β ′+X,S)|P2([[1,n]])×{1} ≃ 1(Spec(k),P2([[1,n]]).
Similarly, the restriction of θ′′+X,S to P2([[1, n]]) × {1} is the unit motive. As in the
case of β+X,S, we prove this by induction on n. We are then reduced to showing that
1 ≃ holim 1 which is obviously true.
We leave it to the reader to check that ξ+|P2([[1,n]])×{1} is the identity of the unit
of DA(Spec(k),P2([[1, n]])) modulo the above isomorphisms. Denote ξ : p
∗β ′X,S →
θ′′X,S the restriction of ξ
+ along the inclusion Y → Y+. It remains to show that
ω0{(0,1)}|(Y, )(ξ) is invertible.
Part C: Here we show that ξ is invertible after restricting to the sub-digram (Y ◦
o,P2([[1, n − 1]]) × 1) →֒ (Y,P2([[1, n]])). The restrictions of the motives p
∗β ′X,S and
o∗b
∗j∗θ
′′
X′,S′ to this sub-diagram are given by p
∗b∗j∗β
′
X′,S′ and b
∗j∗θ
′′
X′,S′ respectively.
Moreover, our morphism is given by the composition
p∗b∗j∗β
′
X′,S′
∼
// b∗p∗j∗β
′
X′,S′
// b∗j∗p
′∗β ′X′,S′
∼
// b∗j∗θ
′′
X′,S′.
Thus, it suffices to show that the base change morphism p∗j∗β
′
X′,S′ → j∗p
′∗β ′X′,S′ is
invertible. As usual, it suffices to check this over each constituent of Y ◦ ι0n. Thus,
fix (I0, I1) ∈ P2([[1, n − 1]]) and let I
′
0 = I0
⊔
{n}, J = [[0, n − 1]] − I0 = [[0, n]] − I
′
0,
{0}
⊔
I1 = {i0 < · · · < is} and K = J ∩ [[is, n− 1]] = J ∩ [[is, n]]. We need to show,
for (αj)0≤j≤s ∈ C(I0
⊔
{n}, I1), that the base change morphism p
∗j∗(K,αs)
∗β ′X′,S′ →
j∗p
′∗(K,αs)
∗β ′X′,S′ associated to the cartesian square
Y′(I0, I1, (αj)j)
p′
//
j

T′(K,αs)
j

Y(I ′0, I1, (αj)j)
p
// T(K,αs)
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is invertible.
By Lemma 2.51, (K,αs)
∗β ′X′,S′ is canonically isomorphic to s
′∗
K,αst
′
is∗1e
−1
is
(X′is )
where
t′is∗ : e
−1
is
(X ′is) →֒ Y
′
is and s
′
K,αs
: T′(K,αs) →֒ Yis are the inclusions. Using Proposi-
tion 1.20 applied on Yis, one gets that j∗(K,αs)
∗β ′X′,S′ ≃ s
∗
K,αstis∗1e−1is (Xis )
. Now, the
scheme
P = Y(I0
⊔
[[is + 1, n]], I1, ((αj)0≤j≤s−1, s{is}⊂K(αs)))
is a finite cover of Yis such that each of its connected component is dominated
by a connected component of the cover Zis of D3). Moreover, Y(I
′
0, I1, (Aj)j) =
P ×Yis T(K,As). Our claim follows now from Corollary 1.21.
Part D: Here we describe the morphism ξ over a sub-diagram Y(I0, I1) with (I0, I1) ∈
P2([[1, n]]) such that n ∈ I1, and show that it is a universal morphism from an Artin
motive to a cohomological motive.
Let I ′1 = I1−{n} and J = [[0, n]]− I0, and order {0}
⊔
I ′1 = {i0 < · · · < is}. Also,
let K = [[is, n]] ∩ J . With these notations, we have a commutative diagram
p∗(o∗b
∗j∗β
′
X′,S′)|T({n}) //
∼

p∗{T(K)→ T({n})}∗(o∗b
∗j∗β
′
X′,S′)|T(K)

(p∗o∗b
∗j∗β
′
X′,S′)|Y(I0,I1) //
ξ|Y(I0,I1)

{Y(I0, I
′
1)→ Y(I0, I1)}∗(p
∗o∗b
∗j∗β
′
X′,S′)|Y(I0,I′1)
∼ ξ|Y(I0,I′1)

(o∗b
∗j∗θ
′′
X′,S′)|Y(I0,I1)
∼
// {Y(I0, I
′
1)→ Y(I0, I1)}∗(o∗b
∗j∗θ
′′
X′,S′)|Y(I0,I′1).
That the bottom horizontal arrow is invertible, is an easy consequence of Axiom
DerAlg 4′ of [4, Rem. 2.3.14]. That the first vertical arrow on the left is invertible,
is obvious. That the second vertical arrow on the right is invertible follows from the
Part C of the proof.
On the other hand, we know that (o∗b
∗j∗β
′
X′,S′)|T(n) ≃ 1T({n}). Also, by Lemma
2.50 and Proposition 2.52, we have
(o∗b
∗j∗β
′
X′,S′)|T(K) = {T(K)→ Yis}
∗(tis∗1e−1is (Xis )
).
It follows that ξ|Y(I0,I1) is isomorphic to the natural morphism
ζ : 1Y(I0,I1) // {Y(I0, I
′
1)→ Y(I0, I1)}∗p
∗{T(K)→ Ymin(K)}
∗(tis∗1e−1is (Xis )
).
To finish the proof of the proposition, we need to show that ω0
Y(I0,I1)
(ζ) is invertible.
By Proposition 2.15, (iii), the natural transformation
ω0Y(I0,I1){Y(I0, I
′
1)→ Y(I0, I1)}∗ω
0
Y(I0,I′1)
// ω0Y(I0,I1){Y(I0, I
′
1)→ Y(I0, I1)}∗
is invertible. Moreover, using Lemma 2.54 below, we see that the natural morphism
1Y(I0,I′1)
// ω0Y(I0,I′1)p
∗{T(K)→ Ymin(K)}
∗(tis∗1e−1is (Xis )
)
is invertible. Hence, we are left to check that
1Y(I0,I1)
// ω0Y(I0,I1){Y(I0, I
′
1)→ Y(I0, I1)}∗1Y(I0,I′1)
is invertible. This follows from Proposition 2.10 as Y(I0, I1) is objectwise the Stein
factorization of the Xn-scheme Y(I0, I
′
1) which is smooth and projective. Indeed, by
D3), the latter admits a finite étale cover by a smooth and projectiveXn-scheme. 
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Lemma 2.54 — Let W be a quasi-projective k-scheme having only quotient
singularities, and j :W0 →֒W the inclusion of the complement of a sncd in W . Let
i : Z → W be any morphism from a quasi-projective k-scheme. Then, the natural
morphism 1Z → ω
0
Z(i
∗j∗1W0) is invertible.
Proof. We may assume that W = W ′/G where W ′ is a smooth k-scheme and G
is a finite group acting on W . We can also assume that the inverse image of any
irreducible component of W −W0 is a smooth divisor in W
′. Denote e : W ′ → W
be the quotient map and j′ : W ′0 = e
−1(W0) →֒ W
′ the inclusion. Then e∗j
′
∗1W ′0
admits an action of G and j∗1W0 is the image of the projector
1
|G|
∑
g∈G g (cf. [4,
Lem. 2.1.165]). Thus, it suffices to show that i∗e∗1→ ω
0
Z(i
∗e∗j
′
∗1) is an isomorphism.
Using base-change for finite morphisms (cf.[4, Cor. 1.7.18]) and Proposition 2.15,
(iii, c), we reduce to prove the lemma for W ′, W ′0 and Z
′ = Z ×W W
′. In other
words, we may assume that W is smooth.
Denote D1, . . . , Dr the irreducible components of the divisor W −W0. For ∅ 6=
I ⊂ [[1, r]], let DI =
⋂
i∈I Di. Denote sI : DI →֒ W the inclusion and NI the normal
sheaf to sI . Let C = Cone(1W → j∗1W0). It suffices to show that ω
0
Z(i
∗C) =
0. We know, using [4, Prop. 1.4.9 and Th. 1.6.19], that C is in the triangulated
subcategory of DA(W ) generated by sI∗Th
−1(NI)1DI for ∅ 6= I ⊂ [[1, r]]. Denote
tI : i
−1(DI) →֒ Z the inclusion. Then i
∗C is in the triangulated subcategory of
DA(Z) generated by tI∗Th
−1(t∗INI)1i−1(DI ) for ∅ 6= I ⊂ [[1, r]]. The lemma follows
as ω0Z(tI∗Th
−1(t∗INI)1i−1(DI)) = 0. 
As before, let (h, ςn) : (Y,P2([[1, n]]))→ (T,P
∗([[0, n]])op) be the natural projection.
From Propositions 2.52 and 2.53 there exists a canonical isomorphism of commuta-
tive unitary algebras
(h, ςn)
∗βX,S
∼
→ θ′′X,S.
Recall that we have is a commutative square in Dia(Dia(Sch/k))
Yˇ
l
//
(hˇ,ςn)

Y
(h,ςn)

Tˇ
l
// T
which we view in Dia(Sch/k) by passing to total diagrams. The proof of the following
proposition is omitted:
Proposition 2.55 — There is a morphism of motives l∗βX,S → βXˇ,Sˇ which is
invertible when f : Xˇ → X is smooth and Yˇi = Xˇ ×X Yi for i ∈ [[0, n]]. Moreover,
the following diagram of DA(Yˇ):
l∗(h, ςn)
∗βX,S
∼
//
∼

(hˇ, ςn)
∗l∗βX,S // (hˇ, ςn)
∗βXˇ,Sˇ
∼

l∗θ′′X,S // θ
′′
Xˇ,Sˇ
commutes; the arrow in the bottom being the morphism of Proposition 2.49.
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2.5.7. Conclusion. Let Υ : Y → X be the natural projection. Putting together
Propositions 2.39, 2.48, 2.52 and 2.53, we obtain the canonical isomorphism θX,S ≃
f∗h∗(h, ςn)
∗βX,S. On the other hand, Υ = pP2([[1,n]]) ◦ f ◦ h, where pP2([[1,n]]) is the
morphism of diagrams of schemes (X,P2([[1, n]]))→ (X, e) induced by the projection
of P2([[1, n]]) to e. Moreover, (pP2([[1,n]]))∗ is the homotopy limit along P2([[1, n]]).
Combining this with Corollary 2.31 gives:
Theorem 2.56 — With the above notation, we have:
(a) There is a canonical isomorphism of commutative unitary algebras
EX ≃ Υ∗(h, ςn)
∗βX,S.
(b) There is a canonical morphism l∗βX,S → βXˇ,Sˇ of commutative unitary alge-
bras which is invertible when f : Xˇ → X is smooth and Yˇi = Xˇ ×X Yi for
i ∈ [[0, n]]. Moreover, the following diagram commutes:
l∗EX
∼

// EXˇ
∼

l∗Υ∗(h, ςn)
∗βX,S // Υˇ∗l
∗(h, ςn)
∗βX,S
∼
// Υˇ∗(hˇ, ςn)
∗l∗βX,S // Υˇ∗(hˇ, ςn)
∗βXˇ,Sˇ
Fix a complex embedding k ⊂ C and denote by βanX,S = An
∗(βX,S) the Betti
realization of the motive βX,S. This is an object of D(T (C),P
∗([[0, n]])op). The
following is a consequence of Theorem 2.56:
Corollary 2.57 — There is a canonical isomorphism of commutative unitary
algebras
An∗(EX) ≃ RΥ
an
∗ (h
an, ςn)
∗βanX,S,
where RΥan∗ is the derived direct image of complexes of sheaves. Moreover, the
diagram
(lan)∗An∗(EX)
∼
//

(lan)∗RΥan∗ (h
an, ςn)
∗βanX,S // RΥˇ
an
∗ (hˇ
an, ςn)∗l
∗βanX,S

An∗(EXˇ)
∼
// RΥˇan∗ (hˇ
an, ςn)∗β
an
Xˇ,Sˇ
is commutative.
Proof. The only point that remains to be checked is the commutation of the Betti
realization with the cohomological direct image along Υ, i.e., that the natural trans-
formation An∗Υ∗ → RΥ
an
∗ An
∗ is invertible when applied to compact motives. For
this, we use the factorization of Υ into its geometric and categorical parts. The
commutation with the cohomological direct image along the geometric part follows
from [8]. We are then reduced to showing that An∗ commutes with homotopical
limits along the indexing category of the diagram Y. This follows from Lemma 1.13
and Proposition 1.15. 
In the analytic context, we will need a direct construction of βanX,S which we now
describe. This construction is possible as the inverse image functors for sheaves on
topological spaces are exact, and thus do not need to be left derived as it is the case
for motives.
Fix a functorial flasque resolution †̥, for each topological space †, that is pseudo-
monoidal and natural with respect to morphisms of topological spaces. The latter
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condition means that a continuous mapping f : †′ → † induces a natural trans-
formation of pseudo-monoidal functors f ∗ ◦ †̥ → †̥′ ◦ f
∗; moreover, these natural
transformations are compatible with the composition of continuous mappings in the
obvious way. One can take as †̥ the monadic Godement resolution, for instance.
It is clear that the resolution †̥ carries over to diagrams of topological spaces ob-
jectwise. In the sequel, we write just “̥”, with the diagram of topological spaces
understood.
Clearly, βanX,S is the restriction to the sub-diagram T
an →֒ T an+ of a complex of
sheaves βan+X,S which is defined inductively by the formula
βan+X,S = (e
an
n )
∗R(oan+)∗(b
an+)∗R(jan+)∗β
an+
X′,S′. (38)
Of course, we are using the notation from Remark 2.37, and the diagrams (36) and
(37). Using the fixed resolution ̥, we can take (jan+)∗ ◦̥ for the derived functor
R(jan+)∗.
Now, assume that the restriction of βan+X′,S′ to (pt,P
∗([[1, n]])op × {1}) ⊂ T+ is
constant, i.e., equal to K(pt,P∗([[1,n]])op×{1}) where K is a complex of Q-vector spaces
quasi-isomorphic to Q[0]. We claim that the natural morphism
(eann )
∗(oan+)∗(b
an+)∗(jan+)∗̥β
an+
X′,S′ → (e
an
n )
∗R(oan+)∗(b
an+)∗(jan+)∗̥β
an+
X′,S′ (39)
is a quasi-isomorphism. Over the sub-diagram T an+ ◦ (o × id1), this is clear as
(oan+)∗ is the identity functor there. As (β
an+
X′,S′)|P∗([[1,n−1]])op×{1} is the constant sheaf
associated to K, then (39) is given over (pt, {({n}, 1)}) by
limP([[1,n−1]])op×1 p̥tK → holimP([[1,n−1]])op×1 p̥tK. (40)
The latter is a quasi-isomorphism as both sides are quasi-isomorphic to p̥tK. (The
left hand side is in fact isomorphic to the complex p̥tK.) Finally, over T
an({n}) =
T an+({n}, 0), the morphism (39) is the pull-back of (40) along the projection of
T an({n}) to the point. Hence, it is also a quasi-isomorphism.
It follows from the above that βan+X,S can be defined inductively using the simpler
formula
βan+X,S = (e
an
n )
∗(oan+)∗(b
an+)∗(jan+)∗̥β
an+
X′,S′. (41)
Remark that if (βan+X′,S′)|P∗([[1,n−1]])op×{1} is the constant sheaf associated to K, then
(βan+X,S )|P∗([[1,n]])op×{1} is the constant sheaf associated to ̥K. By an easy induction,
we see that (βan+X,S )|P∗([[1,n]])op×{1} is the constant sheaf associated to ̥
nQ.
Now, in the formula (41), (eann )
∗ has the effect to replace the complex of sheaves
({n}, 0)∗(oan+)∗(b
an+)∗(jan+)∗̥β
an+
X′,S′ on T
an+({n}, 0) = T an({n}) by (̥nQ)Tan({n}).
This shows that βanX,S is obtained from β
an
X′,S′ as follows. First, consider the complex
of sheaves (ban+)∗(jan+)∗̥β
an+
X′,S′ on T
an ◦ o. Then extend it to T an by adding the
sheaf (̥nQ)T ({n}) over T ({n}). In fact, it doesn’t change much if one puts QT ({n})
instead of (̥nQ)T ({n}). This is possible, i.e., we still get an object of K(Shv(T
an)),
by using the canonical map Q → ̥nQ to define the restriction maps along arrows
in Ouv(T,P∗([[1, n]])op).
For ∅ 6= I ⊂ [[1, n]], denote T 0(I) the inverse image of Xmax(I) in T (I). It is now
clear that βanX,S is given over ∅ 6= I ⊂ [[1, n]] by the following complex of sheaves on
T (I)an:
(T 0(I ∩ [[i0, n]])
an →֒ T (I ∩ [[i0, n]])
an)∗̥(T
0(I ∩ [[i0, n]])
an →֒ T (I ∩ [[i0, n− 1]])
an)∗ · · ·
(T 0(I∩[[i0, i0+1]])
an →֒ T (I∩[[i0, i0+1]])
an)∗̥(T
0(I∩[[i0, i0+1]])
an →֒ T (I∩[[i0, i0]])
an)∗
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(T 0(I ∩ [[i0, i0]])
an →֒ T (I ∩ [[i0, i0]])
an)∗̥QT 0({i0})an ,
with i0 = min(I). Simplifying a little bit, we arrive to the following statement (see
the proof of Lemma 2.50):
Lemma 2.58 — The complex of sheaves of Q-vector spaces βanX,S has, up to a
canonical quasi-isomorphism, the following description. Let ∅ 6= I ⊂ [[1, n]] and write
I = {i0 < · · · < im}. For 0 ≤ j ≤ m, we set Ij = {i0, . . . , ij}. Then β
an
X,S(I) is the
following complex
(T 0(Im)
an →֒ T (Im)
an)∗̥(T
0(Im)
an →֒ T (Im−1)
an)∗ . . .
(T 0(I1)
an →֒ T (I1)
an)∗̥(T
0(I1)
an →֒ T (I0)
an)∗(T 0(I0)
an →֒ T (I0)
an)∗̥QT 0(I0)an.
Moreover, for ∅ 6= J ⊂ I, the morphism βanX,S(J) → (T (I) → T (J))∗β
an
X,S(I) is a
composition of units of adjunction and augmentations id→ ̥.
It is a corollary of Theorem 2.56 that one can use 1Y instead of the more compli-
cated (h, ςn)
∗βX,S to compute EX , though we need the original version for the proof
of Theorem 4.1. Precisely:
Corollary 2.59 — There is a canonical isomorphism of commutative unitary
algebras EX ≃ Υ∗1Y. Moreover, the following diagram
l∗EX //
∼

EXˇ
∼

l∗Υ∗1Y // Υˇ∗l
∗
1Y
∼
// Υˇ∗1Yˇ
commutes.
Proof. We only prove the first claim. There is a canonical morphism 1T → βX,S
(which is the unity of the algebra) that induces a morphism
Υ∗1Y // Υ∗(h, ςn)
∗βX,S. (42)
By Theorem 2.56, it suffices to show that (42) is invertible. We split the proof into
two steps.
Part A: Here, we prove, by induction on n, that Υ∗1Y is an Artin motive. When
n = 0, this is clear.
Assume n ≥ 0 and that Υ′∗1Y′ is known to be an Artin motive over X
′. To
check that Υ∗1Y is an Artin motive, it suffices to show that j
∗Υ∗1Y and u
∗
nΥ∗1Y
are Artin motives, with j : X ′ →֒ X and un : Xn →֒ X the inclusions. We have
j∗Υ∗1Y ≃ Υ
′
∗1Y′, which settles the case of j
∗Υ∗1Y by the induction hypothesis.
It remains to show that u∗nΥ∗1 is an Artin motive. Using Proposition 1.16, we
have u∗nΥ∗1 ≃ {Y×X Xn → Xn}∗1. Moreover, the latter is the homotopy limit of
{(Y ◦ ι0n)×X Xn → Xn}∗1
// {(Y ◦ ιn)→ Xn}∗1 {(Y ◦ ι1n)→ Xn}∗1
oo (43)
with ι0n, ιn and ι
1
n the non-decreasing maps from P2([[1, n− 1]]) to P2([[1, n]]) sending
(I0, I1) to (I0
⊔
{n}, I1), (I0, I1) and (I0, I1
⊔
{n}) respectively. As Y◦ι1n is objectwise
finite over Xn, we deduce that {(Y ◦ ι
1
n) → Xn}∗1 is an Artin motive. Hence, it
suffices to show that the first arrow in (43) is an isomorphism. This would follows
if the natural morphisms
1Y(I0
⊔
{n},I1)×XXn
// {Y(I0, I1)→ Y(I0
⊔
{n}, I1)×X Xn}∗1Y(I0,I1)
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are invertible for all (I0, I1) ∈ P2([[1, n − 1]]). This can be done as in Part C of the
proof of Proposition 2.48. We leave the details to the reader.
Part B: Recall that we need to show that (42) is invertible. As both sides are Artin
motives, it suffices to show that
ω0X(Υ∗1Y)
// ω0X(Υ∗(h, ςn)
∗βX,S) ≃ ω
0
X(Υ∗(p, ςn)
∗β ′X,S) (44)
is invertible. Using Proposition 2.15, (ii) and (iii), we have canonical isomorphisms
ω0XΥ∗(p, ςn)
∗ω0Tβ
′
X,S ≃ ω
0
XΥ∗ω
0
Y(p, ςn)
∗β ′X,S ≃ ω
0
XΥ∗(p, ςn)
∗β ′X,S.
Hence, it suffices to check that 1T → ω
0
T(β
′
X,S) is invertible. But this follows imme-
diately from Lemmas 2.54 and 2.50. 
3. Compactifications of locally symmetric varieties
This section is an exposition of known material that is fundamental for our con-
struction.
3.1. Generalities involving algebraic groups and symmetric spaces. Linear
algebraic groups over Q will always be denoted with boldface roman letters: G, H,
P, etc. Their groups of R-points G(R), H(R), P(R), etc. will be denoted by the
corresponding italic letters: G, H , P , etc. Given a Lie group G, we denote by G0
the connected component of the identity element.
LetG be a semi-simple linear algebraic group over Q. We assume thatG is simple
over Q, for the general case can be deduced from that. Let D be a symmetric space
(of non-compact type) such that Aut(D) = G (modulo compact factors). One has
that D is a contractible space. Given a base point x ∈ D, K = Stab(x) is a maximal
compact subgroup of G and one has D ≃ G/K. D is said to be hermitian when it
admits a G-invariant complex structure.
An arithmetic subgroup Γ ⊂ G(Q) is a group commensurable with G (Z) (where
G is group scheme over Z such that G = G ⊗Z Q). For such Γ, one considers the
quotient Γ\D, which has finite volume with respect to an invariant metric. When
D is hermitian, Γ\D is actually the analytic space of C-points of a quasi-projective
C-scheme X, as follows from [9] (see our §3.3); it is called a locally symmetric variety
for obvious reasons. In fact, the C-scheme X can be defined over a number field.10
The analytic space X(C) has various natural compactifications, some of them
algebraic and others only topological. We describe a few of these below. We will
assume throughout that Γ is neat, in the sense of [11, Déf. 17.1]. (Any arithmetic
group Γ contains a neat arithmetic subgroup that is normal and of finite index.)
This ensures there are no quotient singularities distorting the stratification of the
compactifications below.
If Γ is an arithmetic subgroup of G(Q) and H1/H2 is an algebraic subquotient
group ofG (soH2 is a normal subgroup ofH1), we let Γ(H1/H2) denote the induced
arithmetic subgroup of H1/H2, viz., (Γ ∩H1)/(Γ ∩H2). In other words, we view Γ
as defining a functor from such pairs (H1,H2) to groups.
10The Shimura variety associated to G, where in effect Γ is allowed to vary, has X(C) as a
connected component, and it is defined over a single number field k (called the reflex field) (see [16,
2.2.1]). Each connected component generally will not be defined over k, but rather some algebraic
extension of k.
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Given two arithmetic subgroups Γ, Γ′ ⊂ G(Q) and g ∈ G(Q) such that gΓ′g−1 ⊂
Γ, we have an induced map (essentially a Hecke correspondence) Γ′\D → Γ\D which
we usually denote by g. When D is hermitian, this map comes from a morphism of
C-schemes g : X ′ → X (where X ′ is the C-scheme such that X ′(C) ≃ Γ′\D). In
fact, this morphism is defined over a number field.
3.2. The Borel-Serre compactifications. The main reference for the material in
this subsection is [12]; the reductive version was introduced in [39, §4] (see [41]). For
these compactifications, D does not have to be hermitian.
Let P ⊂ G be a parabolic Q-subgroup, NP its unipotent radical and LP = P/NP.
The choice of a base point x ∈ D induces a lift of LP to LP (x) ⊂ P . It is possible
(see for example [13, Prop. III.1.11]) to choose x, so that LP (x) is the Lie group
of R-points of a Q-subgroup LP(x) ⊂ P, and we will do so. LP(x) is called a Levi
subgroup of P, and we have P = NPLP(x), a semi-direct product. Let SP be the
maximal Q-split torus in the center of LP. Then one has an almost direct product
decomposition LP = SPMP. We denote by SP(x) andMP(x) the images of SP and
MP in the lift LP(x). One obtains the Langlands decomposition of P :
P = NP × (MP (x)× AP ), (45)
a semi-direct product, where AP = SP (x)
0. There is a maximal Q-split torus S of G
containing SP(x) and a set of simple Q-roots (characters) ∆(G,S) with respect to S
for which P is standard (see [12, 4.1], or §3.3 below). Then the subset∆P ⊂ ∆(G,S),
consisting of those roots α that are non-trivial on AP , provides coordinates on AP ,
which determines a canonical isomorphism
AP ≃ (R
+)∆P . (46)
The parabolic Q-rank of P, denoted r(P), is card(∆P) = dimAP .
The symmetric space D admits two useful, topological partial compactifications,
the Borel-Serre and the reductive Borel-Serre, which we proceed to describe. Given
a parabolic Q-subgroup P ⊆ G (not necessary a proper subgroup of G, i.e., P = G
is allowed), let AP denote the “pure corner” given in terms of (46) as (0,∞]
∆P,
a torus embedding over R.11 Then, the corner for P is defined to be the partial
compactification of D:
D(P) = D ×AP AP , (47)
where AP acts on D by the geodesic action [12, §3],
12 which commutes with the
usual action of P . Moreover, when P ⊆ Q, there are canonical inclusions AQ ⊆ AP
and ∆Q ⊆ ∆P (so NQ ⊆ NP). This yields a canonical embedding
D(Q) →֒ D(P), (48)
of partial compactifications of D. Note that D(G) = D. Using (48) for gluing,
one obtains from these D(P) the space D
bs
, which is shown to be a manifold with
corners for which (47) provides local charts. The boundary face, or stratum, e(P)
11In [12], AP is given as [0,∞)∆P , but there the convention is that G acts on D on the right.
We are using the more common convention nowadays of a left-action.
12When G is SL2, so D is the upper half-plane, P the group of upper-triangular matrices, then
AP is the subgroup of diagonal matrices with positive diagonal entries. The usual action of AP
on D is radial, but the geodesic action is vertical. Thus, the Borel-Serre construction for P puts a
line at infinity. (The line is collapsed to a point in the reductive version; see below.)
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of D
bs
that is associated to P is the lowest-dimensional AP -orbit in D(P). In terms
of (46),
e(P) = D ×AP {∞}∆P ≃ D/AP ≃ NP ×DP , (49)
where DP = MP (x)/(MP (x) ∩ K) (cf. (45)). Thus, e(P) is contractible, and it is
attached to D as the set of limits of the full geodesic action of AP . Then as sets,
D(P) =
⊔
P⊆Q
e(Q) and D
bs
=
⊔
P
e(P), (50)
and the above displays the standard stratification of a manifold with corners. (In the
language of §1.4, we have e(P)  e(Q) when P ⊆ Q.) Thus, e(P) is of codimension
r(P) in D
bs
and the open stratum is e(G) = D. When P ⊆ Q, the action of AP on
D(P) preserves the stratum e(Q). Moreover, AP acts on e(Q) through the quotient
AP/AQ.
The group G(Q) acts on D
bs
, with g ∈ G(Q) taking e(Q) to e(gQg−1). A
neat arithmetic subgroup Γ ⊂ G(Q) acts on D
bs
without fixed points, and the
quotient Γ\D
bs
is a compact manifold with corners. To emphasize that this is a
compactification of Γ\D, we also write Γ\D
bs
; this is the Borel-Serre compactification
of Γ\D. We have, also as sets, a finite decomposition into strata (cf. (50))
Γ\D
bs
=
⊔
P
e′(P), (51)
where P is taken modulo Γ-conjugacy, and the “prime” in the term for P indicates
the quotient by Γ(P), which coincides with {γ ∈ Γ; γ stabilizes e(P)}. The open
stratum in (51) is e′(G) = Γ\D. The compactness of Γ\D
bs
gives the existence
of a neighborhood of e(P) in D
bs
on which Γ-equivalence and Γ(P)-equivalence
coincide.13
The reductive Borel-Serre compactification of Γ\D is the quotient by Γ of a certain
stratified quotient space D
rbs
ofD
bs
, or equivalently (from the point of view of Γ\D),
a quotient space of Γ\D
bs
. The mapping D
bs
→ D
rbs
is given stratum by stratum
by the canonical projection e(P)→ ‘̂e(P), where
ê(P) := NP\e(P) ≃ DP (52)
for P ⊆ G a parabolicQ-subgroup (not necessarily proper). In particular, ê(G) = D
and D
bs
→ D
rbs
is the identity on their common open stratum.
It is rather straightforward to determine that with the quotient topology, D
rbs
is
a separated space. It is clear from (50) that as sets,
D
rbs
=
⊔
P
ê(P), (53)
where P runs over all parabolicQ-subgroups ofG. The quotient by a neat arithmetic
subgroup is separated as well, and Γ\D
rbs
= Γ\D
rbs
is a compact stratified space. It
13Unless P is minimal, this neighborhood cannot be taken to be of the form NP ×DP × {a ∈
AP : a
β > t for all β ∈ ∆(P)}, as is stated erroneously in [12, §10]. (One can trace this back to
5.4, (7) of op. cit.)
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is called, because of (52), the reductive Borel-Serre compactification of Γ\D. Clearly,
(51) and (53) imply that as a set,
Γ\D
rbs
=
⊔
P
ê ′(P), (54)
with P as for (51). Note that ê ′(G) = Γ\D. More generally,
ê ′(P) = Γ(MP)\ê(P). (55)
where Γ(MP) = (Γ ∩ P )/(Γ ∩ NPAP ) which coincides with Γ(P/NPSP(x)) as Γ is
neat. There is a canonical quotient mapping Γ\D
bs
→ Γ\D
rbs
, which is a morphism
of compactifications, i.e., it maps Γ\D to itself by the identity mapping.
The above constructions are hereditary, in that the closure of e(P) (resp. ê(P))
in D
bs
(resp. D
rbs
) can be identified with the Borel-Serre (resp. reductive Borel-
Serre) compactification e(P)
bs
(resp. ê(P)
rbs
) of e(P) (resp. ê(P)). Note that e(P)
is not a symmetric space unless P = G, and ê(P) may contain euclidean factors.
Nevertheless, these are spaces to which the Borel-Serre construction applies [12, §2].
As sets,
e(P)
bs
=
⊔
Q
e(Q) and ê(P)
rbs
=
⊔
Q
ê(Q),
where Q runs over all parabolic Q-subgroups of G contained in P. Inside D
bs
, we
have
e(P)
bs
∩ e(Q)
bs
=
{
e(P ∩Q)
bs
if P ∩Q is parabolic,
∅ otherwise.
(56)
However, in Γ\D
bs
, e′(P)
bs
and e′(Q)
bs
have non-empty intersection if and only if P
and a Γ-conjugate of Q have parabolic intersection. It is known that when P∩Q is
parabolic, e′(P)
bs
∩ e′(Q)
bs
is the union of finitely many connected components, one
of which is e′(P ∩Q)
bs
, and the others are of a similar nature (see [23, §3:Appendix]).
Parallel statements hold for ê(P)
rbs
.
If Γ′ ⊂ G(Q) is another neat arithmetic subgroup and g ∈ G(Q) is such gΓ′g−1 ⊂
Γ, the induced morphism g : Γ′\D → Γ\D extends to the Borel-Serre and the
reductive Borel-Serre compactifications, yielding:
gbs : Γ′\D
bs
→ Γ\D
bs
and grbs : Γ′\D
rbs
→ Γ\D
rbs
. (57)
3.3. The Baily-Borel Satake compactification. The main reference for the ma-
terial in this subsection is [9].
We assume that D is a hermitian symmetric space. Let P be a parabolic Q-
subgroup ofG (not necessarily proper). The Levi quotient LP admits a more refined
decomposition than is given in §3.2, which we next describe.
Let S ⊂ G be a maximal Q-split torus in G. Let Φ(G,S) be the set of Q-roots
of G with respect to S. Choose an order on S and denote the set of positive roots
by Φ+(G,S) and the set of simple roots by ∆(G,S). By [9, §2.9], the root system
Φ(G,S) is of classification type BCr or Cr, where r = rkQ(G) (recall that G is
assumed to be Q-simple).
List the simple roots as β1, . . . , βr so that βi is not orthogonal to βi+1, and βr is
the short root if Φ(G,S) is of classification type BCr and the long root if Φ(G,S)
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is of classification type Cr. The root βr will be called the distinguished root or the
root at the distinguished end.
There is a unique minimal parabolic Q-subgroup P whose unipotent radical NP
is spanned by the root spaces of the roots in Φ+(G,S). The parabolic Q-subgroups
Q that contain P will be called standard. They are the ones expressible in the form
PI for proper subsets I ⊂ ∆(G,S); this is generated by NP and the centralizer of
SI := {s ∈ S; s
β = 1, β ∈ I}. Then NPI is the product of the root spaces of all
roots not in the span of I; this set of roots is denoted Φ+(G,S)I . Every parabolic
subgroup Q of G is a G(Q)-conjugate of a unique standard parabolic subgroup PI .
We then say that Q is of type I, or of cotype J , where J = ∆(G,S)− I.
Recall that a subset of ∆(G,S) is called connected if it is not the disjoint union of
two non-empty subsets which are orthogonal with respect to the Killing form. Given
a proper subset I ⊂ ∆(G,S), let ∆I,h be the connected component of I containing
the distinguished root βr, with the convention that if βr 6∈ I, then ∆I,h = ∅. We
also put ∆I,ℓ = I −∆I,h.
The subset ∆I,h spans a subsystem ΦI,h(G,S) of Φ(G,S). The root spaces of
elements in ΦI,h(G,S) generate a semi-simple subgroupMQ,h ofMQ. Similarly, ∆I,ℓ
spans a subsystem ΦI,ℓ(G,S) and the root spaces of roots in ΦI,ℓ(G,S) generate a
semi-simple subgroupMQ,ℓ ofMQ. We have an almost direct product decomposition
MQ = M˜Q,ℓ×MQ,h,
14 where M˜Q,ℓ is a reductive group containingMQ,ℓ and having
the same root system. This decomposition can be extended to any parabolic Q-
subgroup Q of G (i.e., not necessarily standard). Indeed, as any parabolic Q-
subgroup is conjugate to a unique standard one (or equivalently, we can change S
and Φ+(G,S) to make Q standard), we can define ∆Q,h, etc. We get in this way a
decomposition
LQ = SQM˜Q,ℓMQ,h (58)
(compare with (45)).
Given a maximal parabolic Q-subgroup Q ⊂ G, we have the rational boundary
component
eh(Q) := M˜Q,ℓ\ê(Q) (59)
sitting in the boundary of D in its embedding as a bounded symmetric domain (see
[3, p. 170]). It is isomorphic to the hermitian symmetric space MQ,h/(MQ,h ∩ K).
We let
D
bb
= D ⊔
( ⊔
Q maximal
eh(Q)
)
.
Suitably topologized, D
bb
is a stratified space, with eh(Q
′) in the closure of eh(Q),
i.e., eh(Q
′)  eh(Q), if and only if Q
′  Q ; the latter is defined to mean that, Q′
and Q can be made simultaneously standard of respective cotypes {βi′} and {βi}
with i ≤ i′. (We also write Q′ ≺ Q if i < i′.) The quotient by Γ,
Γ\D
bb
= Γ\D
bb
,
is the Baily-Borel Satake compactification of Γ\D.
14In the literature, notably [3], one finds the subscripts reversed: “ℓ,Q” and “h,Q”, and use of
the notation Gℓ,Q and Gh,Q instead of M˜Q,ℓ and MQ,h.
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It is shown in [9] that, in effect, Γ\D
bb
is the analytic variety of C-points of a
normal C-scheme X
bb
; in fact, X
bb
can be defined over a number field. The boundary
∂X
bb
= X
bb
− X is naturally stratified with each stratum written as XbbQ , with Q
running over the finite set of Γ-conjugacy classes of maximal parabolic Q-subgroups.
More precisely,
X
bb
= X ⊔
( ⊔
Q max’l, mod Γ
XbbQ
)
, (60)
where XbbQ is the C-scheme such that
XbbQ(C) = Γ(MQ,h)\eh(Q).
In the above, Γ(MQ,h) = (Γ ∩ Q)/(Γ ∩ NQAQM˜Q,ℓ). As Γ is neat, this arithmetic
subgroup coincides with Γ(Q/NQSQM˜Q,ℓ).
The construction is hereditary, in that the normalization of the closure X
bb
Q of the
stratum XbbQ in X
bb
can be identified with the Baily-Borel Satake compactification
of XbbQ . Thus, there is a finite and surjective morphism
(XbbQ )
bb
→ X
bb
Q
which is an isomorphism over XbbQ .
Citing [40, §3.11] or [20, §2], we assert:
Proposition 3.1 — There is a commutative diagram
Γ\D
bs
q

Γ\D
rbs
p

Γ\D
jbb
//
jbs
::
jrbs
88
Γ\D
bb
(61)
where p and q are morphisms of compactifications of Γ\D.
As was the case with the Borel-Serre compactifications, if Γ′ ⊂ G(Q) is another
neat arithmetic subgroup and g ∈ G(Q) such that gΓ′g−1 ⊂ Γ, the induced mor-
phism g : Γ′\D → Γ\D extends to the Baily-Borel Satake compactifications, yielding
a morphism of analytic spaces
gbb : Γ′\D
bb
→ Γ\D
bb
. (62)
As both analytic spaces are projective, we deduce a morphism of C-schemes gbb :
X ′
bb
→ X
bb
which is finite and surjective. In fact, this morphism is defined over a
number field.
3.4. The toroidal compactifications. The main reference for the material in this
subsection is [3].
We start with a quick summary of the outcome of the construction. There are usu-
ally infinitely many toroidal compactifications X
tor
Σ of X, depending on the choice of
some combinatorial data denoted Σ. They are algebraic varieties constructed over
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X
bb
, so that there is a morphism X
tor
Σ → X
bb
, which is a morphism of compactifi-
cations of X. For suitable choices of Σ (again, infinitely many), one has that X
tor
Σ
is smooth and projective, and the boundary ∂X
tor
Σ is a divisor with simple normal
crossings.
We specify some of the details. LetQ be a maximal parabolicQ-subgroup. Denote
by UQ the center of the unipotent radical NQ and let VQ = NQ/UQ. Then UQ
and VQ are vector group-schemes (i.e., isomorphic to direct products of copies of the
additive groupGa). The action of LQ onUQ factors through LQ/MQ,h. The latter is
isomorphic to the quotient of SQM˜Q,ℓ by the finite normal subgroup SQM˜Q,ℓ∩MQ,h.
There is a homogeneous, self-adjoint cone (with vertex removed) CQ ⊂ UQ, in-
variant under the action of AQM˜Q,ℓ, with the geodesic action of AQ giving the cone
dilations; it arises in the realization of D as a Siegel domain with respect to Q
(see [3, pp. 235–236]). Denote by CQ the union of CQ and its rational boundary
components, equipped with the Satake topology (see [3, pp. 81]).
Let Q1 and Q2 be two standard maximal parabolic Q-subgroups. Then Q1  Q2
if and only if MQ1,ℓ ⊆ MQ2,ℓ (or equivalently MQ1,h ⊇ MQ2,h).
15 In that case,
UQ1 ⊆ UQ2 and the inclusion is M˜Q1,ℓ -equivariant. However, what is relevant is
the embedding, for Q1 ≻ Q2, of CQ1 in CQ2 as a rational boundary component,
analogous to what we had for the eh(Q)’s in D
bb
in §3.3.
Given a parabolicQ-subgroupP ⊂ G (not necessarily maximal), we put Γ(M˜P,ℓ) =
(Γ∩P )/(Γ∩NPAPMQ,h). As Γ is neat, this coincides with Γ(P/NPSPMP,h). The
arithmetic subgroup Γ(M˜Q,ℓ) acts on UQ.
Definition 3.2 — A compatible family of partial rational polyhedral cone
decompositions (with respect to Γ) Σ = {ΣQ} is a family of rational polyhedral cone
decompositions (prpcd’s) ΣQ of CQ,
16 one for each maximal parabolic Q-subgroup
Q, such that the following conditions are satisfied.
(1) ΣQ is equivariant with respect to the action of Γ(M˜Q,ℓ), and there are finitely
many equivalence classes of rational polyhedral cones modulo this action.
(2) For γ ∈ Γ, the isomorphism CQ ≃ CγQγ−1 induced by int(γ) : CQ
∼
→
CγQγ−1 sends a rational polyhedral cone in ΣQ to a rational polyhedral cone
in ΣγQγ−1 .
(3) if Q1  Q2, then ΣQ1 is the trace of ΣQ2 with respect to the inclusion of CQ1
in CQ2, i.e., ΣQ1 is the subset of polyhedral cones in ΣQ2 that are contained
in CQ1.
By [3], such decompositions always exist. Fix a compatible family of prpcd’s
Σ = {ΣQ}. One gets for each Q, from the corresponding Siegel domain picture of
D, a tower of schemes
SQ // AQ // X˜bbQ , (63)
associated to the tower of algebraic groups
MQ,hNQ //MQ,hNQ/UQ //MQ,h.
15These are inclusions of subquotients of G.
16If one means closed cones, that displays the face relations. We will mean throughout their
interiors, obtaining a stratification of CQ and thus a decomposition in the literal sense.
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In (63), X˜bbQ is a Galois étale cover of X
bb
Q . It corresponds to the locally symmetric
variety (Γ(MQ) ∩MQ,h)\eh(Q). Hence, the group of automorphisms of X˜
bb
Q → X
bb
Q
is given by the finite quotient
Γ(MQ,h)
Γ(MQ) ∩MQ,h
≃
Γ(MQ)
(Γ(MQ) ∩MQ,h)(Γ(MQ) ∩ M˜Q,ℓ)
≃
Γ(M˜Q,ℓ)
Γ(MQ) ∩ M˜Q,ℓ
. (64)
Moreover, AQ is an abelian scheme over X˜
bb
Q and SQ → AQ is a TQ-torsor, where
TQ = (Γ(UQ)⊗Gm), which is a split Q-torus. Furthermore, the arithmetic subgroup
Γ(M˜Q,ℓ) acts on X˜
bb
Q , TQ and SQ and the morphisms in (63) are compatible with
these actions. Also note that Γ(M˜Q,ℓ) acts on X˜
bb
Q by its quotient Γ(M˜Q,ℓ)/Γ(MQ)∩
M˜Q,ℓ via the isomorphisms (64). In particular, it permutes transitively the fibers of
the étale cover X˜bbQ → X
bb
Q .
Let TQ,Σ be the Γ(M˜Q,ℓ)-equivariant torus embedding associated to the prpcd
ΣQ, the rational polyhedral cones in ΣQ corresponding to TQ-orbits, and put
SQ,Σ = SQ ×
TQ TQ,Σ and BQ,Σ = ∂SQ,Σ = SQ,Σ − SQ. (65)
Using reduction theory, one sees that the SQ,Σ’s can be used to define the boundary
for the compactification X
tor
Σ , the toroidal compactification of X constructed from
Σ [3]. One calls Σ projective (resp. smooth), when X
tor
Σ is projective (resp. smooth).
Again by [3], smooth projective Σ always exist. For a smooth Σ, the rational poly-
hedral cones in the decompositions must be generated by a subset of a Z-basis of
Γ(UQ). We also say that Σ is simplicial if the rational polyhedral cones in the
decompositions are simplicial cones, i.e., generated by a subset of a basis of the R-
vector space UQ. When Σ is simplicial, the toroidal compactification X
tor
Σ has only
quotient singularities. From the construction:
Theorem 3.3 — There is a commutative triangle
X //
&&
X
tor
Σ
e

X
bb
with e a morphism of compactifications of X. For a cofinal subset of compatible
families of prpcd’s Σ, X
tor
Σ is a smooth and projective compactification of X, with a
simple normal crossing divisor at infinity.
Let B◦Q,Σ be the complement in BQ,Σ of the divisors that correspond to rays in
ΣQ which are contained in the boundary of CQ. Let also B
c
Q,Σ be the closure of
B◦Q,Σ in BQ,Σ. The group Γ(M˜Q,ℓ) acts on the C-schemes B
◦
Q,Σ and B
c
Q,Σ. The
next proposition describes, in effect, the fibers of e in Theorem 3.3. Again from the
construction:
Proposition 3.4 — For Q ⊂ G a maximal parabolic Q-subgroup, the base-
change of e : X
tor
Σ → X
bb
with respect to the inclusion XbbQ →֒ X
bb
is isomorphic
to
Γ(M˜Q,ℓ)\B
c
Q,Σ
// XbbQ .
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For evident reasons, the schemes Γ(M˜Q,ℓ)\B
c
Q,Σ, with Q maximal, have been
called the Baily-Borel-type “strata” of ∂X
tor
Σ (though B
c
Q,Σ generally has crossings).
They admit further refinement, which we now describe.
Let R ⊂ G be a proper parabolic Q-subgroup (not necessarily maximal). Let Q
be the maximal parabolic Q-subgroup containing R and such that MQ,h ≃ MR,h.
(For this reason, one says that R is subordinate to Q, as in [23, §1].) Let Σ◦R ⊂ ΣQ
be the subset of rational polyhedral cones σ satisfying the following two conditions:
(1) every extremal ray of σ is contained in CP with P one of the maximal para-
bolic Q-subgroups that contain R,
(2) for every maximal parabolic Q-subgroup P containing R, there is at least
one extremal ray of σ contained in CP .
Let also ΣcR ⊂ ΣQ be the subset of rational polyhedral cones containing an element of
Σ◦R in their closure. Denote by B
◦
R,Σ the locally closed subscheme of SQ,Σ that is the
union of the strata corresponding to rational polyhedral cones in Σ◦R. Also denote
by BcR,Σ the closed subscheme of SQ,Σ which is the union of the strata corresponding
to rational polyhedral cones in ΣcR. Clearly, B
c
R,Σ is the closure of B
◦
R,Σ in SQ,Σ.
(When R is itself maximal, this agrees with what was defined above). When ΣQ is
fine enough, ΣcR is the union of Σ
◦
R′ where R
′ runs overs the parabolic Q-subgroups
of G contained in R and subordinate to Q. In this case, we have, as sets,
BcR,Σ =
⊔
R′⊆R with MR,h≃MR′,h
B◦R′,Σ . (66)
Proposition 3.5 — Let Q ⊂ G be a maximal parabolic Q-subgroup and R ⊂ Q
a parabolic Q-subgroup of G which is subordinate to Q.
(i) For γ ∈ Γ(M˜Q,ℓ), we have γ ·B
◦
R,Σ = B
◦
γRγ−1,Σ and γ ·B
c
R,Σ = B
c
γRγ−1,Σ.
(ii) The stabilizers of B◦R,Σ and of B
c
R,Σ in Γ(M˜Q,ℓ) are given by the same arith-
metic group Γ(M˜Q,ℓ |R) in (67) below.
(iii) When ΣQ is sufficiently fine, B
c
R,Σ ∩ B
c
γRγ−1,Σ = ∅ for γ ∈ Γ(M˜Q,ℓ) not in
the stabilizer of BcR,Σ.
Proof. For any parabolic Q-subgroup R of G that is subordinate to Q, we denote
by 〈 M˜Q,ℓ |R 〉 the image of R by the projection of Q onto (a quotient by a finite
group of) M˜Q,ℓ or, equivalently, the intersection of M˜Q,ℓ with the image of R in
MQ. This is a parabolic Q-subgroup of M˜Q,ℓ (whose Lie group of real points was
denoted Gℓ,R in [42, (2.2.12)]). We then set
Γ(M˜Q,ℓ |R) = Γ(M˜Q,ℓ) ∩ (R/NQAQMQ,h),
17 (67)
an arithmetic subgroup of 〈 M˜Q,ℓ |R 〉. The three statements above follow directly
from (66). 
Proposition 3.6 — Assume that Σ = (ΣQ) is fine enough. Let Q1 ≻ Q2 ≻
· · · ≻ Qs be maximal parabolic Q-subgroups of G. Let E be the set of parabolic
17 By NQAQMQ,h we really mean NQAQMQ,h(x), where MQ,h(x) ⊂ Q is the lift of MQ,h
induced by the lift LQ(x) ⊂ Q. Note that NQAQMQ,h(x) does not depends on the choice of
LQ(x), which justifies the abuse of notation.
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Q-subgroups that can be written as
⋂s
i=1 γiQiγ
−1
i for some s-tuple (γ1, . . . , γs) ∈ Γ
s.
Then, the locally closed subscheme of X
tor
Σ given by
e−1(XbbQ1)
⋂
· · ·
⋂
e−1(XbbQs−1)
⋂
e−1(XbbQs)
corresponds via the isomorphism e−1(XbbQs) ≃ Γ(M˜Qs,ℓ)\B
c
Qs,Σ to
Γ(M˜Qs,ℓ)\
⊔
R∈E
BcR,Σ.
The subset X torR,Σ = Γ(M˜Q,ℓ |R)\B
◦
R of X
tor
Σ has been called the corner-like “R-
stratum” of ∂X
tor
Σ (though it, too, generally has crossings). It is defined for all
parabolic Q-subgroups R.
As was the case with the other compactifications, the toroidal compactifications
are functorial with respect to the action of G(Q). Let Γ′ ⊂ G(Q) be another neat
arithmetic subgroup and g ∈ G(Q) such that gΓ′g−1 ⊂ Γ. Given a compatible family
of prpcd’s Σ = {ΣQ} (with respect to Γ), we can find a compatible family of prpcd’s
Σ′ = {Σ′Q} (with respect to Γ
′) such that for every maximal parabolic Q-subgroup
Q ⊂ G, the isomorphism int(g) : UQ → UgQg−1 sends a rational polyhedral cone of
Σ′Q inside a rational polyhedral cone of ΣgQg−1 . If this is the case, the morphism
g : X ′ → X extends to the toroidal compactifications, yielding
gtor : (X ′)
tor
Σ′ → X
tor
Σ .
This morphism maps the R-stratum (X ′)torR,Σ′ onto the R-stratum X
tor
R,Σ.
3.5. The hereditary property of toroidal boundary strata. The hereditary
property of the strata of the toroidal compactification is properly done using the
notions of mixed Shimura data and mixed Shimura varieties [36]. Roughly speaking,
given a maximal parabolic Q-subgroup Q ⊂ G, it is possible to relate the closure
of X torQ,Σ in X
tor
Σ with the toroidal compactification of the mixed Shimura variety
associated to the non-reductive Q-group MQ,hNQ, a subgroup of G. However, for
our purposes we need only a weaker statement that does not invoke mixed Shimura
varieties at all. We begin with a definition:
Definition 3.7 — Let M be the set of pairs (Q,R) where:
• Q ⊆ G is a parabolic Q-subgroup which is maximal or improper,
• R ⊂MQ,h is a maximal parabolic Q-subgroup.
An extended compatible family of partial rational polyhedral cone decompositions
(with respect to Γ) Σ = {ΣQ,R}(Q,R)∈M is a family of prpcd’s ΣQ,R of CR ⊂ UR such
that the following conditions are satisfied.
(i) For γ ∈ Γ and (Q,R) ∈ M, the isomorphism int(γ) : UR
∼
→ UγRγ−1 sends a
rational polyhedral cone of ΣQ,R to a rational polyhedral cone of ΣγQγ−1,γRγ−1.
(ii) For Q ⊆ G a parabolic Q-subgroup which is maximal or improper, the family
Σ(Q) = {ΣQ,R}R is a compatible family of prpcd’s with respect to Γ(MQ,h)
for the Q-group MQ,h (in the sense of Definition 3.2).
(iii) Let (Q1,R1) and (Q2,R2) be two elements of M such that Q1  Q2 and
R2 = MQ2,h ∩R1. Then the image of a rational polyhedral cone of ΣQ1,R1
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by the natural map18 UR1 → UR2 is contained in a rational polyhedral cone
of ΣQ2,R2.
We say that an extended compatible family of prpcd’s Σ = {ΣQ,R}(Q,R)∈M is
smooth (resp. simplicial, projective) if for every parabolic Q-subgroup Q ⊆ G
which is maximal or improper, the compatible family of prpcd’s Σ(Q) = {ΣQ,R}R is
smooth (resp. simplicial, projective).
Remark 3.8 — Given a collection of prpcd’s {Σ0Q,R}(Q,R)∈M satisfying the con-
ditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 3.7, there is a smooth and projective extended
compatible family of prpcd’s {ΣQ,R}(Q,R)∈M such that ΣQ,R is finer than Σ
0
Q,R for
all (Q,R) ∈M.
We now fix an extended compatible family of prpcd’s Σ = {ΣQ,R}(Q,R)∈M. ForQ ⊆
G a parabolic Q-subgroup which is maximal or improper, we may consider (XbbQ )
tor
Σ(Q)
,
the toroidal compactification of the locally symmetric variety XbbQ associated to the
compatible family of prpcd’s Σ(Q) = {ΣQ,R}R. This is a smooth and projective
C-scheme that depends only on the conjugacy class of Q modulo Γ. Moreover, we
have a canonical morphism eQ : (XbbQ )
tor
Σ(Q)
→ X
bb
Q. (When Q = G, we recover the
projection e from Theorem 3.3.)
Let R ⊂ MQ,h be a proper parabolic Q-subgroup, and denote by P ⊂ Q the
inverse image of R by the projection Q → MQ,h. Let R ⊂ R
′ and P ⊂ P′ be
the maximal parabolic Q-subgroups of MQ,h and G respectively, such that R is
subordinate to R′ and P is subordinate to P′. Using the construction in (63) for
R′ ⊂ MQ,h, we have a morphism of schemes S(Q,R′) → A(Q,R′), where A(Q,R′) is
an abelian scheme over an étale cover of XbbP′ whose fibers are made from VR′ , and
S(Q,R′) is a torsor over the torus T(Q,R′) = Γ(UR′)⊗Gm with Γ(UR′) = Γ(MQ,h) ∩
UR′ . We deduce from the prpcd ΣQ,R′ a torus embedding S(Q,R′),Σ(Q) over A(Q,R′)
with boundary B(Q,R′),Σ(Q) . The schemes B
◦
(Q,R),Σ(Q)
and Bc(Q,R),Σ(Q) are defined as
before. We assume that Σ is fine enough and set, also as before, (XbbQ )
tor
R,Σ(Q)
=
Γ(M˜R′,ℓ |R)\B
◦
(Q,R),Σ(Q)
; here the arithmetic group Γ(M˜R′,ℓ |R) is defined as in
(67), but for parabolic subgroups ofMQ,h instead of G and its arithmetic subgroup
Γ(MQ,h) (instead of Γ). This is the R-stratum in the toroidal compactification of
XbbQ associated to Σ(Q).
Now, let Q1, Q2 ⊆ G be two parabolic Q-subgroups which are maximal or im-
proper and such that Q1  Q2 (i.e., MQ2,h ⊆MQ1,h). For i = 1, 2, let Ri ⊂MQi,h
be a proper parabolic Q-subgroup such that R2 =MQ2,h∩R1. Also, let R
′
i ⊂MQi,h
be the maximal parabolic Q-subgroup such that Ri is subordinate to R
′
i; then
18There is indeed a natural morphism of Q-groups NR1 → NR2 that induces UR1 → UR2 . It is
defined as follows. Let P be the image of Q1 ∩Q2 by the projection of Q1 to (a finite quotient of)
MQ1,h. As MP,h ≃ MQ2,h, there is a canonical projection P → MQ2,h that maps P ∩R1 onto
R2. This gives a natural morphism NP∩R1 → NR2 . On the other hand, the inclusion of parabolic
subgroups P ∩R1 ⊂ R1 gives the inclusion of nilpotent radicals NR1 ⊂ NP∩R1 . Our morphism
is then the composition NR1 →֒ NP∩R1 → NR2 .
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MR′1,h ≃MR′2,h. Then, there is a commutative square
S(Q1,R′1)
//

S(Q2,R′2)

A(Q1,R′1)
// A(Q2,R′2),
and condition (iii) of Definition 3.7 gives an extension S(Q1,R′1),Σ(Q1) → S(Q2,R
′
2),Σ(Q2)
of the top horizontal arrow. This yields morphisms
B◦(Q1,R1),Σ(Q1)
// B◦(Q2,R2),Σ(Q2) and
Bc(Q1,R1),Σ(Q1)
// Bc(Q2,R2),Σ(Q2)
which are equivariant for the action of Γ(M˜R′1,ℓ |R1). We are now in position to
state the weak hereditary property for the strata of the toroidal compactifications.
Proposition 3.9 — With notation as above, let P be the image of Q1 ∩Q2
in MQ1,h. Then the morphism (X
bb
Q1
)torP,Σ(Q1)
→ XbbQ2 from the toroidal construction
for parabolic Q-subgroups of MQ1,h extends (uniquely) to a morphism
(XbbQ1)
tor
P,Σ(Q1)
// (XbbQ2)
tor
Σ(Q2)
(68)
where the source is the Zariski closure of the P-stratum (XbbQ1)
tor
P,Σ(Q1)
in the toroidal
compactification (XbbQ1)
tor
Σ(Q1)
of XbbQ1.
Moreover, this morphism sends the R1-stratum (X
bb
Q1
)torR1,Σ(Q1)
to the R2-stratum
(XbbQ2)
tor
R2,Σ(Q2)
, and the restriction (XbbQ1)
tor
R1,Σ(Q1)
→ (XbbQ2)
tor
R2,Σ(Q2)
of (68) is given
by
Γ(M˜R′1,ℓ |R1)\B
◦
(Q1,R1),Σ(Q1)
// Γ(M˜R′2,ℓ |R2)\B
◦
(Q2,R2),Σ(Q2)
.
In particular, it takes the stratum corresponding to a rational polyhedral cone σ ∈
Σ◦Q1,R1 to the stratum corresponding to the rational polyhedral cone of Σ
◦
Q2,R2
that
contains the image of σ by UR′1 → UR′2.
Proof. This is a reformulation of part of [36, Props. 6.25 and 7.9]. 
Remark 3.10 — When Q1 = G, the above formula simplifies a little. Writing Q
instead of Q2, and Σ for Σ(G), we get that X
tor
Q,Σ → X
bb
Q extends to a morphism
X torQ,Σ
// (XbbQ)
tor
Σ(Q)
from the Zariski closure of the Q-stratum X torQ,Σ in the toroidal compactification X
tor
Σ
to the toroidal compactification of the Q-stratum of X
bb
.
3.6. Toroidal and Borel-Serre compactifications, taken together. It is well-
known that, in general, there are no morphisms of compactifications between the
toroidal and the Borel-Serre compactifications of a locally symmetric variety. Thus,
one is led to consider their least common modification (see [42, §1]), a compactifica-
tion of Γ\D we denote by Γ̂\DΣ, defined as the closure of the diagonal embedding
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of Γ\D in Γ\D
bs
× X
tor
Σ (C). The projections to the first and second factors yield
morphisms of compactifications
Γ\D
bs
Γ̂\DΣ
pr2
//
pr1
oo X
tor
Σ (C).
In this paragraph we gather some easy facts about the natural stratification of Γ̂\DΣ.
Let P be a proper parabolic Q-subgroup of G, and Q the maximal parabolic
Q-subgroup containing P and such that MP,h ≃MQ,h. With the notation of §3.2,
the canonical retraction D(P)→ e(P) induces a continuous mapping
Γ(Qh)\D(P)→ X˜
bb
Q(C) (69)
which is equivariant for the action of Γ(MQ,ℓ |P); here, Qh denotes the inverse image
ofMQ,h by the projection ofQ to (the quotient by a finite normal subgroup of)MQ.
On the other hand, we have
SQ,Σ(C)→ X˜
bb
Q(C) (70)
which is also equivariant for the action of Γ(MQ,ℓ |P). Moreover, there is an open
neighborhood NP,Σ ⊂ SQ,Σ(C) of B
◦
P,Σ(C) stable under the action of Γ(MQ,ℓ |P)
and such that the deleted neighborhood N◦P,Σ = NP,Σ−BQ,Σ(C) = NP,Σ ∩ SQ(C) is
naturally identified with an open subset of Γ(Qh)\D, also stable under Γ(MQ,ℓ |P).
We define B̂◦P,Σ to be the intersection with (Γ(Qh)\e(P))×B
◦
P,Σ(C) of the closure
of the diagonal imbedding of N◦P,Σ in (Γ(Qh)\D(P)) × SQ,Σ(C). One checks that
B̂◦P,Σ does not depend on the choice of NP,Σ. We have:
Proposition 3.11 — There is a natural action of Γ(MQ,ℓ |P) on B̂
◦
P,Σ. If Γ
is small enough, the diagonal morphism
Γ(MQ,ℓ |P)\B̂
◦
P,Σ
// (Γ(P)\e(P))× (Γ(MQ,ℓ |P)\B
◦
P,Σ(C))
identifies Γ(MQ,ℓ |P)\B̂
◦
P,Σ with the intersection of e
′(P)×X torP,Σ(C) with Γ̂\D.
For this reason, Γ(MQ,ℓ |P)\B̂
◦
P,Σ will be called the corner-like P-stratum of
Γ̂\DΣ. We make note of the following assertion for later use:
Lemma 3.12 — We have two cartesian squares
B̂◦P,Σ
//

Γ(MQ,ℓ |P)\B̂
◦
P,Σ

B◦P,Σ(C) // Γ(MQ,ℓ |P)\B
◦
P,Σ(C)
B̂◦P,Σ
//

Γ(MQ,ℓ |P)\B̂
◦
P,Σ

Γ(Qh)\e(P) // Γ(Q)\e(P) = e
′(P)
where the bottom horizontal arrows are proper maps. In particular, the top horizontal
arrows are also proper maps.
Proof. That the squares are cartesian follows from the fact that Γ(MQ,ℓ |P) acts
properly discontinuously on B◦P,Σ(C) and Γ(Qh)\e(P). That the bottom arrows are
proper maps follows from Proposition 3.11. 
4. Application to the reductive Borel-Serre compactification
In this section, we state and prove the main result of the paper.
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4.1. The Main Theorem: statement and complements. We keep the notation
and assumptions of Section 3. Recall that G is a simple Q-group, and D is a
hermitian symmetric domain with Aut(D) ≃ G modulo compact factors. Our main
result is:
Theorem 4.1 —
(a) Let Γ ⊂ G(Q) be an arithmetic subgroup and X the C-scheme such that
X(C) ≃ Γ\D. Denote p : Γ\D
rbs
→ Γ\D
bb
the natural projection. Then,
there exists a canonical isomorphism of commutative unitary algebras
ϕ : An∗(E
X
bb)
∼
→ Rp∗Q ;
here E
X
bb is the Artin motive defined in Corollary 2.19, which is a unitary
algebra by Proposition 2.25.
(b) Let Γ, Γ′ ⊂ G(Q) be arithmetic subgroups and denote by X and X ′ the
C-schemes such that X(C) ≃ Γ\D and X ′(C) ≃ Γ′\D. Also, denote p :
Γ\D
rbs
→ Γ\D
bb
and p′ : Γ′\D
rbs
→ Γ′\D
bb
the natural projections.
Let g ∈ G(Q) such that gΓ′g−1 ⊂ Γ. We have induced morphisms grbs and
gbb from the compactifications of Γ′\D to the compactifications of Γ\D as in
(57) and (62). Moreover, gbb is induced by a morphism of C-schemes which
we also denote by gbb. With these notations, we have a commutative diagram
in D(Shv(Γ′\D
bb
)):
(gbb)∗An∗E
X
bb
∼ϕ

∼
// An∗(gbb)∗E
X
bb // An∗E
X′
bb
ϕ∼

(gbb)∗Rp∗QΓ\Drbs
// Rp′∗(g
rbs)∗Q
Γ\D
rbs
∼
// Rp′∗QΓ′\Drbs,
where (gbb)∗Rp∗ → Rp
′
∗(g
rbs)∗ is the base change morphism and (gbb)∗E
X
bb →
E
X′
bb is the morphism in Corollary 2.21.
Remark 4.2 — The claim that ϕ is an isomorphism of unitary algebras implies
in particular that the square
An∗(1
X
bb) ∼ //

Q
Γ\D
bb

An∗(E
X
bb)
ϕ
∼
// Rp∗QΓ\Drbs
commutes. Indeed, the vertical arrows are the unit morphisms of the algebras
An∗(E
X
bb) and Rp∗QΓ\Drbs.
Remark 4.3 — The isomorphism in Theorem 4.1, (a) is compatible with the
action of Hecke correspondences. These are a composite of a pullback and a trace. By
Theorem 4.1, (b), we are thus reduced to check the compatibility with the trace map
associated to arithmetic subgroups Γ, Γ′ ⊂ G(Q) and g ∈ G(Q) such that gΓ′g−1 ⊂
Γ. Again by Theorem 4.1, (b), we can assume that g = 1. For simplicity, we also
assume that Γ′ is a normal subgroup of Γ; the more general case reduces to that one.
Using the adjunction ((1bb)∗, 1bb∗ ) one has a canonical morphism EXbb → 1
bb
∗ EX′bb , and
similarly for the relative cohomology of the reductive Borel-Serre compactification
under its projection to the Baily-Borel Satake compactification. Using Theorem
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4.1, (b), one deduces that these morphisms are compatible with ϕ. Now, the group
G = Γ′/Γ acts on the target of E
X
bb → 1bb∗ EX′bb and identifies the source with
the image of the projector card(G)−1
∑
h∈G h (cf. Lemma 2.22). The trace map
tr : 1bb∗ EX′bb → EXbb is a multiple (by card(G)) of the projection of 1
bb
∗ EX′bb to its
direct factor E
X
bb (and similarly for the relative cohomology of the reductive Borel-
Serre compactification). This proves that the isomorphism ϕ is compatible with the
trace maps.
Remark 4.4 — In [20], Goresky and Tai constructed a morphism from the
singular cohomology of the reductive Borel-Serre compactification Γ\D
rbs
to the
Betti cohomology of a toroidal compactification X
tor
Σ , for fine enough compatible
families of prpcd’s Σ. This came out of a study of the least common modification
of the two compactifications of Γ\D, and it is induced by a continuous mapping.
We can use Theorem 4.1 to recover a version of their result. Indeed, assume that
Σ is chosen so that X
tor
Σ is projective and smooth. Denote by e : X
tor
Σ → X
bb
the natural projection. As e is dominant, we have, by Corollary 2.21, a natural
morphism e∗E
X
bb → E
X
tor
Σ
≃ 1
X
tor
Σ
. By adjunction, we deduce a natural morphism
E
X
bb → e∗1XtorΣ
. Applying the Betti realization, and using Theorem 4.1, we deduce
a natural morphism Rp∗QΓ\Drbs → Re∗QXtorΣ (C)
. Taking the cohomological direct
images along the projection of Γ\D
bb
to the point, we obtain a natural morphism
H∗(Γ\D
rbs
)→ H∗(X
tor
Σ (C)). We expect this to agree with the morphism from [20].
Remark 4.5 — We indicate somewhat heuristically how the determination in
Theorem 4.1 (of ω0
X
bbj
bb
∗ 1X when Γ is neat) is consistent with the notion of punctual
lowest weight in a Hodge theoretical sense. We refer to (61) in Proposition 3.1 for
notation. The diagram gives
Rjbb∗ Q(Γ\D) ≃ R(pqj
bs)∗Q(Γ\D) ≃ R(pq)∗Q(Γ\D)bs ,
as jbs is a homotopy equivalence.
Let Q be a maximal Q-parabolic subgroup of G. Over (Γ\D)bbQ (the underlying
topological space of XbbQ from (60)), we have that q is a fibration, with
q−1(x) ≃ (Γ(M˜Q,ℓ)\D˜Q,ℓ)
rbs (71)
whenever x ∈ (Γ\D)bbQ (see [42, Prop. 2.3.8]). Likewise, for such x one has
(pq)−1(x) ≃ Γ(NQM˜Q,ℓ)\(NQ × D˜Q,ℓ)
bs
, (72)
which has the homotopy type of Γ(NQM˜Q,ℓ)\(NQ × D˜Q,ℓ). (In the preceding, D˜Q,ℓ
denotes the symmetric space of M˜Q,ℓ .) In particular, the latter is a (Γ(NQ)\NQ)-
fibration over Γ(M˜Q,ℓ)\D˜Q,ℓ.
We can take the sheaves of smooth differential forms on Γ(NQM˜Q,ℓ)\(NQ × D˜Q,ℓ)
with coefficients in the exterior algebra
∧∗
n
∨
Q, where nQ is the Lie algebra of NQ, as
the C-datum of a mixed Hodge complex for H∗(Γ(NQM˜Q,ℓ)\(NQ × D˜Q,ℓ)) (cf. [23,
§5.2]).19 The weights are those that come from the definition of a Shimura variety
[16, §2.1]: forms on Γ(M˜Q,ℓ)\D˜Q,ℓ with C-coefficients comprise W0 – indeed, these
19In fact, allowing x to vary produces a variation of mixed Hodge structure on (Γ\D)bbQ .
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forms appear only combinatorially in the toroidal setting (cf. Definition 3.2), and
have trivial contribution to the mixed Hodge structure; and
∧i
n
∨
Q has only positive
weights when i > 0. Thus, the lowest weight is given by Q(Γ(M˜Q,ℓ)\D˜Q,ℓ). However,
we preferred to see (71) here, which involves more than the quotient of (72) by NQ,
insufficient over its boundary. However, factoring q through the excentric Borel-Serre
compactification Γ\D
ebs
(see [42, (2.3.5)]) produces
Γ((NQ/UQ)M˜Q,ℓ)\((NQ/UQ)× D˜Q,ℓ)
bs
.
In the statement of Theorem 4.1 we used the notation Rp∗ for the derived op-
eration of cohomological direct image of sheaves. As we mainly consider derived
operations on sheaves, we will drop from now on the “R”; this convention was al-
ready used for the operations on motives in Sections 1 and 2.
Definition 4.6 — We keep the notation from Theorem 4.1. Let π : X
bb
→
Spec(C) be the projection to the point. The motive π∗
(
E
X
bb
)
is called the reductive
Borel-Serre motive of X and will be denoted Mrbs(X).
Remark 4.7 — As was the case for the scheme X, the motive Mrbs(X) can
be defined over a number field. Indeed, let k ⊂ C be a field of definition of X
bb
,
which we may take to be a finite extension of Q. Let X
bb
/k be a k-scheme such that
X
bb
≃ X
bb
/k ⊗k C. Also, denote by π/k : X
bb
/k → Spec(k) the projection to the point.
Then, the motive Mrbs(X/k) = (π/k)∗
(
E
X
bb
/k
)
satisfies Mrbs(X/k) ⊗k C ≃ M
rbs(X),
where −⊗k C denotes the inverse image of motives along Spec(C) → Spec(k). For
this reason, Mrbs(X/k) is called a reductive Borel-Serre motive over k.
In the following statement, we identify D(Q) with D(Shv(pt)), where pt is the
topological space consisting of one point. With this understood, the Betti realization
on DA(C) takes values in D(Q).
Corollary 4.8 — There is an isomorphism of commutative unitary algebras
ϕ : An∗(Mrbs(X))
∼
→ H∗(Γ\D
rbs
)
from the Betti realization of the motive Mrbs(X) to the singular cohomology of the
topological space Γ\D
rbs
. Moreover, for g ∈ G(Q) such that gΓ′g−1 ⊂ Γ, there is
a morphism of commutative unitary algebras Mrbs(g) : Mrbs(X) → Mrbs(X ′), which
makes the following square in D(Q) commutative:
An∗(Mrbs(X))
ϕ
∼
//
Mrbs(g)

H∗(Γ\D
rbs
)
H∗(grbs)

An∗(Mrbs(X ′))
ϕ
∼
// H∗(Γ′\D
rbs
).
Proof. The morphism ϕ : An∗(Mrbs(X))→ H∗(Γ\D
rbs
) is the composition
An∗(Mrbs(X)) = An∗π∗EXbb
// πan∗ An
∗E
X
bb
∼
// πan∗ p∗QΓ\Drbs ≃ H
∗(Γ\D
rbs
)
where the isomorphism πan∗ An
∗E
X
bb ≃ πan∗ p∗QΓ\Drbs is the one induced by the iso-
morphism in Theorem 4.1, (a). That An∗π∗EXbb → π
an
∗ An
∗E
X
bb is invertible follows
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from the commutation of the Betti realization with the cohomological direct images,
the motive E
X
bb being compact.
We now pass to the second part of the corollary. Call π and π′ the projections of
the schemes X and X ′ to Spec(C). Note that we have π′ = π ◦ gbb. We define our
Mrbs(g) as the following composition
π∗EXbb
// π∗(g
bb)∗(g
bb)∗E
X
bb // π∗(g
bb)∗EX′bb ≃ π
′
∗EX′bb
where the morphism in the middle is the one described in Corollary 2.21. That the
square of the statement commutes follows from part (b) of Theorem 4.1. We leave
the details to the reader. 
Remark 4.9 — Let k ⊂ C be a number field as in Remark 4.7. We may apply
Huber’s mixed realization functor RMR : DMgm(k) → DMR [27, Th. 2.3.3] to the
dual of atr(M
rbs(X/k)), where atr : DA(k) ≃ DM(k) is the equivalence given by
Proposition 1.4. (Note that atr(M
rbs(X/k)) is a geometric motive as M
rbs(X/k) is
compact by Proposition 2.15, (vii) and [4, Cor. 2.2.21].) We get in this way an
object of the derived category of mixed realizations which we simply denote by
R rbsMR(X/k). The singular component of R
rbs
MR(X/k) corresponding to the canonical
embedding k →֒ C is Huber’s singular realization of the dual of atr(M
rbs(X)) which
is canonically isomorphic to An∗(Mrbs(X)). (Unfortunately, the comparison between
Huber’s singular realization [27, 28] and the Betti realization [8] we have used in this
paper is not treated in the literature, though we expect it be straightforward.) Hence,
by Corollary 4.8, the cohomology groups of Γ\D
rbs
are naturally mixed realizations
in the sense of [26, Def. 11.1.1]. In particular, H∗(Γ\D
rbs
) carries a mixed Hodge
structure (presumably the same as what one would get when [43] is corrected) and
H∗(Γ\D
rbs
)⊗Qℓ is naturally a representation of Gal(Q/k) for every prime number
ℓ. All this is compatible with the action of Hecke correspondences (see Remark 4.3).
In the remainder of this section, we explain how to reduce Theorem 4.1 to the
case where the arithmetic subgroups are neat.
Proposition 4.10 — If Theorem 4.1 holds for neat arithmetic subgroups of
G(Q), then it holds for all arithmetic subgroups.
Proof. We assume that Theorem 4.1 is proven for Γ neat, and we show how to extend
it for arithmetic subgroups of G(Q) which are not necessarily neat. In fact, we will
deal only with part (a) and leave part (b) to the reader.
Let Γ0 ⊂ G(Q) be any arithmetic subgroup. We may find a normal subgroup
Γ⊳ Γ0 of finite index which is neat. The finite group Γ\Γ0 acts on the topological
spaces Γ\D, Γ\D
rbs
and Γ\D
bb
, and their quotients with respect to these actions
are Γ0\D, Γ0\D
rbs
and Γ0\D
bb
respectively. We let e : Γ′\D → Γ\D, ebb : Γ\D
bb
→
Γ0\D
bb
and erbs : Γ\D
rbs
→ Γ0\D
rbs
be the quotient maps.
Also, if X and X
bb
are the C-schemes such that X(C) ≃ Γ\D and X
bb
(C) =
Γ\D
bb
, then Γ\Γ0 acts on X and X
bb
, and their quotients with respect to these
actions are respectively X0 and X0
bb
, the C-schemes such that X0(C) ≃ Γ0\D and
X0
bb
(C) = Γ0\D
bb
. We also denote by ebb : X
bb
→ X0
bb
the morphism of C-schemes
that is given by ebb : Γ\D
bb
→ Γ0\D
bb
on the varieties of C-points.
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Now, denote by p : Γ\D
rbs
→ Γ\D
bb
and p0 : Γ0\D
rbs
→ Γ0\D
bb
the natural
projections. With the notation of Theorem 4.1, (b), an element g ∈ Γ0 acts on
ebb∗ EXbb by the composition
ebb∗ EXbb
∼
// ebb∗ (g
bb)∗(g
bb)∗E
X
bb
∼
// ebb∗ g
bb
∗ EXbb ≃ e
bb
∗ EXbb .
For the last isomorphism, we used that ebb ◦ gbb = ebb. It is easy to check that this
gives a representation of Γ\Γ0 on e
bb
∗ EXbb . Applying Lemma 2.22, we have that the
sub-object of (Γ\Γ0)-invariants is canonically isomorphic to EX0bb . Similarly, g ∈ Γ0
acts on erbs∗ QΓ\Drbs by the composition
erbs∗ QΓ\Drbs
// erbs∗ (g
rbs)∗(g
rbs)∗Q
Γ\D
rbs ≃ erbs∗ g
rbs
∗ QΓ\Drbs ≃ e
rbs
∗ QΓ\Drbs .
For the last isomorphism, we used that erbs ◦ grbs = erbs. It is easy to check that this
gives a representation of Γ\Γ0 on e
rbs
∗ QΓ\Drbs. Moreover, the sub-object of (Γ\Γ0)-
invariants is canonically isomorphic to Q
Γ0\D
rbs.
By Theorem 4.1, (b), we have a commutative diagram
An∗E
X
bb
∼
//
ϕ ∼

(gbb)∗(g
bb)∗An∗E
X
bb
∼
//
ϕ∼

(gbb)∗An
∗(gbb)∗E
X
bb
∼
// (gbb)∗An
∗E
X
bb
ϕ∼

p∗QΓ\Drbs
∼
// (gbb)∗(g
bb)∗p∗QΓ\Drbs
∼
// (gbb)∗p∗(g
rbs)∗Q
Γ\D
rbs
∼
// (gbb)∗p∗QΓ\Drbs.
If we apply ebb∗ to the first horizontal line, we get the action of g ∈ Γ0 on the com-
plex of sheaves An∗ebb∗ EXbb modulo the isomorphisms e
bb
∗ An
∗E
X
bb ≃ An∗ebb∗ EXbb and
ebb∗ g
bb
∗ An
∗E
X
bb ≃ ebb∗ An
∗E
X
bb ≃ An∗ebb∗ EXbb . Also, if we apply e
bb
∗ to the second hori-
zontal line, we get the action of g ∈ Γ0 on p0∗e
rbs
∗ QΓ\Drbs modulo the isomorphisms
ebb∗ p∗QΓ\Drbs ≃ p0∗e
rbs
∗ QΓ\Drbs and e
bb
∗ g
bb
∗ p∗QΓ\Drbs ≃ e
bb
∗ p∗QΓ\Drbs ≃ p0∗e
rbs
∗ QΓ\Drbs.
This shows that the isomorphism An∗ebb∗ EXbb
∼
→ p0∗e
rbs
∗ QΓ\Drbs, given by the com-
position
An∗ebb∗ EXbb
∼
// ebb∗ An
∗E
X
bb
ϕ
∼
// ebb∗ p∗QΓ\Drbs
∼
// p0∗e
rbs
∗ QΓ\Drbs ,
is (Γ\Γ0)-equivariant. Passing to the sub-objects of (Γ\Γ0)-invariants, yields an
isomorphism
ϕ : An∗E
X0
bb
∼
→ p0∗QΓ0\D
rbs. (73)
Moreover, this is an isomorphism of unitary algebras as Γ\Γ0 acts by unitary algebra
automorphisms on ebb∗ EXbb and e
rbs
∗ QΓ\Drbs . We leave it to the reader to check that
(73) is independent of the choice of a neat normal subgroup Γ ⊂ Γ0. 
4.2. Proof of the Main Theorem. Keep the notation in Theorem 4.1. We denote
by r the Q-rank of the simple Q-group G. As in §3.3, we list the simple roots:
β1, . . . , βr so that βi is not orthogonal to βi+1 and βr is the distinguished root. We
will identify [[1, r]] with ∆(G,S), by sending 1 ≤ i ≤ r to βi. For I ⊂ [[1, r]], we
let PI denote the standard parabolic Q-subgroup of type I and cotype [[1, r]] − I
(see §3.4). Note that P[[1,r]] = G, which for convenience will be designated as the
parabolic Q-subgroup of cotype {0} (rather than ∅).
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4.2.1. Setting the stage. The Baily-Borel Satake compactification X
bb
of X admits a
natural stratification (Xbbi )i∈[[0,r]] such that X
bb
i is the union of the strata X
bb
Q , where
Q ⊆ G varies among parabolic Q-subgroups that are of cotype {i}. Thus, the
connected components of Xbbi are locally symmetric varieties of the same dimension.
In particular, the open stratum Xbb0 = X
bb
G is simply X. As Γ is neat, the schemes
Xbbi are smooth. For i ∈ [[0, r]], denote by X
bb
≥i the Zariski closure of X
bb
i . Then, as
sets, we have Xbb≥i =
⊔
j∈[[i,r]]X
bb
j . Thus, we are in the situation of D1) of §2.5.1. Note
also that each irreducible component of Xbb≥i is of the form X
bb
Q. The normalization
of the latter is (XbbQ )
bb
, the Baily-Borel Satake compactification of XbbQ .
The data in D2) of §2.5.1 are realized using the toroidal compactifications (see
§3.4) of the connected components of Xbbi . However, to ensure Properties P1) and
P2) of §2.5.1, some care is needed in the choice of the compatible families of prpcd’s
for the locally symmetric varieties XbbQ . First, we introduce the following notation:
if Q ⊂ G is a parabolic Q-subgroup which is maximal or improper, we denote by
Γ˜(MQ,h) the arithmetic subgroup ofMQ,h equal to Γ(MQ)∩MQ,h. This is a normal
subgroup of finite index in Γ(MQ,h).
20
In the sequel, we fix an extended compatible family of prpcd’s Σ = {ΣQ,R} (with
respect to Γ) in the sense of Definition 3.7 satisfying the following properties:
(1) Σ = {ΣQ,R} is projective and simplicial.
(2) For every parabolic Q-subgroup Q ⊆ G which is maximal or improper, the
compatible family of prpcd’s Σ(Q) = (ΣQ,R)R is a smooth and projective
family with respect to the arithmetic subgroup Γ˜(MQ,h).
Clearly, there exist such extended compatible families of prpcd’s and they form
a cofinal subset (with respect to refinement) of the set of all extended compatible
families of prpcd’s. We will also assume that our Σ is fine enough so that the
statements in Propositions 3.5 and 3.6 hold wherever they are needed.
For Q ⊆ G a parabolic Q-subgroup which is maximal or improper, we denote by
Y torQ = (X
bb
Q )
tor
Σ(Q)
the toroidal compactification of the locally symmetric variety XbbQ
associated to the compatible family of prpcd’s Σ(Q) = {ΣQ,R}R. This is a projective
C-scheme having only quotient singularities. As for the stratum XbbQ , the scheme
Y torQ depends only on the conjugacy class of Q modulo Γ. Moreover, we have a
canonical projective morphism
eQ : Y
tor
Q → X
bb
Q. (74)
As in §3.4, denote by X˜bbQ the C-scheme whose analytic variety of C-points is
Γ˜(MQ,h)\eh(Q). This an étale cover of X
bb
Q with Galois group Γ˜(MQ,h)\Γ(MQ,h).
Let ZtorQ = (X˜
bb
Q)
tor
Σ(Q)
be the toroidal compactification of the locally symmetric variety
X˜bbQ associated to the same compatible family of prpcd’s Σ(Q). Then Z
tor
Q is a smooth
and projective scheme and there is a morphism cQ : Z
tor
Q → Y
tor
Q which is a finite
Galois cover. Also, if Σ(Q) is fine enough, the inverse image by cQ of an irreducible
20We recall that Γ(MQ) = Γ(Q/NQSQ) and Γ(MQ,h) = Γ(Q/NQSQM˜Q,ℓ), where Γ is viewed
as a functor on pairs as in §3.1.
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divisor in the boundary of Y torQ is a smooth divisor, i.e., a disjoint union of irreducible
divisors in ZtorQ .
For i ∈ [[0, r]], we let Y tori and Z
tor
i be the disjoint union of the Y
tor
Q and Z
tor
Q
respectively, for Q ⊆ G of cotype {i}, taken up to conjugation by elements of Γ.
We have natural morphisms ei : Y
tor
i → X
bb
≥i and ci : Z
tor
i → Y
tor
i which gives D2)
and D3).
Lemma 4.11 — The stratified schemeX
bb
and the families of morphisms (ei)i∈[[0,r]]
and (ci)i∈[[0,r]] satisfy Properties P1) and P2) of §2.5.1.
Proof. Everything is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.9 except the property
concerning the Stein factorization in P2), which we now prove. Let Q ⊆ G be a
parabolic Q-subgroup which is maximal or improper. A stratum E ⊂ Y torQ corre-
sponds to a rational polyhedral cone σ ∈ ΣQ,R. Let F be a connected component
of c−1Q (E). Then F is a Γ(M˜R,ℓ)-translate of the stratum of Z
tor
Q that corresponds
to σ, so we may assume that F corresponds also to σ ∈ ΣQ,R. Moreover, the image
of E in X
bb
is the stratum XbbP where P ⊂ G is the maximal or improper parabolic
Q-subgroup such thatMP,h ≃MR,h. Let F
′ be the closure of F in (eQ◦cQ)
−1(XbbP ).
That F ′ is projective over XbbP is clear. When ΣQ,R is fine enough, F
′ is isomorphic
to an irreducible, closed and constructible subset of B˜c(Q,R),Σ(Q) . This isomorphism is
induced by the canonical projection of B˜c(Q,R),Σ(Q) to the corner-like R-stratum of the
toroidal compactification ZtorQ of the locally symmetric variety X˜
bb
Q . Here B˜
c
(Q,R),Σ(Q)
is for X˜bbQ what B
c
(Q,R),Σ(Q)
is for XbbQ . It follows that F is a torsor over A˜Q,R under
a split Q-torus and F ′ is a relative smooth torus-embedding. Here again, A˜Q,R is
for X˜bbQ what AQ,R is for X
bb
Q , i.e., A˜Q,R is an abelian scheme over X˜
bb
Q,R = (
˜˜
XbbQ)
bb
R,
a Galois étale cover of the R-stratum of the Baily-Borel compactification of X˜bbQ . It
follows that F ′ is smooth and projective over XbbP and its Stein factorization is given
by X˜bbQ,R → X
bb
P . The variety of C-points of X˜
bb
Q,R is the quotient of eh(P) by the
action of the arithmetic subgroup
Γ˜(MQ,h) ∩ R
Γ(MQ,h) ∩NRSR
∩MR,h =
Γ(MQ) ∩MQ,h ∩ R
Γ(MQ) ∩MQ,h ∩NRSR
∩MR,h. (75)
As Γ(MP) ∩MP,h is clearly contained in (75), we see that X˜
bb
Q,R is dominated by
X˜bbP . This proves the lemma. 
Next, with the notation of Theorem 4.1, (b), let Σ′ = {Σ′Q,R}(Q,R)∈M be an
extended compatible family of prpcd’s with respect to Γ′ which we assume to satisfy
properties (1) and (2) as in the case of Σ. After a refinement, if necessary, we may
assume that for (Q,R) ∈M the natural isomorphism int(g) : UR
∼
→ UgRg−1 sends a
rational polyhedral cone of Σ′Q,R inside a rational polyhedral cone of ΣgQg−1,gRg−1.
We let e′i : Y
′ tor
i → X
′ bb
≥i and c
′
i : Z
′ tor
i → Y
′ tor
i denote the morphisms constructed
as before. Then, g ∈ G(Q) induces morphisms g : Y ′ tori → Y
tor
i and g : Z
′ tor
i →
Ztori making the diagram analogous to (18) commutative. One also checks that the
properties at the end of §2.5.1 are satisfied.
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We are now in position to apply the results of §2.5. We respectively denote by
T tor, Xtor, Ttor and Ytor the diagrams of schemes T (§2.5.2), X (§2.5.3), T (§2.5.4) and
Y (§2.5.5) associated to the stratified scheme X
bb
(X in §2.5) and the morphisms
ei : Y
tor
i → X
bb
≥i and ci : Z
tor
i → Y
tor
i . Likewise, denote by T
′ tor, X′ tor and Y′ tor
the corresponding diagrams of schemes for X ′
bb
; these play the role of Tˇ , Xˇ and Yˇ
in §2.5. We also write β
X
bb and β
X′
bb instead of β
X
bb
,(Xbbi )i
and β
X′
bb
,(X′ bbi )i
(from
§2.5.6). These are motives over T tor and T ′ tor respectively.
4.2.2. The diagram of schemes T˜ tor. For ∅ 6= I ⊂ [[0, r]], let P(I) be the set of
pairs (Q,R) with Q a parabolic Q-subgroup of cotype {min(I)} and R a parabolic
Q-subgroup of MQ,h conjugate (as a sub-quotient of G) to the image of P[[1,r]]−I
in MP[[1,r]]−{min(I)},h. Given such (Q,R), let R
′ ⊃ R be the maximal or improper
parabolic Q-subgroup of MQ,h such that MR,h ≃ MR′,h (i.e., R is subordinate to
R′). We denote by EQ,R the inverse image of R by the natural projection from Q to
(the quotient by a finite normal subgroup of)MQ,h. This is a parabolic Q-subgroup
of cotype I. It determines the pair (Q,R) as follows: Q is the unique maximal or
improper parabolic Q-subgroup of cotype {min(I)} that contains EQ,R, and R is
the image of EQ,R in MQ,h.
21 Clearly, EQ,R = NQSQM˜Q,ℓR.
22 Similarly, we put
KQ,R = NQSQM˜Q,ℓR
′
h, where R
′
h is the inverse image ofMR′,h by the projection of
R′ to (the quotient by a finite normal subgroup of)MR′ . We obtain a commutative
diagram
KQ,R →֒ EQ,R →֒ Q
↓ ↓ ↓
R′h →֒ R →֒ MQ,h
(76)
with cartesian squares. In particular, KQ,R is a normal subgroup of EQ,R that is
determined by R′, and
EQ,R/KQ,R ≃ R/R
′
h. (77)
Let (Q1,R1) and (Q2,R2) be two elements of P(I). We set
[(Q1,R1), (Q2,R2)] = {γ ∈ G(Q) : γQ1γ
−1 = Q2 and γR1γ
−1 = R2}.
This is the set of γ’s for which γEQ1,R1γ
−1 = EQ2,R2. For γ, γ
′ ∈ [(Q1,R1), (Q2,R2)],
we write γ ∼ γ′ when there exists δ1 ∈ KQ1,R1(Q) such that γ
′ = γδ1 (equivalently,
when there exists δ2 ∈ KQ2,R2(Q) such that γ
′ = δ2γ). This defines an equivalence
relation on [(Q1,R1), (Q2,R2)] that is compatible with multiplication in G(Q). We
make the set P(I) into a groupoid by setting
homP(I)((Q1,R1), (Q2,R2)) = [(Q1,R1), (Q2,R2)]/ ∼ .
21
P(I) is also the set of parabolic Q-subgroups E of cotype I, for we can associate to such E
the unique pair (QE,RE) such that E = EQE,RE . We feel that our choice is better suited to the
geometry, being adapted to the diagram of schemes T˜ tor(I) (constructed below), whose connected
components are naturally indexed by the elements of P(I).
22Strictly speaking, NQ is a subgroup of G and SQM˜Q,ℓR is a subgroup of the Levi quotient
LQ. However, we can choose a lift LQ(x) ⊂ Q (i.e., a Levi subgroup), as in §3.2, and define
EQ,R(x) = NQSQ(x)M˜Q,ℓ(x)R(x) ⊂ G. But EQ,R(x) is in fact independent of the choice of x.
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As EQ,R is parabolic, it is its own normalizer. Thus [(Q,R), (Q,R)] = EQ,R(Q),
and by construction
endP(I)(Q,R) = EQ,R(Q)/KQ,R(Q).
23 (78)
The group G(Q) acts on P(I) by conjugation: an element b ∈ G(Q) determines
an endofunctor int(b) of P(I), which sends a pair (Q,R) to (bQb−1, bRb−1) and a
morphism γ ∈ homP(I)((Q1,R1), (Q2,R2)) to bγb
−1.
We will rather be interested in the sub-groupoid PΓ(I) ⊂ P(I). Objects in
PΓ(I) are the same as in P(I). However, homPΓ(I)((Q1,R1), (Q2,R2)) is the
set of equivalence classes of γ ∈ Γ such that γQ1γ
−1 = Q2 and γR1γ
−1 = R2.
Immediate from the construction, one sees:
Lemma 4.12 —
(a) PΓ({i}) is a discrete category whose objects are pairs (Q,MQ,h) with Q a
parabolic Q-subgroup ofG of cotype {i}. Two pairs (Q,MQ,h) and (Q
′,MQ′,h)
are linked by an arrow if and only if Q and Q′ are conjugate by Γ. In partic-
ular, PΓ({0}) is the terminal category, with only one object and one arrow.
(b) For (Q,R) ∈ PΓ(I), we have endPΓ(I)(Q,R) = Γ(EQ,R/KQ,R) ≃ Γ(R/R
′
h),
where we have set Γ(R/R′h) = (Γ(MQ,h)∩R)/(Γ(MQ,h)∩R
′
h). The connected
components of the groupoid PΓ(I) are parametrized by the Γ-conjuguacy
classes of parabolic Q-subgroups of cotype I.
(c) When gΓ′g−1 ⊂ Γ, the automorphism int(g) : P(I) → P(I) takes PΓ′(I)
into PΓ(I).
Remark 4.13 — We establish the convention that whenever “ Γ′ ” appears in the
sequel, it occurs in the context of gΓ′g−1 ⊂ Γ.
Next, let ∅ 6= J ⊂ I ⊂ [[0, r]]. Given (Q,R) ∈ P(I), there is a unique (F,H) ∈
P(J) such that EQ,R ⊂ EF,H. We then have KQ,R ⊂ KF,H. Also, we have an
inclusion
[(Q1,R1), (Q2,R2)] ⊂ [(F1,H1), (F2,H2)]
when there are two such sets of data. This defines a mapping
homP(I)((Q1,R1), (Q2,R2))→ homP(J)((F1,H1), (F2,H2)).
Thus, we have a functor
tJ⊂I : P(I)→ P(J), (79)
which takes a pair (Q,R) to the unique (F,H) such that EQ,R ⊂ EF,H.
It is clear that tJ⊂I takes the sub-groupoid PΓ(I) of P(I) into PΓ(J). We also
write tJ⊂I : PΓ(I) → PΓ(J) for the induced functor. We leave the verification of
the following lemma to the reader. With P∗ as in §2.5.2:
Lemma 4.14 — The family of functors {tJ⊂I : PΓ(I) → PΓ(J)}J⊂I defines
a functor PΓ from P
∗([[0, r]])op to the category of groupoids. Moreover, the family
{int(g) : PΓ′(I)→ PΓ(I)}I defines a natural transformation int(g) : PΓ′ → PΓ.
Remark 4.15 — We gather here some facts about groupoids and their represen-
tations. Let G be a small groupoid and C a category. A representation of G in C is
a functor F : G→ C. By the quotient G\F , we mean the colimit (if it exists) of the
functor F . In the case of G = PΓ(I) and C = Sch/C, to give a representation is
23Though we have the isomorphism (77), the canonical morphism EQ,R(Q)/KQ,R(Q) →
R(Q)/R′h(Q) need not be an isomorphism.
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equivalent to giving a representation of Γ on a scheme W and specifying for every
(Q,R) ∈ PΓ(I) an open and closed subscheme W (Q,R) such that:
• W =
∐
(Q,R)∈ob(PΓ(I))
W (Q,R),
• the automorphism γ : W → W takes W (Q,R) to W (γQγ−1, γRγ−1) for
every γ ∈ Γ,
• the action of Γ(EQ,R) on W (Q,R) factors through Γ(EQ,R/KQ,R).
When the W (Q,R)’s are to be connected (as is the case for the BI(Q,R)’s below),
they are uniquely determined. Indeed, W (Q,R) is then the unique connected com-
ponent of W having Γ(EQ,R) for stabilizer. In the sequel, we will often say that
PΓ(I) acts on a scheme W without specifying the components W (Q,R) (especially
when these schemes are connected).
Next, we define a diagram of schemes BI indexed by the groupoid PΓ(I), i.e., a
representation of that groupoid, as follows. Given an object (Q,R) of PΓ(I), we
let BI(Q,R) = B
c
(Q,R),Σ(Q)
as in Proposition 3.9. Let R′ ⊂ MQ,h be the maximal
or improper parabolic Q-subgroup containing R and such thatMR,h ≃MR′,h. The
scheme BI(Q,R) admits an action of the arithmetic group [Γ(MQ,h)](M˜R′,ℓ |R),
given by (67) with Γ(MQ,h) instead of Γ. Recall that the latter was defined as
[Γ(MQ,h)](M˜R′,ℓ)∩R/NR′AR′MR′,h with [Γ(MQ,h)](M˜R′,ℓ) the image of Γ(MQ,h)∩R
′
by the projection from R′ to (the quotient by a finite normal subgroup of) M˜R′,ℓ.
(As Γ is neat, one may replace AR′ with SR′ .) Thus [Γ(MQ,h)](M˜R′,ℓ |R) is simply
the image of Γ(EQ,R) by the projection from EQ,R to (the quotient by a finite normal
subgroup of) M˜R′,ℓ. This shows that
[Γ(MQ,h)](M˜R′,ℓ |R) ≃ Γ(EQ,R/KQ,R). (80)
In other words, the group endPΓ(I)(Q,R) acts on BI(Q,R).
Moreover, given two objects (Q1,R1) and (Q2,R2) of PΓ(I) and γ ∈ Γ such that
γQ1γ
−1 = Q2 and γR1γ
−1 = R2, there is an induced isomorphism (also denoted γ)
γ : BI(Q1,R1) → BI(Q2,R2). Indeed, γ induces an isomorphism γ : X
bb
Q1
→ XbbQ2
which is compatible with the isomorphism of Q-groups int(γ) : MQ1,h ≃ MQ2,h.
Our claim follows, as the construction of the toroidal compactification is canonical
with respect to the group, the arithmetic subgroup and the family of prpcd’s. From
(80), we see that γ : BI(Q1,R1) → BI(Q2,R2) depends only on the class of γ in
homPΓ(I)((Q1,R1), (Q2,R2)).
Lemma 4.16 — The assignment (Q,R)  BI(Q,R) = B
c
(Q,R),Σ(Q)
defines a
covariant functor BI : PΓ(I)→ Sch/C. Moreover, there is a morphism of diagrams
of schemes
(BI ,PΓ(I))→ T
tor(I)
that identifies T tor(I)0 with the quotient PΓ(I)\BI.
Proof. We only explain the last claim in the statement. Recall from (19) that
T tor(I) =
⋂
i∈I e
−1
min(I)(X
bb
i ) where emin(I) is the projection of Y
tor
min(I) onto X
bb
≥min(I).
Recall also that T tor(I)0 is the inverse image of Xbbmax(I) along the natural morphism
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T tor(I)→ X
bb
. This is a dense open subscheme of T tor(I) which is given by ⋂
i∈I−{max(I)}
e−1min(I)(X
bb
i )
⋂ e−1min(I) (Xbbmax(I)) .
The claim follows now from Proposition 3.6. 
For (Q,R) ∈ PΓ(I), we denote by T
tor(Q,R) the connected component of T tor(I)
that is dominated by BI(Q,R). Of course, T
tor(Q,R) depends only on the con-
nected component of (Q,R) in PΓ(I).
We now construct the diagram of schemes T˜ tor. Let ∅ 6= I ⊂ [[0, r]]. We bring
in the stratification R(I) on Y tormin(I) from §2.5.1. A subset V ⊂ T
tor(I) is called an
R(I)-star if there exists an R(I)-stratum E, called the center of V , such that V
is the union of the R(I)-strata F satisfying E ⊂ F .24 We write V = V (E); E is
uniquely determined by V , equaling the smallest R(I)-stratum (with respect to )
in V . It is clear that an R(I)-star is an open R(I)-constructible subset of T tor(I),
and that the latter is covered by R(I)-stars. Moreover, if the extended compatible
family of prpcd’s Σ = {ΣQ,R} is fine enough, which we assume, the intersection
V (E1)∩ V (E2) of two R(I)-stars, if non-empty, is the R(I)-star V (E1,2), where E1,2
is the smallest stratum whose closure contains both E1 and E2.
It follows from Lemma 2.42 that an R(I)-stratum F in T tor(I) meets the open
subset T tor(I)0, and the intersection F ∩ T tor(I)0 is dense in F . For an R(I)-star
V ⊂ T tor(I), the intersection V 0 = V ∩T tor(I)0 will be called, by abuse of language,
an R(I)-star in T tor(I)0. If Σ is fine enough, the inverse image of V 0 in BI is a
disjoint union of copies V 0α of V
0 which are permuted by the groupoid PΓ(I). For
each copy V 0α , choose a copy Vα of V . Now, let V1, V2 ⊂ T
tor(I) be two R(I)-
stars. Assume that V3 = V1 ∩ V2 is not empty, and hence an R(I)-star. Then
to each connected component V1,α corresponds a unique connected component V2,α
such that V 03,α = V
0
1,α ∩ V
0
2,α is not empty and hence isomorphic to V
0
3 . Gluing the
various V1,α and V2,α along V3,α yields a scheme T˜
tor(I) on which the groupoid PΓ(I)
acts naturally. Given (Q,R) ∈ PΓ(I), we let T˜
tor(Q,R) denote the connected
component of T˜ tor(I) that contains BI(Q,R) as a dense open subset.
>From the construction, we have a cartesian square of diagrams of schemes
(BI ,PΓ(I)) //

(T˜ tor(I),PΓ(I))
uI

T tor(I)0 // T tor(I).
Thus, T˜ tor(I) is a Zariski locally trivial covering of T tor(I) which extends the covering
BI of T
tor(I)0. Using Lemma 4.16, we thus have an isomorphism
PΓ(I)\T˜
tor(I) ≃ T tor(I) (81)
induced by uI . Moreover, we have:
Proposition 4.17 —
24This notion makes sense for every stratified topological space.
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(a) The assignment I  (T˜ tor(I),PΓ(I)) extends canonically to a contravariant
functor from P∗([[0, r]]) to Dia(Sch/C). Moreover, we have a natural mor-
phism in Dia(Dia(Sch/C)):
u : (T˜ tor,P∗([[0, r]])op) // (T tor,P∗([[0, r]])op)
which is the identity on the indexing categories.
(b) There are canonical morphisms of diagrams of schemes
g : (T˜ ′ tor(I),PΓ′(I))→ (T˜
tor(I),PΓ(I)),
which are given by int(g) on the indexing categories and which are natural in
I ∈ P∗([[0, r]]). Moreover, we have a commutative square in Dia(Dia(Sch/C)):
(T˜ ′ tor,P∗([[0, r]])op)
g
//
u′

(T˜ tor,P∗([[0, r]])op)
u

(T ′tor,P∗([[0, r]])op)
g
// (T tor,P∗([[0, r]])op).
Proof. We show part (a) and leave the verification of (b) to the reader. For ∅ 6= J ⊂
I, we need to define a morphism of diagrams of schemes T˜ tor(J ⊂ I). On the indexing
categories, this morphism is given by the functor tJ⊂I we have already defined (79).
We also want this morphism to be compatible with the morphism T tor(J ⊂ I) we
already defined in §2.5.2, i.e., that uJ ◦ T˜
tor(J ⊂ I) = T tor(J ⊂ I) ◦ uI .
First, note that the morphism T˜ tor(I) → T tor(I), together with R(I), gives rise
to a stratification R˜(I) of T˜ tor(I): a subset of T˜ tor(I) is an R˜(I)-stratum if and
only if it is a connected component of the inverse image of an R(I)-stratum of
T tor(I). Moreover, uI : T˜
tor(I) → T tor(I) takes an R˜(I)-stratum isomorphically to
its image, an R(I)-stratum of T tor(I). In §2.5.4, we introduced the ordered set A(I)
of irreducible, closed and R(I)-constructible subsets of T tor(I). Similarly, let A˜(I)
be the set of irreducible, closed and R˜(I)-constructible subsets of T˜ tor(I). (Clearly,
every element of A˜(I) is the closure of a unique R˜(I)-stratum, so there is a non-
decreasing bijection between A˜(I) and the set of R˜(I)-strata in T˜ tor(I).) As for A(I),
elements of A˜(I) will be denoted using greek letters α, β, etc, and the corresponding
closed subsets will be denoted by T˜tor(I, α), T˜tor(I, β), etc.
Now, for the morphism T tor(J ⊂ I), there is a non-decreasing map sJ⊂I : A(I)→
A(J) such that T tor(J ⊂ I) maps Ttor(I, α) inside Ttor(J, sJ⊂I(α)) for all α ∈ A(I)
(see Proposition 2.41). We will construct a non-decreasing map s˜J⊂I : A˜(I)→ A˜(J)
which is compatible with sJ⊂I , i.e., for every β ∈ A˜(I) and α ∈ A(I) such that
uI(T˜
tor(I, β)) = Ttor(I, α), we have uJ(T˜
tor(J, s˜J⊂I(β))) = T
tor(J, sJ⊂I(α)). As uI
and uJ are Zariski locally trivial covers and induces isomorphisms between strata,
it is clear that sJ⊂I determines a unique morphism T˜
tor(J ⊂ I), compatible with
T tor(J ⊂ I) and which maps T˜tor(I, α) inside T˜tor(J, s˜J⊂I(α)) for all α ∈ A˜(I).
The R˜(I)-strata of T˜ tor(I) are in a one-to-one correspondence with the rational
polyhedral cones in
∐
(Q,R)∈ob(PΓ(I))
Σ◦Q,R. Let σ ∈ Σ
◦
Q,R, and (F,H) = tJ⊂I(Q,R).
Denote by R′ the maximal or improper parabolic Q-subgroup of MQ,h to which R
is subordinate. Also, let H′ (resp. H′′) denote the maximal or improper parabolic
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Q-subgroup of MF,h to which H (resp. the image of R in MF,h) is subordinate.
Let σ′ be the unique rational polyhedral cone of ΣF,H′′ that contains the image of σ
under UR′ → UH′′ . The morphism s˜J⊂I is determined as follows. It takes the closure
of the stratum corresponding to σ ∈ Σ◦Q,R into the closure (in Y
tor
F ) of the stratum
corresponding to the rational polyhedral cone σ′′ ∈ Σ◦F,H that is open in σ
′ ∩ UH′ .
Clearly, s˜J⊂I is equivariant for the action of the groupoid PΓ(J); the action on
the domain being the restriction along the functor tJ⊂I of the action of PΓ(I).
This shows that T˜ tor(J ⊂ I) is a morphism of diagrams. Also, s˜J⊂I and sJ⊂I are
clearly compatible. Finally, let ∅ 6= K ⊂ J ⊂ I. From the construction and the
corresponding property for “s”, we can show that s˜K⊂I = s˜K⊂J ◦ s˜J⊂I . (We leave the
details of this to the reader.) It follows that T˜ tor(K ⊂ I) = T˜ tor(K ⊂ J) ◦ T˜ tor(J ⊂
I); this finishes the proof of the proposition. 
4.2.3. The diagram of schemes Vtor. For (I0, I1) ∈ P2([[1, r]]), let J = [[0, r]] − I0,
and {0}
⊔
I1 = {i0 < · · · < is}. We define a diagram of schemes V
tor(I0, I1) as
follows. We recursively construct diagrams of schemes Vtor1 (I0, I1), . . . ,V
tor
s+1(I0, I1)
and morphisms vj(I0, I1) : V
tor
j (I0, I1) → T˜
tor(J ∩ [[ij−1, ij]]) (is+1 is taken to be r),
and then set Vtor(I0, I1) = V
tor
s+1(I0, I1) and v(I0, I1) = vs+1(I0, I1).
We start by taking Vtor1 (I0, I1) = T˜
tor(J ∩ [[i0, i1]]) and v1(I0, I1) the identity map-
ping. Assume that Vtorj (I0, I1) and vj(I0, I1) have been defined for some j ≤ s. The
composition
Vtorj (I0, I1)→ T˜
tor(J ∩ [[ij−1, ij ]])→ Y
tor
ij
(82)
makes Vtorj (I0, I1) into a diagram of Y
tor
ij
-schemes. In particular, we may consider the
diagram of Y torij -schemes π0(V
tor
j (I0, I1)/Y
tor
ij
), obtained from Vtorj (I0, I1) by taking
objectwise the Stein factorization25 of the projection to Y torij . We then define
Vtorj+1(I0, I1) = π0(V
tor
j (I0, I1)/Y
tor
ij
)×Y torij
T˜ tor(J ∩ [[ij , ij+1]]) (83)
and take vj+1(I0, I1) to be the projection to the second factor. By construction, we
obtain a morphism of diagrams v(I0, I1) : V
tor(I0, I1) → T˜
tor(ςr(I0, I1)). Adapting
the argument in the proof of Proposition 2.46, one can see that the assignment
(I0, I1) V
tor(I0, I1) extends in a canonical way to a functor V
tor from P2([[1, r]]) to
Dia(Sch/C). Moreover, the v(I0, I1)’s give a morphism in Dia(Dia(Sch/C)):
(v, ςr) : (V
tor,P2([[1, r]])) // (T˜ tor,P∗([[0, r]])op).
Taking compositions with T˜ tor → T tor and T˜ tor → X
bb
yields morphisms
(w, ςr) : (V
tor,P2([[1, r]])) // (T
tor,P∗([[0, r]])op) and Ξ : Vtor // X
bb
.
Proposition 4.18 — With β as in §2.5.6:
(a) There are canonical isomorphisms of commutative unitary algebras
E
X
bb ≃ Ξ∗(w, ςr)
∗β
X
bb and An∗(E
X
bb) ≃ Ξan∗ (w
an, ςr)
∗βan
X
bb.
25Here we use the notion of a Stein factorization in a broad sense. Given a morphism of schemes
a : P → S, we may consider the OS-algebra A of integral elements in a∗OP . When this algebra is
coherent (which is the case here), Spec(A) is a finite S-scheme which we call the Stein factorization
of a.
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(b) Moreover, the following diagram
g∗(E
X
bb)
∼

// E
X′
bb
∼

g∗Ξ∗(w, ςr)
∗β
X
bb // Ξ′∗(w
′, ςr)
∗g∗β
X
bb // Ξ′∗(w
′, ςr)
∗β
X′
bb
is commutative, and likewise for the corresponding diagram in the analytic
context.
Proof. We prove only the motivic statements. The proof in the analytic context goes
exactly the same way.
We need to introduce another diagram of schemes Y˜tor, one that interpolates
between Ytor and Vtor. First, we bring in the diagram T˜tor introduced in the proof of
Proposition 4.17. Recall that for ∅ 6= I ⊂ [[0, r]], we have a diagram T˜tor(I) sending
α ∈ A˜(I) to T˜tor(I, α), a closed, irreducible and R˜(I)-constructible subset of T˜ tor(I).
For (Q,R) ∈ PΓ(I), we denote A˜(Q,R) ⊂ A˜(I) the subset of α ∈ A˜(I) such that
T˜tor(I, α) ⊂ T˜ tor(Q,R). For such α, we write T˜tor((Q,R), α) for T˜tor(I, α). In this
way, we may consider T˜tor(I) as an object of Dia(Dia(Sch/C)) sending (Q,R) ∈
PΓ(I) to the diagram (T˜
tor(Q,R), A˜(Q,R)). Moreover, this gives a functor from
P∗([[0, r]])op to Dia(Dia(Sch/C)). As usual, passing to total diagrams, we may view
T˜tor as an object of Dia(Sch/C).
In the same way that T˜ tor is used in defining Vtor, and Ttor was used in defining
Ytor (in §2.5.5), we can use T˜tor to define a diagram Y˜tor. Specifically, for (I0, I1) ∈
P2([[1, r]]), let J = [[0, r]] − I0, and {0}
⊔
I1 = {i0 < · · · < is} as before. There is
a sequence of diagrams Y˜tor1 (I0, I1), . . . , Y˜
tor
s+1(I0, I1). It is defined inductively by the
formula
Y˜torj+1(I0, I1) = π0(Y˜
tor
j (I0, I1)/Y
tor
ij
)×Y torij
T˜tor(J ∩ [[ij , ij+1]]) (84)
(where is+1 is taken to be r) and the initial condition Y˜
tor
1 (I0, I1) = T˜
tor(J ∩ [[i0, i1]]).
We then set Y˜tor(I0, I1) = Y˜
tor
s+1(I0, I1). There is a morphism of diagrams p˜(I0, I1) :
Y˜tor(I0, I1)→ T˜
tor(ςr(I0, I1)). Adapting again the argument in the proof of Proposi-
tion 2.46, one can show that the assignment (I0, I1) Y˜
tor(I0, I1) extends naturally
to a functor Y˜tor from P2([[1, r]]) to Dia(Sch/C) and that we have a morphism of
diagrams p˜ : Y˜tor → T˜tor ◦ ςr.
The morphisms from T˜tor to Ttor and T˜ tor induce canonical morphisms form Y˜tor
to Ytor and Vtor, yielding the following commutative diagram in Dia(Dia(Sch/C)):
(Y˜tor,P2([[1, r]]))
ρ1
//
ρ2

(Vtor,P2([[1, r]]))
(w,ςr)
 Ξ

(Ytor,P2([[1, r]]))
(h,ςr)
//
Υ //
(T tor,P∗([[0, r]])op)
e
''O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
X
bb
.
(85)
Using Theorem 2.56 (and Corollary 2.57 for the analytic version), it suffices to check
that the morphism id→ ρi∗ρ
∗
i is invertible for i ∈ {1, 2}. Indeed, we then get a chain
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of isomorphisms
Ξ∗(w, ςr)
∗ ≃ e∗(w, ςr)∗(w, ςr)
∗ ≃ e∗(w, ςr)∗ρ1∗ρ
∗
1(w, ςr)
∗
≃ e∗(h, ςr)∗ρ2∗ρ
∗
2(h, ςr)
∗ ≃ e∗(h, ςr)∗(h, ςr)
∗ ≃ Υ∗(h, ςr)
∗.
We deal with the morphisms id→ ρ1∗ρ
∗
1 and id→ ρ2∗ρ
∗
2 separately.
Case 1, part A: Using Corollary 1.9, we need to verify that id→ ρ1(I0, I1)∗ρ1(I0, I1)
∗
is invertible for every (I0, I1) ∈ P2([[1, r]]). As usual, we let J = [[0, r]] − I0 and
{0}
⊔
I1 = {i0 < · · · < is}. For 1 ≤ t ≤ s, we let Z
(t) = π0(V
tor
t (I0, I1)/Y
tor
it ) and
Z(t) = π0(Y˜
tor
t (I0, I1)/Y
tor
it ) (compare with (83) and (84)). We denote ̺t : Z
(t) →
Z(t) the natural morphism. In the next part, we will show that the morphisms
id→ ̺t∗̺
∗
t are universally invertible, i.e., the same is true for any base-change of ̺t
by morphisms of diagrams of schemes. The case t = s is used to prove our claim as
follows. There is a commutative diagram
Y˜tor(I0, I1)
//

ρ1(I0,I1)
,,
Z(s)
̺s

Vtor(I0, I1) //

Z(s)

T˜tor(J ∩ [[is, r]])
q˜(J∩[[is,r]])
// T˜ tor(J ∩ [[is, r]])
// Y toris ,
in which the two rectangular squares are cartesian. It is rather straightforward that
the latter can be completed, to a diagram of the form
• //
 ""
• //

•

• //

• //

•

• // • // •
in which all the rectangular squares are cartesian. It follows that ρ1(I0, I1) can be
written as a composition of base-changes of ̺s and q˜(J ∩ [[is, r]]) (in fact, in two
ways). Using that id → ̺s∗̺
∗
s is universally invertible, we are reduced to showing
that id → q˜(J ∩ [[is, r]])∗q˜(J ∩ [[is, r]])
∗ is universally invertible. By Corollary 1.9,
we need to show for (Qs,Rs) ∈ PΓ(J ∩ [[is, r]]) that id → q˜(Qs,Rs)∗q˜(Qs,Rs)
∗
is invertible with q˜(Qs,Rs) : (T˜
tor(Qs,Rs), A˜(Qs,Rs)) → T˜
tor(Qs,Rs) the natural
morphism. The proof of Lemma 1.18 can be easily extended to show this.
Case 1, Part B: Here we show that id → ̺t∗̺
∗
t is universally invertible (with 1 ≤
t ≤ s). Using Corollary 1.9, we only need to check that
id→ ̺t((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤t−1)∗̺t((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤t−1)
∗
is universally invertible for all (Qj,Rj)0≤j≤t−1 ∈
∏t−1
j=0 PΓ(J ∩ [[ij , ij+1]]), the in-
dexing category of Z(t). Recursively, one sees that, objectwise, ̺t((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤t−1)
induces an isomorphism from each connected component of the domain to a con-
nected component of the target. Indeed, given a stratum S of Bc(Qj,Rj),Σ(Qj)
, the
Stein factorizations of the projections of S and Bc(Qj,Rj),Σ(Qj)
to XbbQj+1 are the same,
and coincide with the Stein factorization of A(Qj,Rj) → X
bb
Qj+1
. A similar statement
holds if we replace XbbQj by X˜
bb
Qj
, or by any other étale cover of XbbQj dominated by
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X˜bbQj . Moreover, given a connected component E of Z
(t)((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤t−1), ̺
−1
t (E)
is canonically isomorphic to the constant diagram
(
E,
∏t−1
j=0 A˜(J ∩ [[ij , ij+1]])
)
. This
is also proven inductively, and we leave the details to the reader. Now, the result
follows from Lemma 4.19 below.
Case 2: Here we show that id → ρ2∗ρ
∗
2 is invertible. Using Corollary 1.9, we are
reduced to checking that id → ρ2(†)∗ρ2(†)
∗ is invertible for every object † of the
indexing category of Ytor. Thus, we fix (I0, I1) ∈ P2([[1, r]]) and let J = [[0, r]] − I0
and {0}
⊔
I1 = {i0 < · · · < is}. Let (αj)0≤j≤s be an object of the indexing category
of Ytor(I0, I1), that is of
∏s
j=0A(J ∩ [[ij , ij+1]]) (with is+1 = r). We need to show that
id→ ρ2((αj)0≤j≤s)∗ρ2((αj)0≤j≤s)
∗ (86)
is invertible.
We show by induction on 1 ≤ t ≤ s+1 that the groupoid
∏t−1
j=0 PΓ(J ∩ [[ij , ij+1]])
(with is+1 = r) acts freely on the set of connected components of Y˜
tor
t ((αj)0≤j≤t−1),
and that the natural morphism ̺′t : Y˜
tor
t ((αj)0≤j≤t−1)→ Y
tor
t ((αj)0≤j≤t−1) induces an
isomorphism(
t−1∏
j=0
PΓ(J ∩ [[ij , ij+1]])
)
\ Y˜tort ((αj)0≤j≤t−1) ≃ Y
tor
t ((αj)0≤j≤t−1).
By Lemma 4.20 below, this would imply that the morphisms id → ̺′t∗̺
′∗
t , so in
particular (86), are invertible.
For t = 1, note that PΓ(J∩[[i0, i1]]) acts freely on the set of connected components
of Ttor(J ∩ [[i0, i1]]). Indeed, this set can be identified with
∐
(G,R)∈PΓ(J∩[[i0,i1]])
Σ◦G,R.
Using (81), we see that our claim is true for t = 1.
Now assume that our claim is true for some 1 ≤ t ≤ s. Fix a connected component
E of Ytort ((αj)0≤j≤t−1). Let Q be a maximal or improper parabolic Q-subgroup of
G for which E dominates X
bb
Q. Then π0(E/Y
tor
Q ) is isomorphic to the toroidal
compactification (⋄XbbQ)
tor
Σ(Q)
of a locally symmetric variety ⋄XbbQ which is a finite étale
cover of XbbQ dominated by X˜
bb
Q . Denote F = T
tor(J ∩ [[it, it+1]], αt) and F˜ its inverse
image in T˜tor(J∩ [[it, it+1]]). Using induction, we are reduced to showing that PΓ(J∩
[[it, it+1]]) acts freely on the set of connected components of π0(E/Y
tor
Q )×Y torQ F˜ and
that we have an isomorphism
PΓ(J ∩ [[it, it+1]])\
(
π0(E/Y
tor
Q )×Y torQ F˜
)
≃ π0(E/Y
tor
Q )×Y torQ F.
In fact, these properties are already true for F˜ and the projection F˜ → F . This is
proved in the same way as for the case t = 1. 
Lemma 4.19 — Let ∅ 6= I ⊂ [[0, r]] and (Q,R) ∈ PΓ(I). We denote by ̺ the
projection of A˜(Q,R) to e. Let S be a noetherian scheme and M ∈ DA(S). Then,
the canonical morphism M → ̺∗̺
∗M is invertible.
Proof. By the adjunction formula (cf. [4, Lem. 2.1.146]), we have natural isomor-
phisms
Hom(̺♯̺
∗
1S,M) ≃ ̺∗Hom(̺
∗
1S, ̺
∗M) ≃ ̺∗̺
∗M
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for all M ∈ DA(S). Hence, it suffices to show that ̺♯̺
∗
1S ≃ 1S. On the other
hand, there is a canonical functor c : H → DA(S), where H = Ho(∆opSet) is the
homotopy category of simplicial sets. Given a simiplicial set X•, we may form the
simplicial abelian group ZX• given in degree d ≥ 0 by the free Z-module generated by
the elements of Xd. Then c takes X• to the T -spectrum Σ
∞
T (N(ZX)) where N(ZX)
is the Moore complex associated to ZX• which we consider as a constant sheaf on
Sm/S. For instance, for the simplicial set pt having one element in each degree,
we have c(pt) = 1S. As the functor c commutes with homotopy colimits, it then
suffices to show that ̺♯̺
∗pt ≃ pt. Now, there is a Quillen equivalence between the
model category Top of topological spaces and that of simplicial sets. In particular,
H ≃ Ho(Top), and it suffices to show that ̺♯̺
∗pt ≃ pt inHo(Top). (Here, of course,
pt stands for the topological space with one element.)
We need to compute the homotopy colimit in the category of topological spaces
of the constant functor pt : A˜(Q,R)→ Top. Recall the bijection between A˜(Q,R)
and Σ◦Q,R: it sends an element α ∈ A˜(Q,R) to the rational polyhedral cone σ ∈
Σ◦Q,R that corresponds to the stratum of B
◦
(Q,R),Σ(Q)
whose closure in T˜ tor(Q,R)
is T˜tor(Q,R, α). Clearly, sending α to the closure of σ in UR yields a functor L :
A˜(Q,R) → Top. As L(α) is a contractible topological space for all α’s, it suffices
to compute the homotopy colimit of the functor L. Now, it is easy to see that the
diagram L is Reedy cofibrant in the sense of [25, Ch. 15]. Hence, its homotopy
colimit is given by its categorical colimit which is CR =
⋃
σ∈Σ◦
Q,R
σ, equipped with
the Satake topology. The latter has the homotopy type of its interior which is
contractible being a convex subset of UR. This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
The other lemma needed to complete the proof of Proposition 4.18 is:
Lemma 4.20 — Let G be a small groupoid and P a representation of G in
the category of locally noetherian schemes. Assume that G acts freely on the set of
connected components of P, i.e., for each α ∈ G the stabilizer in endG(α) of each
connected component of P(α) is trivial. Denote by π : P → G\P the canonical
projection. Then id→ π∗π
∗ is invertible.
Proof. If C is a connected component of G\P, denote by πC : P ×G\P C → C the
canonical projection. It suffices to show that id → πC∗π
∗
C is invertible for every
C. In other words, we may assume that G\P is connected. In that case, there is a
connected component G0 of G such that P(α) = ∅ if α ∈ ob(G)− ob(G0). Replacing
G by G0, we may further assume that G is connected. In this case, G is equivalent
to the category •G associated to an actual group G. (Recall that •G has only one
object, denoted •, whose endomorphisms are given by the elements of G.) Thus, it
suffices to consider the case of a group G that is acting on the scheme |G|×Q, where
|G| denotes the discrete set underlying G, and Q a connected noetherian scheme.
Let G˜ be the category with ob(G˜) = G and homG˜(g, h) = {g
−1h}. Clearly, G˜ is
a groupoid, and is equivalent to the category e. We also have the functor G˜→ •G,
which sends every object g to • and and is the identity mapping on the set of arrows.
Also, let (Q˜, G˜) be the diagram of schemes sending g in G = ob(G˜) to {g}×Q. We
have a morphism in Dia(Sch):
p : (Q˜, G˜)→ (|G| ×Q, •G).
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We claim that id→ p∗p
∗ is invertible. Indeed, we are in the situation of Corollary 1.9
with I = •G and ((Y, J), I) the diagram taking • to the diagram g ∈ |G| {g}×Q.
Thus, we are reduced to showing that id→ p′∗p
′∗ is invertible for p′ : ({−}×Q, |G|)→
|G| × Q the obvious morphism. Our claim is now clear. To end the proof of the
lemma, it remains to see that id → π˜∗π˜
∗ is invertible with π˜ : (Q˜, G˜) → Q the
canonical projection. But this is clear, as G˜ is equivalent to e. 
4.2.4. The diagram Wtor: a condensed model of Vtor. By Corollary 1.11, we may
replace Vtor by its diagram of connected components V♭, tor and the conclusion of
Proposition 4.18 will still hold. More precisely, let V♭, tor be the diagram which takes
an object † of the indexing category of Vtor to the discrete diagram (V♭, tor(†),Π(†))
of connected components of Vtor(†). Let Ξ♭ be the projection of V♭, tor to X
bb
and
(w♭, ςr) its projection to (T
tor,P∗([[0, r]])op). Then there is a canonical isomorphism
of commutative unitary algebras E
X
bb ≃ Ξ♭∗(w
♭, ςr)
∗β
X
bb, and similarly in the ana-
lytic context. Moreover, there is a commutative diagram analogous to the one in
Proposition 4.18, (b). We will show that the total diagram associated to V♭, tor is
equivalent (in the 2-category of diagrams) to a much smaller diagram Wtor. We can
then reformulate Proposition 4.18 in terms of Wtor.
We begin by verifying the following:
Lemma 4.21 — Let (I0, I1) ∈ P2([[1, r]]) and put J = [[0, r]]− I0 and {0}
⊔
I1 =
{i0 < · · · < is}. Let (Qj,Rj)0≤j≤s be an object of
∏s
j=0 PΓ(J ∩ [[ij , ij+1]]) (with
is+1 = r). Then V
tor((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤s) 6= ∅ if and only if there exists a family (γj)0≤j≤s
of elements in Γ such that
⋂s
j=0 γjEQj,Rjγ
−1
j is a parabolic Q-subgroup of G.
Proof. Recall from the construction in §4.2.3 that Vtor((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤s) is the last
term in a finite sequence of diagrams {Vtort ((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤t−1)}1≤t≤s+1. We show by
induction on t that:
St) V
tor
t ((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤t−1) 6= ∅ if and only if Ht(γ0, . . . , γt−1) =
⋂t−1
j=0 γjEQj,Rjγ
−1
j
is parabolic for some γ0, ..., γt−1 ∈ Γ.
The statement S1 is trivial, as EQ0,R0 = R0 is parabolic and V
tor
1 (Q0,R0) = Y
tor
0
is not empty. We assume that St is true for some 1 ≤ t ≤ s and we prove St+1.
Let Ft be the maximal parabolic Q-subgroup containing γt−1EQt−1,Rt−1γ
−1
t−1 and to
which the latter is subordinate. From the formula
Vtort+1((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤t) = π0(V
tor
t ((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤t−1)/Y
tor
it )×Y torit
T˜ tor(Qt,Rt),
we deduce that the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) Vtort+1((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤t) 6= ∅,
(ii) Vtort ((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤t−1) 6= ∅ and Y
tor
Ft
= Y torQt .
Indeed, if Vtort ((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤t−1) is not empty, V
tor
t ((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤t−1)→ Y
tor
it is proper
and surjective over the connected component Y torFt of Y
tor
it . On the other hand, the
image of T˜ tor(Qt,Rt)→ Y
tor
it is contained in the connected component Y
tor
Qt
of Y torit .
By the induction hypothesis, the condition (ii) is also equivalent to:
(iii) Ht(γ0, . . . , γt−1) is parabolic and Ft = γtQtγ
−1
t for some γ0, ..., γt ∈ Γ.
Now, Ft and γtQtγ
−1
t are parabolic of the same type and Ft containsHt(γ0, . . . , γt−1).
Thus, we may rewrite (iii) in a slightly different but equivalent form:
(iii′) Ht(γ0, . . . , γt−1) is parabolic and is contained in γtQtγ
−1
t for some γ0, ..., γt.
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To prove the statement St+1, we verify that (iii
′) is equivalent to:
(iii′′) Ht+1(γ0, . . . , γt) is parabolic for some γ0, ..., γt ∈ Γ.
The implication (iii′′) ⇒ (iii′) is clear. Indeed, if Ht+1(γ0, . . . , γt) is parabolic, then
Ht(γ0, . . . , γt−1) and γtQtγ
−1
t are also parabolic. As they are of cotype J∩[[i0, it]] and
{it} respectively, we also haveHt(γ0, . . . , γt−1) ⊂ γtQtγ
−1
t . The converse implication
(iii′) ⇒ (iii′′) follows from Lemma 4.22 below. 
Lemma 4.22 — Let P1 and P2 be two parabolic Q-subgroups of cotypes ∅ 6=
I1, I2 ⊂ [[1, r]] and assume that max(I1) = min(I2) = s. Let Q be the maximal
parabolic Q-subgroup containing P1 and of cotype {s}, i.e., P1 is subordinate to Q.
Then P1 ∩P2 is parabolic if and only if P2 ⊂ Q.
Proof. If P1 ∩ P2 is parabolic, then P2 ⊂ Q as I2 contains s. Conversely, assume
that P2 ⊂ Q. Denote P
′
1 and P
′
2 the images of P1 and P2 by the projection of Q to
(the quotient by a finite normal subgroup of)MQ. It suffices to show that P
′
1 ∩P
′
2
is a parabolic subgroup of MQ. Looking at the cotypes of P1 and P2, we see that
M˜Q,ℓ ⊂ P
′
2 and MQ,h ⊂ P
′
1. As MQ = M˜Q,ℓ ·MQ,h, it follows that
P′1 = (P
′
1 ∩ M˜Q,ℓ) ·MQ,h and P
′
2 = M˜Q,ℓ · (P
′
2 ∩MQ,h).
Thus, P′1 ∩ P
′
2 = (P
′
1 ∩ M˜Q,ℓ) · (P
′
2 ∩MQ,h). This proves the lemma as the latter
factors are parabolic subgroups of M˜Q,ℓ and MQ,h respectively. 
Though the following construction resembles the one at the beginning of §4.2.2,
it is not an extension of that. For (I0, I1) ∈ P2([[1, r]]), denote by Q(I0, I1) the set
of pairs (Q,E) of parabolic Q-subgroups of G such that E ⊂ Q, and E and Q
are of type I0 and cotype I1 respectively. For (Q,E) ∈ Q(I0, I1), let BQ,E be the
intersection of Q with the maximal parabolic Q-subgroup to which E is subordinate.
(When (Q,E) = (G,G) we take this subgroup to be G itself.) This is a parabolic
Q-subgroup of G containing E and of cotype I1 ∪ {max([[1, r]] − I0)} (with the
convention that {max(∅)} = ∅). We denote by HQ,E ⊂ BQ,E the inverse image of
MBQ,E,h ⊂ MBQ,E by the projection of BQ,E to (the quotient by a finite normal
subgroup of) MBQ,E . This is a normal subgroup of E.
Given two pairs (Q1,E1) and (Q2,E2) in Q(I0, I1), denote by [(Q1,E1), (Q2,E2)]
the subset of G(Q) consisting of elements γ such that γE1γ
−1 = E2 (and thus also,
γQ1γ
−1 = Q2). For γ, γ
′ ∈ [(Q1,E1), (Q2,E2)], we write γ ∼ γ
′ when there exists
δ1 ∈ HQ1,E1(Q) such that γ
′ = γδ1 (equivalently, when there exists δ2 ∈ HQ2,E2(Q)
such that γ′ = δ2γ). This defines an equivalence relation on [(Q1,E1), (Q2,E2)]
that is compatible with multiplication in G(Q). We make the set Q(I0, I1) into a
groupoid by setting
homQ(I0,I1)((Q1,E1), (Q2,E2)) = [(Q1,E1), (Q2,E2)]/ ∼ .
We also let QΓ(I0, I1) be the sub-groupoid of Q(I0, I1) having the same objects, but
where morphisms are the equivalence classes of elements of Γ. Given a pair (Q,E)
in Q(I0, I1), we have (cf. (78) and Lemma 4.12)
endQΓ(I0,I1)(Q,E) = Γ(E/HQ,E). (87)
Given another (I ′0, I
′
1) ∈ P2([[1, r]]) such that (I0, I1) ⊂ (I
′
0, I
′
1), there is a functor
QΓ(I0, I1) // QΓ(I
′
0, I
′
1) (88)
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which sends a pair (Q,E) ∈ QΓ(I0, I1) to the unique pair (Q
′,E′) ∈ Q(I ′0, I
′
1)
satisfying E′ ⊃ E. The functoriality of this assignment is clear, as HQ,E ⊂ HQ′,E′.
Thus, there is a covariant functor QΓ from P2([[1, r]]) to the category of groupoids.
As gΓ′g−1 ⊂ Γ, conjugation by the element g ∈ G(Q) induces a morphism of
groupoids int(g) : QΓ′(I0, I1)→ QΓ(I0, I1). This is natural in (I0, I1), so it defines a
morphism of diagrams of groupoids.
Lemma 4.23 — For (I0, I1) ∈ P2([[1, r]]), let J = [[0, r]] − I0 and {0}
⊔
I1 =
{i0 < · · · < is}.
(a) There is a natural morphism of groupoids
d(I0, I1) : QΓ(I0, I1) //
s∏
j=0
PΓ(J ∩ [[ij , ij+1]]) (89)
(with is+1 = r). It takes (Q,E) ∈ QΓ(I0, I1) to the family (Qj,Rj)0≤j≤s
where:
• Qj is the maximal or improper parabolic Q-subgroup of G of cotype {ij}
that contains Q.
• Rj is the image inMQj,h of the unique parabolic Q-subgroup Ej of cotype
J ∩ [[ij , ij+1]] containing E.
Moreover, Q =
⋂s
j=0Qj and E =
⋂s
j=0Ej.
(b) The morphism
endQΓ(I0,I1)(Q,E)
//
s∏
j=0
endPΓ(J∩[[ij ,ij+1]])(Qj,Rj) (90)
is injective and its image has finite index.
(c) The functors d(I0, I1) are natural in (I0, I1) and yield a morphism of dia-
grams of groupoids from Q to the diagram of indexing groupoids of Vtor.
(d) The following square commutes:
QΓ′(I0, I1)
d(I0,I1)
//
int(g)

∏s
j=0 PΓ′(J ∩ [[ij , ij+1]])
int(g)

QΓ(I0, I1)
d(I0,I1)
//
∏s
j=0 PΓ(J ∩ [[ij , ij+1]]).
Proof. We prove only parts (a) and (b), and leave the naturality questions to the
reader.
That E =
⋂s
j=0Ej is clear (as is Q =
⋂s
j=0Qj), so there is a diagonal em-
bedding E →֒ E0 × · · · × Es. For γ ∈ G(Q), d(I0, I1) takes (γQγ
−1, γEγ−1) to
(γQjγ
−1, γRjγ
−1)0≤j≤s. Thus, to show that (89) is a morphism of groupoids, it
suffices to check that Γ(HQ,E) is in the kernel of Γ(E) →
∏s
j=0 Γ(Ej/Kj), where
Kj = KQj,Rj is as in §4.2.2. In fact, we can show more, namely that there is an
induced isomorphism of algebraic Q-groups:
E/HQ,E ≃ E0/K0 × · · · × Es/Ks, (91)
which will also imply the stated properties of (90).
Denote Qs+1 the maximal or improper parabolic Q-subgroup of G to which E is
subordinate. Thus, we have BQ,E =
⋂s+1
j=0Qj. To prove (91), we use that the type
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of B = BQ,E decomposes into a disjoint union of (possibly empty) intervals:
]]i0, i1[[
⊔
· · ·
⊔
]]is−1, is[[
⊔
]]is, m[[
⊔
]]m, r]],
with m = max(J). This yields an almost direct product decomposition
M˜B,ℓ = M˜
(0)
B,ℓ × · · · × M˜
(s)
B,ℓ , (92)
with M˜
(j)
B,ℓ ≃ M˜R′j,ℓ as sub-quotients of G for all 0 ≤ j ≤ s. Here, as in §4.2.2,
R′j denote the maximal or improper parabolic Q-subgroup of MQj,h to which Rj is
subordinate.26 Let F ≃ E/HQ,E be the image of E by the projection of B to (the
quotient by a finite normal subgroup of) M˜B,ℓ. The decomposition (92) induces a
decomposition of F into an almost direct product F = F(0) × · · · × F(s). For each
0 ≤ j ≤ s, F(j) corresponds to the image of Rj in M˜R′
j
,ℓ modulo the identification
M˜
(j)
B,ℓ ≃ M˜R′j,ℓ. That image is naturally isomorphic to Ej/Kj by (77). This proves
the lemma. 
Remark 4.24 — The statement of Lemma 4.21, can be expressed in terms of d.
For an object † in
∏s
j=0 PΓ(J ∩ [[ij , ij+1]]), V
tor(†) is non-empty if and only if † is
in the essential image of d(I0, I1), i.e., isomorphic to an object lying in the image of
d(I0, I1).
Lemma 4.25 — Fix (I0, I1) ∈ P2([[1, r]]), and let J = [[1, r]]− I0 and {0}
⊔
I1 =
{i0 < · · · < is} as usual.
(a) Let (Q,E) ∈ QΓ(I0, I1) and denote (Qj,Rj)0≤j≤s its image by the func-
tor d(I0, I1). The group
∏s
j=0 endPΓ(J∩[[ij ,ij+1]])(Qj,Rj) permutes transitively
the connected components of Vtor((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤s). Moreover, the latter has
a distinguished connected component V⋆, tor((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤s) whose stabilizer is
endQΓ(I0,I1)(Q,E), considered, via the monomorphism (90), as a subgroup of∏s
j=0 endPΓ(J∩[[ij ,ij+1]])(Qj,Rj).
(b) Let (Q♯,E♯) be another object of QΓ(I0, I1) and denote (Q
♯
j,R
♯
j)0≤j≤s its im-
age by d(I0, I1). Let (γj)0≤j≤s ∈
∏s
j=0 homPΓ(J∩[[ij ,ij+1]])((Qj,Rj), (Q
♯
j,R
♯
j)).
Assume that the isomorphism
Vtor((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤s)
∼
→ Vtor((Q♯j,R
♯
j)0≤j≤s),
induced by (γj)0≤j≤s, takes V
⋆, tor((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤s) onto V
⋆, tor((Q♯j,R
♯
j)0≤j≤s).
Then (γj)0≤j≤s is in the image of homQΓ(I0,I1)((Q,E), (Q
♯,E♯)) by d(I0, I1).
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4.23, we let Ej = EQj,Rj and Kj = KQj,Rj for
0 ≤ j ≤ s. We extend the family (Qj)0≤j≤s by taking Qs+1 the maximal or improper
parabolic Q-subgroup of G to which E is subordinate. As such, Ej is subordinate
to Qj+1 for all 0 ≤ j ≤ s. (We also use similar notation for (Q
♯,E♯).)
For each 1 ≤ t ≤ s+1, let Q(t) = Q0∩· · ·∩Qt. Thus, we have Q(s+ 1) = BQ,E.
We also let:
⋄Γ
(t)
h = Γ(MQ(t)) ∩MQ(t),h and Γ
(t)
h = Γ(MQ(t),h);
⋄Γ
(t)
ℓ = Γ(MQ(t)) ∩ M˜Q(t),ℓ and Γ
(t)
ℓ = Γ(M˜Q(t),ℓ).
26In fact, R′j is improper unless j = s and J ∩ [[is, n]] = {is}.
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Then we have canonical isomorphisms (of finite groups):
Γ
(t)
h
⋄Γ
(t)
h
≃
Γ(MQ(t))
⋄Γ
(t)
ℓ ·
⋄Γ
(t)
h
≃
Γ
(t)
ℓ
⋄Γ
(t)
ℓ
.
Moreover, for each 1 ≤ t ≤ s+1, let E(t) = E0∩ · · ·∩Et−1. Then E(t) ⊂ Q(t) and
they are both subordinate to Qt. Also, let Γ
(t)
Q,E be the intersection of Γ
(t)
ℓ with the
image of E(t) ⊂ Q(t) by the projection of Q(t) to (the quotient by a finite normal
subgroup of) M˜Q(t),ℓ. In particular, Γ
(s+1)
Q,E = Γ(E/HQ,E) = endQΓ(I0,I1)(Q,E). By
Lemma 4.23, there is a monomorphism Γ
(t)
Q,E →֒
∏t−1
j=0 Γ(Ej/Kj) with finite index.
We show the following properties by induction on 1 ≤ t ≤ s+ 1:
(a′) The group
∏t−1
j=0 endPΓ(J∩[[ij ,ij+1]])(Qj,Rj) acts transitively on the set of con-
nected components of Vtort ((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤t−1). The latter has a distinguished
connected component V⋆, tort ((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤t−1) whose stabilizer is Γ
(t)
Q,E. More-
over, π0(V
⋆, tor
t ((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤t−1)/Y
tor
it ) is canonically isomorphic to the toroidal
compactification (⋄XbbQt)
tor
Σ(Qt)
of the scheme ⋄XbbQt whose variety of C-points is
⋄Γ
(t)
h \eh(Qt).
(b′) If (γj)0≤j≤t−1 : V
tor
t ((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤t−1)
∼
→ Vtort ((Q
♯
j,R
♯
j)0≤j≤t−1) preserves the
distinguished connected components in (a′), then there is γ˜(t) ∈ Γ such that
γ˜(t)Ej γ˜(t)
−1 = E♯j and the class of γ˜(t) in [(Qj,Rj), (Q
♯
j,R
♯
j)]/ ∼ is equal to
γj for all 0 ≤ j ≤ t− 1.
When t = 1, these properties are clear. Indeed, Q0 = G, R0 = E0 and the scheme
Vtor1 (Q0,R0) is connected. Also Γ
(1)
Q,E = Γ(M˜Q1,ℓ |R0) = endPΓ(J∩[[i0,i1]])(Q0,R0).
Thus, (a′) and also (b′) hold in this case. Next we assume that these properties are
proven for some 0 ≤ t ≤ s, and we prove them for t+ 1.
For the first claim in (a′), with V⋆, tort already defined, it suffices to check that
endPΓ(J∩[[it,it+1]])(Qt,Rt) acts transitively on the set of connected components of
π0(V
⋆, tor
t ((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤t−1)/Y
tor
Qt
)×Y tor
Qt
T˜ tor(Qt,Rt). (93)
As the left factor above is connected, it suffices to show that endPΓ(J∩[[it,it+1]])(Qt,Rt)
acts transitively on the fibers of the morphism T˜ tor(Qt,Rt) → Y
tor
Qt
. This follows
from the isomorphism (81).
Next, we specify the connected component V⋆, tort+1 ((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤t) of the scheme
(93). Let ⋄T tor(Qt,Rt) be the closure in (⋄X
bb
Qt
)
tor
Σ(Qt)
of the stratum (⋄XbbQt)
tor
Rt,Σ(Qt)
.
Define ⋄T˜ tor(Qt,Rt) to be the analogue for
⋄T tor(Qt,Rt) of what T˜
tor(Qt,Rt) is for
T tor(Qt,Rt), as in Proposition 4.17. Then, there is a Zariski locally trivial cover
⋄T˜ tor(Qt,Rt) →
⋄T tor(Qt,Rt) with automorphism group
⋄Γ
(t)
h (MR′t,ℓ |Rt). (Recall
that R′t is the maximal or improper parabolic Q-subgroup of MQt,h to which Rt is
subordinate.) The commutative square
⋄T˜ tor(Qt,Rt)

// T˜ tor(Qt,Rt)

⋄T tor(Qt,Rt) // T
tor(Qt,Rt)
(94)
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yields a closed immersion ⋄T˜ tor(Qt,Rt) →
⋄T tor(Qt,Rt) ×T tor(Qt,Rt) T˜
tor(Qt,Rt).
The target of the latter morphism is a closed subscheme of (93), and we define
V
⋆, tor
t+1 ((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤t) to be the image of
⋄T˜ tor(Qt,Rt).
>From the construction, we have V⋆, tort+1 ((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤t) ≃
⋄T˜ tor(Qt,Rt). On the
other hand, π0(
⋄T˜ tor(Qt,Rt)/Y
tor
Qt+1
) is canonically isomorphic to the toroidal com-
pactification (⋄XbbQt+1)
tor
Σ(Qt+1)
of ⋄XbbQt+1 , the scheme whose variety of C-points is the
quotient of eh(Qt+1) by the arithmetic group ⋄˜Γ
(t)
h (MR′t,h). To obtain the last as-
sertion in (a′), we need to identify the latter arithmetic group with ⋄Γ
(t+1)
h , but this
is immediate from the definitions.
To verify (a′), it remains to compute the stabilizer S ⊂
∏t
j=0 endPΓ(J∩[[ij ,ij+1]])(Qj,Rj)
of the connected component V⋆, tort+1 ((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤t). That S contains Γ
(t+1)
Q,E is easy to
see. We show the reverse inclusion. Let γ ∈ S. It decomposes uniquely as a product
γ = γ0 · · · γt with γj ∈ endPΓ(J∩[[ij ,ij+1]])(Qj,Rj). We set γ(t) = γ0 · · · γt−1 so that
γ = γ(t) · γt. The morphism
V
⋆, tor
t+1 ((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤t)→ π0(V
⋆, tor
t ((Qj,Rj)0≤j≤t−1)/YQt)
being equivariant for the action of γ(t), we deduce from the induction hypothesis
that γ(t) ∈ Γ
(t)
Q,E. Moreover, as γ acts on the commutative square (94), we deduce
that γ(t) stabilizes ⋄T tor(Qt,Rt), the closure of the Rt-stratum in (⋄X
bb
Qt
)
tor
Σ(Qt)
. This
shows that γ(t) maps to an element of the subgroup ⋄Γ
(t)
h \
(
⋄Γ
(t)
h · (Γ
(t)
h ∩Rt)
)
by the
composition
Γ
(t)
Q,E → Γ
(t)
ℓ →
⋄Γ
(t)
ℓ \Γ
(t)
ℓ ≃
⋄Γ
(t)
h \Γ
(t)
h .
In other words, there exists a lift γ˜(t) ∈ Γ(E(t)) of γ(t) whose class in Γ
(t)
h lies in the
subgroup ⋄Γ
(t)
h · (Γ
(t)
h ∩Rt). Now, from the construction, every element of
⋄Γ
(t)
h is the
class of an element of Γ(E(t)) which has the class of the neutral element in Γ
(t)
Q,E.
Thus, replacing our lift if necessary, we may assume that the class of γ˜(t) in Γ
(t)
h lies in
the subgroup Γ
(t)
h ∩Rt. We then have γ˜(t) ∈ Γ(E(t+ 1)), and we let γ
′ be its image in
Γ
(t+1)
Q,E . Clearly, we have γ
′(t) = γ(t). (Here we are using, as for γ, the decomposition
γ′ = γ′(t)·γ′t .) Replacing γ by γ ·γ
′−1, we may assume that γ(t) = 1, i.e., γ lies in the
factor endPΓ(J∩[[it,it+1]])(Qt,Rt). With this new assumption, consider again the action
on the square (94): γ acts by γt on T˜
tor(Qt,Rt), and by identity on
⋄T tor(Qt,Rt) and
T tor(Qt,Rt). As the vertical arrows in (94) are Zariski locally trivial covers of auto-
morphism groups ⋄Γ
(t)
h (MR′t,ℓ |Rt) and [Γ(MQt,h)](MR′t,h |Rt) respectively, we see
that γt is necessarily in the subgroup
⋄Γ
(t)
h (MR′t,ℓ |Rt) ⊂ endPΓ(J∩[[it,it+1]])(Qt,Rt).
But clearly, {1} × ⋄Γ
(t)
h (MR′t,ℓ |Rt) ⊂ Γ
(t+1)
Q,E . This finishes the proof of (a
′).
For (b′), we argue as for the determination of the stabilizer S; here each γj :
(Qj,Rj) → (Q
♯
j,R
♯
j) is a morphism between two distinct objects. We set γ(t) =
γ0 · · · γt−1. Using induction, we may find γ˜(t) as in (b
′). Using that γ induces
a morphism from the commutative square (94) to the similar one associated to
(Q♯,E♯), we deduce that γ(t) maps the Rt-stratum in (⋄X
bb
Qt
)
tor
Σ(Qt)
to the R♯t-stratum
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in (⋄Xbb
Q
♯
t
)
tor
Σ(Q♯
t
)
. As in the case of an endomorphism, this can be used to construct an
element γ˜′(t+1) ∈ Γ satisfying all the properties of (b′) (for t+1), except, possibly,
that the class of γ˜′(t+1) in [(Qt,Rt), (Q
♯
t,R
♯
t)]/ ∼ is equal to γt. Then, multiplying
each γj by the inverse of (the class of) γ˜
′(t+1), we reduce to the case where Qj = Q
♯
j
and Rj = R
♯
j for all 0 ≤ j ≤ t. We are then in the case of an endomorphism, and
we may use (a′) to finish the proof. 
For (I0, I1) ∈ P2([[1, r]]) and (Q,E) ∈ QΓ(I0, I1), we set
Wtor(Q,E) = V⋆, tor(d(I0, I1)(Q,E)).
The scheme Wtor(Q,E) can be described as follows. Write d(I0, I1) = (Qj,Rj)0≤j≤s
and let ⋄XbbQs be the scheme such that
⋄XbbQs(C) =
⋄Γ(MQ(s),h)\eh(Qs), where
⋄Γ(MQ(s),h) = Γ(MQ(s)) ∩MQ(s),h.
(This group was denoted ⋄Γ
(s)
h in the proof of Lemma 4.25.) Let
⋄B
c
(Qs,Rs),Σ(Qs)
be the scheme used to construct the Rs-stratum in the toroidal compactification
(⋄XbbQs)
tor
Σ(Qs)
, viz.,
(⋄XbbQs)
tor
Rs,Σ(Qs)
=
([
⋄Γ(MQ(s),h)
]
(MR′s,ℓ |Rs)
)
\⋄Bc(Qs,Rs),Σ(Qs), (95)
where R′s is the maximal or improper parabolic subgroup of MQ(s),h ≃ MQs,h to
which Rs is subordinate. (In the above formula, the arithmetic subgroup is given by
(67) with ⋄Γ(MQ(s),h) instead of Γ and Rs instead if R.) Then W
tor(Q,E) contains
⋄B
c
(Qs,Rs),Σ(Qs)
as an open dense subset, and we have a cartesian square
⋄B
c
(Qs,Rs),Σ(Qs)
//

Wtor(Q,E)

(⋄XbbQs)
tor
Rs,Σ(Qs)
// ⋄T tor(Qs,Rs)
(96)
where the vertical arrows are locally trivial Zariski covers. These properties deter-
mines Wtor(Q,E) up to a canonical isomorphism.
The group Γ acts on
∐
(Q,E)∈ob(QΓ(I0,I1))
Wtor(Q,E). The stabilizer of the con-
nected component Wtor(Q,E) acts through its quotient endQΓ(I0,I1)(Q,E). Hence,
we have a diagram of schemes Wtor(I0, I1) indexed by QΓ(I0, I1) and a morphism
Wtor(I0, I1) →֒ V
tor(I0, I1) (97)
which is, for each object, the inclusion of a connected component. One can check
that (97) are natural in (I0, I1) ∈ P2([[1, r]]), hence they yield a morphism of diagrams
in Dia(Sch/C)
(Wtor,P2([[1, r]]) →֒ (V
tor,P2([[1, r]])). (98)
Proposition 4.26 — For all (I0, I1) ∈ P2([[1, r]]), the inclusion (97) yields an
equivalence of diagrams between Wtor(I0, I1) and V
♭, tor(I0, I1).
Proof. As Wtor(I0, I1) is objectwise connected, (97) induces a morphism
Wtor(I0, I1) // V
♭, tor(I0, I1). (99)
This morphism is objectwise an isomorphism. Hence, it remains to show that (99)
induces an equivalence on the indexing categories.
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Lemma 4.25 implies that the functor underlying (97) is fully faithful (i.e., induces a
bijection from the set of morphisms between two objects and to the set of morphisms
between their images). It remains to check the essential surjectivity. By Lemma
4.21, every object of the indexing category of V♭, tor(I0, I1) is isomorphic to one of
the form (d(Q,E), C) where (Q,E) ∈ QΓ(I0, I1) and C is a connected component
of Vtor(d(Q,E)). On the other hand, Lemma 4.25 states that all the connected
components C are conjugate to Wtor(Q,E). This finishes the proof. 
Let (̟, ςr) : (W
tor,P2([[1, r]])) → (T
tor,P∗([[0, r]])op) and Θ : (Wtor,P2([[1, r]])) →
X
bb
denote the usual morphisms. We deduce from Propositions 4.18 and 4.26 the
following result:
Theorem 4.27 — There are canonical isomorphisms of commutative unitary
algebras
E
X
bb ≃ Θ∗(̟, ςr)
∗β
X
bb and An∗(E
X
bb) ≃ Θan∗ (̟
an, ςr)
∗βan
X
bb .
Moreover, the following diagram
g∗(E
X
bb)
∼

// E
X′
bb
∼

g∗Θ∗(̟, ςr)
∗β
X
bb // Θ′∗(̟
′, ςr)
∗g∗β
X
bb // Θ′∗(̟
′, ςr)
∗β
X′
bb
is commutative, as is the analogous diagram in the analytic context.
Remark 4.28 — Using Corollary 2.59 instead of Theorem 2.56 in the above
discussion, one arrives at the conclusion that E
X
bb ≃ Θ∗1Wtor . However, this will
not be needed in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
4.2.5. End of the proof. We now come to the final stage of the proof of Theorem 4.1.
We will work only with topological spaces and complexes of sheaves on them. Thus,
to simplify notation, we identify a scheme with its variety of C-points and use the
same symbol for both. The same applies to diagrams of schemes and morphisms of
diagrams of schemes. With this understood, let ϑtorΓ\D = (̟, ςr)
∗βan
X
bb .
It is clear that Theorem 4.1 follows from Theorem 4.27 and the next proposition,
the proof of which is the subject of the rest of the article.
Proposition 4.29 — Let p : Γ\D
rbs
→ Γ\D
bb
be the quotient mapping. There
is a canonical isomorphism of commutative unitary algebras
p∗QΓ\Drbs ≃ Θ∗ϑ
tor
Γ\D.
Moreover, the following diagram
(gbb)∗p∗QΓ\Drbs
//
∼

p′∗(g
rbs)∗Q
Γ\D
rbs
∼
// p′∗QΓ′\Drbs
∼

(gbb)∗Θ∗ϑ
tor
Γ\D
// Θ′∗g
∗ϑtorΓ\D // Θ
′
∗ϑ
tor
Γ′\D
commutes.
The first step in the proof consists of bridging the gap between the toroidal com-
pactification and the Borel-Serre compactifications. For this, we use the space Γ̂\DΣ
described in §3.6. We need to introduce two diagrams of topological spaces Wbs and
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Ŵ. These diagrams are, roughly, analogues for Γ\D
bs
and Γ̂\DΣ of what W
tor was
for the toroidal compactification X
tor
Σ . We present the details of their construction.
For the construction of Wbs, fix (I0, I1) ∈ P2([[1, r]]) and let J = [[0, r]] − I0 and
{0}
⊔
I1 = {i0 < · · · < is}. Let (Q,E) ∈ QΓ(I0, I1) and, as before, denote by
(Qj,Rj)0≤j≤s ∈
∏s
j=0 PΓ(J∩[[ij , ij+1]]) (with is+1 = r as usual) its image by d(I0, I1).
Consider the Rs-stratum e(Rs) in the partial Borel-Serre compactification eh(Qs)
bs
.
It admits an action of Γ(E), and we set:
Wbs(Q,E) = Γ(HQ,E)\e(Rs).
Then Γ acts naturally on
∐
(Q,E)∈QΓ(I0,I1)
Wbs(Q,E). An element γ ∈ Γ takes
Wbs(Q,E) isomorphically onto Wbs(γQγ−1, γEγ−1). Then Γ(E) is the stabilizer
in Γ of the connected component Wbs(Q,E), and its action on Wbs(Q,E) factors
through endQΓ(I0,I1)(Q,E) = Γ(E/HQ,E). Thus, we get a diagram of topological
spaces Wbs(I0, I1) indexed by QΓ(I0, I1). It is easy to see that the assignment
(I0, I1) W
bs(I0, I1) defines a functor from P2([[1, r]]) to Dia(Top).
The construction of Ŵ is parallel. Let ⋄B̂
◦
(Qs,Rs),Σ(Qs)
be the subspace of
[Γ(HQ,E)\e(Rs)]×
⋄B
◦
(Qs,Rs),Σ(Qs)
whose quotient by endQΓ(I0,I1)(Q,E) is the (corner-like) Rs-stratum of
̂⋄Γ(MQ,h)\eh(Qs)Σ(Qs)
.
We then define Ŵ(Q,E) to be the closure inWbs(Q,E)×Wtor(Q,E) of ⋄B̂
◦
(Qs,Rs),Σ(Qs)
.
The group Γ acts on
∐
(Q,E)∈QΓ(I0,I1)
Ŵ(Q,E), and the stabilizer of the connected
component Ŵ(Q,E) is also Γ(E). The action of the latter on Ŵ(Q,E) factors
through endQΓ(I0,I1)(Q,E). Thus, we have a diagram of topological spaces Ŵ(I0, I1)
indexed by the groupoid QΓ(I0, I1). Moreover, the assignment (I0, I1)  Ŵ(I0, I1)
gives a functor from P2([[1, r]]) to Dia(Top). By construction there are canonical
morphisms in Dia(Dia(Top)):
Wbs Ŵ
p1
oo
p2
//Wtor, (100)
which are the identity on the indexing categories (cf. [42, §1.1]). The argument in
the proof of Lemma 3.12 shows that these morphisms are objectwise proper map-
pings. Indeed, over the object (Q,E) ∈ QΓ(I0, I1), the arithmetic group in (95) acts
properly discontinuously on the three topological spaces in (100) and the induced
maps on the quotients are proper.
Next, we construct complexes of sheaves of Q-vector spaces ϑbsΓ\D and ϑ̂Γ\D on W
bs
and Ŵ that are analogues of ϑtorΓ\D on W
tor. Since we are now working in the setting
of topological spaces and complexes of sheaves, we can give a direct construction, as
follows. Fix a flasque resolution ̥ on topological spaces, that is pseudo-monoidal
and natural with respect to morphisms of topological spaces as in §2.5.7.
Fix (I0, I1) ∈ P2([[1, r]]) and let J = [[0, r]] − I0 and {0}
⊔
I1 = {i0 < · · · < is}.
Also, let K = ςr(I0, I1) = J ∩ [[is, r]] and write K = {l0 < · · · < lu}. For 0 ≤ v ≤ u,
we let Kv = {lv+1 < · · · < lu}. (Note that Ku = ∅ and l0 6∈ Kv.) There is a chain of
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morphisms of diagrams
Wbs(I0
⊔
Ku, I1)→W
bs(I0
⊔
Ku−1, I1)→ · · · →W
bs(I0
⊔
K0, I1),
and likewise for Ŵ. Now letWbs(I0
⊔
Kv, I1)
◦ and Ŵ(I0
⊔
Kv, I1)
◦ denote the inverse
images of Xbblv in W
bs(I0
⊔
Kv, I1) and Ŵ(I0
⊔
Kv, I1) respectively. The inclusion
Wbs(I0
⊔
Kv, I1)
◦ →֒Wbs(I0
⊔
Kv, I1)
is an objectwise dense open immersion, and the same holds for Ŵ. With this notation
we set
(
ϑbsΓ\D
)
|Wbs(I0,I1)
to be following complex of sheaves on Wbs(I0, I1):(
[Wbs(I0 ⊔Ku, I1)
◦→Wbs(I0 ⊔Ku, I1)]∗̥[W
bs(I0 ⊔Ku, I1)
◦→Wbs(I0 ⊔Ku−1, I1)]
∗
)
· · ·
(
[Wbs(I0 ⊔K1, I1)
◦→Wbs(I0 ⊔K1, I1)]∗̥[W
bs(I0 ⊔K1, I1)
◦→Wbs(I0 ⊔K0, I1)]
∗
)
[Wbs(I0 ⊔K0, I1)
◦ →Wbs(I0 ⊔K0, I1)]∗̥QWbs(I0⊔K0,I1)◦ .
We define (ϑ̂Γ\D)|Ŵ(I0,I1) analogously by replacing everywhere the superscript “bs” by
a “hat”. We leave it to the reader to check that (ϑbsΓ\D)|Wbs(I0,I1) and (ϑ̂Γ\D)|Ŵ(I0,I1),
when (I0, I1) varies, define complexes of sheaves ϑ
bs
Γ\D and ϑ̂Γ\D on W
bs and Ŵ
respectively.
Remark 4.30 — The analogue of the above construction makes sense for Wtor.
That it yields ϑtorΓ\D (up to a canonical quasi-isomorphism) follows easily from Lemma
2.58 using Corollary 1.21.
We let Θbs : Wbs → Γ\D
bb
and let Θ̂ : Ŵ → Γ\D
bb
denote the canonical mor-
phisms.
Lemma 4.31 — There is a canonical isomorphism of commutative unitary
algebras:
Θtor∗ ϑ
tor
Γ\D ≃ Θ
bs
∗ ϑ
bs
Γ\D . (101)
Moreover, the following diagram
g∗Θtor∗ ϑ
tor
Γ\D
//
∼

Θ′tor∗ g
∗ϑtorΓ\D // Θ
′tor
∗ ϑ
tor
Γ′\D
∼

g∗Θbs∗ ϑ
bs
Γ\D
// Θ′bs∗ g
∗ϑbsΓ\D // Θ
′bs
∗ ϑ
bs
Γ′\D
commutes.
Proof. As before, we construct only the isomorphism (101) after which the commu-
tation of the diagram follows. As we have the commutative diagram
Wbs
Θbs &&
Ŵ
p1
oo
p2
//
Θ̂

Wtor
Θtorxx
Γ\D
bb
it suffices to construct isomorphisms of commutative unitary algebras
ϑbsΓ\D ≃ p1∗ϑ̂Γ\D and ϑ
tor
Γ\D ≃ p2∗ϑ̂Γ\D. (102)
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The construction is the same for both isomorphisms, and it relies on the fact that
p1 and p2 are objectwise proper maps. Thus, we will construct only ϑ
bs
Γ\D ≃ p1∗ϑ̂Γ\D;
using Remark 4.30, one repeats the construction to get ϑtorΓ\D ≃ p2∗ϑ̂Γ\D.
Using the base change morphisms associated to the commutative squares
Ŵ(I0 ⊔Kv, I1)
◦ //

Ŵ(I0 ⊔Kv−1, I1)

Wbs(I0 ⊔Kv, I1)
◦ //Wbs(I0 ⊔Kv−1, I1)
(103)
for 1 ≤ v ≤ u, we obtain a morphism
(ϑbsΓ\D)|Wbs(I0,I1) // p2(I0, I1)∗(ϑ̂Γ\D)|Ŵ(I0,I1). (104)
One easily checks that when (I0, I1) varies, the morphisms (104) form a morphism
ϑbsΓ\D → p2∗ϑ̂Γ\D of complexes of sheaves on W
bs. We claim that (104) is a quasi-
isomorphism. The vertical arrows in (103) are objectwise proper maps of topological
spaces by Lemma 3.12. Hence, by the topological base change theorem for proper
morphisms, the base change morphism associated to (103) is invertible. Our claim
follows now as Wbs(I0 ⊔K0, I1)
◦ = Ŵ(I0 ⊔K0, I1)
◦ = ⋄XbbQs . 
Fix (I0, I1) ∈ P2([[1, r]]) and (Q,E) ∈ QΓ(I0, I1). Let J = [[0, r]]−I0 and {0}
⊔
I1 =
{i0 < · · · < is}. Let (Qj,Rj)0≤j≤s be the image of (Q,E) by d(I0, I1). Also write
K = {l0 < · · · < lu} and Kv = {lv+1, . . . , lu} for 0 ≤ v ≤ u. Let E(v) be the
parabolic Q-subgroup of type I0⊔Kv containing E. Then W
bs(Q,E(0)) is the Borel-
Serre compactification of ⋄XbbQs , hence is a manifold with corners. Moreover, for each
1 ≤ v ≤ u, the morphism Wbs(Q,E(v)) →W
bs(Q,E(0)) is locally isomorphic to the
inclusion of a stratum in the boundary. This implies that(
[Wbs(Q,E(u))
◦ →Wbs(Q,E(u))]∗̥[W
bs(Q,E(u))
◦ →Wbs(Q,E(u−1))]
∗
)
· · ·
(
[Wbs(Q,E(1))
◦ →Wbs(Q,E(1))]∗̥[W
bs(Q,E(1))
◦ →Wbs(Q,E(0))]
∗
)
[Wbs(Q,E(0))
◦ →Wbs(Q,E(0))]∗̥QWbs(Q,E(0))◦
is canonically quasi-isomorphic to QWbs(Q,E). In other words, there is a canonical
quasi-isomorphism ϑbsΓ\D ≃ QWbs . Thus, it remains to show the following:
Proposition 4.32 — There is a canonical isomorphism of commutative unitary
algebras
p∗QΓ\Drbs ≃ Θ
bs
∗ QWbs.
Moreover, the following diagram
g∗p∗QΓ\Drbs //
∼

p′∗g
∗Q
Γ\D
rbs
∼
// p′∗QΓ′\Drbs
∼

g∗Θbs∗ QWbs
// Θ′bs∗ g
∗QWbs
∼
// Θ′bs∗ QW′bs
commutes.
To prove this proposition, we need to introduce a new diagram of topological
spaces Zbs. Let (I0, I1) ∈ P2([[1, r]]) and (Q,E) ∈ QΓ(I0, I1). We denote by F
the image of E by the projection of Q to (the quotient by a finite group of) MQ.
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Consider e(F), the F-stratum in the Borel-Serre partial compactification ê(Q)
bs
of
ê(Q) (a stratum in the reductive Borel-Serre partial compactification of D). We set
Zbs(Q,E) = Γ(HQ,E)\e(F).
By construction, the action of Γ(E) on Zbs(Q,E) factors through endQΓ(I0,I1)(Q,E).
Thus, we have a diagram of topological spaces Zbs(I0, I1) indexed by QΓ(I0, I1).
Moreover, the assignment (I0, I1) Z
bs(I0, I1) defines a functor Z
bs from P2([[1, r]])
to Dia(Top).
The decomposition MQ = MQ,ℓ ×MQ,h induces a decomposition F = F0 ×
Rs. This gives a decomposition e(F) ≃ e(F0) × e(Rs). Moreover, the action of
Γ(HQ,E) respects this decomposition and acts trivially on the first factor. Hence
Zbs(Q,E) = e(F0)×W
bs(Q,E). The projection to the second factor yields a mor-
phism Zbs(Q,E)→Wbs(Q,E). One immediately checks that these morphisms yield
a morphism in Dia(Dia(Top)):
z : Zbs //Wbs. (105)
Now, note that e(F0) is the closure of a stratum in the Borel-Serre partial com-
pactification of the symmetric space associated to MQ,ℓ. In particular, e(F0) is
contractible and (105) is objectwise a homotopy equivalence. We have proved the
following result.
Lemma 4.33 — The canonical morphism QWbs → z∗QZbs is invertible.
For every (I0, I1) ∈ P2([[1, r]]), let U
bs(I0, I1) be the quotient of Z
bs(I0, I1) by the
groupoid QΓ(I0, I1):
Ubs(I0, I1) = QΓ(I0, I1)\Z
bs(I0, I1).
Note that from the definitions we have:
Ubs(Q,E) = Γ(E)\e(F) (106)
where F is the image of E by the projection of Q to (the quotient by a finite group
of)MQ.
We then have a diagram of topological spaces Ubs indexed by P2([[1, r]]) and a
natural projection
z′ : Zbs // Ubs. (107)
Note that for every (Q,E) ∈ QΓ(I0, I1), the group endQΓ(I0,I1)(Q,E) acts properly
discontinuously on the manifold with corners Zbs(Q,E). We obtain from this the
following:
Lemma 4.34 — The canonical morphism QUbs → z
′
∗QZbs is invertible.
There is a morphism of diagrams of topological spaces
u : Ubs → Γ\D
rbs
, (108)
which sends Ubs(Q,E) = Γ(E)\e(F) to ê ′(E).
Lemma 4.35 — The canonical morphism Q
Γ\D
rbs → u∗QUbs is invertible.
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Proof. As u is objectwise a proper mapping, this can be checked locally over each
stratum of Γ\D
rbs
. Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G, and form the cartesian
square
UbsP
//
uP

Ubs
u

ê ′(P) // Γ\D
rbs
.
We need to show that Qê ′(P) → (uP)∗QUbs
P
is invertible.
Note that UbsP (Q,E) is non-empty if and only if E is Γ-conjugate to a parabolic Q-
subgroup containing P. Let L(P) be the set of pairs of parabolic subgroups (Q,E)
such that P ⊂ E ⊂ Q. We endow L(P) with the order given by
(Q,E) ≤ (Q′,E′) ⇔ E ⊂ E′ ⊂ Q′ ⊂ Q.
We then have a fully faithful inclusion L(P) →֒
∫
P2([[1,n]])
QΓ sending (Q,E) to
((I0, I1), (Q,E)) where I0 is the type of E and I1 is the cotype of Q. Denote by
U♭P the restriction of U
bs
P to L(P) along this inclusion. Also, let
u♭P : (U
♭
P,L(P))
// ê ′(P)
be the natural projection. From the previous discussion, we deduce a canonical
isomorphism (uP)∗QUbs
P
≃ (u♭P)∗QU♭
P
. Thus, we are reduced to show that Qê ′(P) →
(u♭P)∗QU♭
P
is invertible.
Now, consider two elements (Q,E) and (Q,E′) in L(P) with E ⊂ E′. Denote by
F and F′ the images of E and E′ by the projection of Q to (the quotient by a finite
group of)MQ. Then, Γ(E)\e(F) and Γ(E
′)\e(F′) are the closures of the F-stratum
and the F′-stratum in the Borel-Serre compactification of Γ(Q)\ê(Q). In particular,
one has an isomorphism
Γ(E′)\e(F′)×
Γ\D
rbs ê ′(P) ≃ Γ(E)\e(F)×
Γ\D
rbs ê ′(P).
In fact, both sides can be identified with the stratum in the Borel-Serre compact-
ification of Γ(Q)\ê(Q) corresponding to the image of P by the projection of Q to
(the quotient by a finite group of)MQ. In particular, we have shown that the maps
U♭P(Q,E)→ U
♭
P(Q,E
′)
are isomorphisms (cf. (106)). Thus, letting iP : L
′(P) →֒ L(P) be the inclusion of
the ordered subset consisting of pairs of the form (Q,P), one gets an isomorphism
(iP)∗QU♭
P
◦iP
≃ QU♭
P
.
(Use axiom DerAlg 4’g in [4, Rem. 2.4.16].) Now, let
u′ ♭P : (U
♭
P ◦ iP,L
′(P)) // ê ′(P)
be the natural projection. We are reduced to show that Qê ′(P) → (u
′ ♭
P)∗QU♭
P
◦iP
is
invertible. But, L′(P) has a terminal object, namely (P,P). It follows that
(u′ ♭P)∗QU♭
P
◦iP
≃ {UP(P,P)→ ê
′(P)}∗QUP(P,P).
The lemma now follows, as UP(P,P) = ê
′(P). 
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Using the three lemmas above and the following commutative diagram,
Zbs
z′

z
}}
Wbs
Θbs

Ubs
u

Γ\D
bb
Γ\D
rbspoo
we can see that the proof of Proposition 4.32 is finished. This completes the proof
of Proposition 4.29 and hence the proof of Theorem 4.1.
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